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From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 6:09:37 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
Keep your hands off the water.  Tell your corporate buddies it ain't   
for sale or for giveaway.  It ain't yours, quit pretending it is.    
Leave it alone.  Your government should be protecting it, not   
treating it like a commodity to be marketed.  Your government shows   
once again that you have no interest in the people of this province,   
only trying to take as much as you can get.  Leave it alone. 
    ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 2:19:24 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
April 29, 2010 
Water Act Modernization Submission 
Ministry of the Environment 
Water Stewardship Division 
PO Box 9362 
Victoria B.C V8W 9M2 
 
As a director of the ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***I do not support t
process for Water Act Modernization.  After participating in the Water Act 
Modernization workshop in Nelson, I was not satisfied that it constituted public 
consultation.  The somewhat clandestinely publicized session seemed an 
obfuscation of future plans to facilitate water privatization by creating a mor
desirable and predictable climate for "investors" 
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ation. 


e Kootenay region will be disproportionately affected by changes in legislation 
 private 
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e looming water "crisis" makes it all the more important for full public awareness 
te 


vitization 


spect for water and protection of Watersheds and Aquifers is of primary 
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The re-establishment of historicly legislated Watershed reserves and 
strengthening of the Water Act to promote source protection, not post treated 
guidelines must be a priority.  The Water Act must trump  other legislation 
pertaining to forestry, mining, oil and gas, and hydro development.  In
use water licencses must be trumped by domestic use and agricultural
Fisheries concerns must also be reflected in a strengthening Water legisl
 
Th
particularily concerning issue of IPP, so called run of river, licenses to
power companies.  Domestic use licences are currently impeding development in th
sector.  Domestic drinking water licenses must be given priority developments less
integral to life. 
 
Th
of changes to the Water Act.  Hasty changes that open up vulnerability to corpera
litigation through trade agreements must not be implemented.  Water pri
attempts in other countries, particularily Bolivia and India have resulted 
politically volatile situations. 
 
 
Re
importance over all other development activities.  The Slocan Valley has be
negatively affected in the past by Watershed logging, mining and road-building 
activities which have resulted in dangerous and indeed, deadly changes to hydrology 
and negative effects on water quality, flow and timing.  The precautionary 
principle must bee adopted to prevent future damage. 
 
Intact watersheds must be preserved as templates for future watershed res
as they are examples of advanced living ecological systems.  This fact 
recognized by the original inhabitants of the area, the Sinix't, who were not 
consulted in this process which affects their ancestral territory of the Columbia 
River watershed headwaters. 
 
As a water licence holder, both domestic and agricultural, I do not give my approva
to the proposed changes in the Water Act or the flawed process by which it is
proceeding.  Protection of Water through Watershed reserves and strengthening
water protection legislation concerning industrial uses must take place before
downgrading people's common law rights to fresh clean drinking water.  Water is 







not a commodity, it is a human right and the blatant disregard that industr
shown in the past must first be rectified through strengthened legislation before
changes to domestic and agricultural licenses if it is to be taken seriously. 
 


y has 
 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
  _____   
 
Live connec
ssenger 


ted. Get Hotmail  <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724459> & 
for mobile. Me


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2010 4:04:27 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
  
I submit the following comments on this exercise for consideration. 
  
I am generally very pleased with the scope and process laid out in the princ
goals, objectives and possible measures.    Comments: 


iples, 


 


 


ity 
l 


  


es and 


ecommendation: 


rtnerships are inefficient.   Private investment requires 


ty 
lders.   The well-being of the people they 


 much.     Sincerely, 


  
  
Principles D.1 and D.5 
  
'Sustainable limits' needs to be much more explicit.  Like the exisiting Act many
old school water management 
paradigms prevail and need to change.   Suggest inclusion of wording: 
  
Sustainable, environmentally-safe limits of supply for surface water sources shall
be established and  
implemented by Water and Land Use planners.   Limits will be based on the capac
of existing natural systems to continue supplying into the (drier) future.   Tota
demand from human and natural communities must not exceed this threshold.  
  
This is a supply-based down approach to demand management,  not the old 
demand-based up mindset.  Respecting limits, users determine their prioriti
regulate themselves accordingly.   
  
  
  
Goal Three:   ie. 'Introduce more flexibility and efficiency in the water 
allocation system.'  
  
If I understand this as the appropriate place for the following r
  
Private/Public Pa
profit,  public investment does not. 
It has been well demonstrated in Canada and abroad that the first responsibili
of private enterprise is to its shareho
serve is not their mandate,  is not always well known to private enterprise, 
understood or possibly even a priority.  With publicly owned/operated utilities 
these are foremost considerations.      It has been well demonstrated that 
publically operated water utilities are more cost effective.   
  
  
Thank you very
  
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
  
  
  
. 
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 7:43:09 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization - Personal submission &  comments 
 
WAM discussion team… 
 
  
 
Congratulations on the clear and thorough discussion  & technical papers. 
 
  
 
I have a few personal comments. 
 
  
 
I have been a water district trustee on Mayne Island ( Bennett Bay WD), and hav
developed an active interest in our island supplies,  delivery  and local 
regulation appproaches, and especially in the ongoing WAM  improvement process.
 


e 


 


 general,  I strongly support ALL the goals, principles, and the "stronger" 


cific comments on the paper: 


      I strongly support better knowledge ( professional ,scientific) 
garding sustainable supply capacity & limits ( both for existing wells & island 


 there is a very wide range of understanding related to all 


 risk 


      I strongly support having standardized measures of well supply capacity 
d accompanying drought triggers. 


ith better information & planning, 
d expert assistance 


      From the description in the Discussion Paper, I favour the "Delegated 
proach": 


l regional 
vernment if at all possible ( Victoria: CRD). The impression is that costs will 


  
 
In
options as related to Gulf Island groundwater systems,  governance and regulation. 
 
  
 
Spe
 
  
 
-  
re
aquifers).  
 
o   in my experience
aspects of the supply,and a real need for a baseline understanding. 
 
o   also, there is a large range of opinion on the best ways to deal with
& fairness in regulation. 
 
  
 
-  
an
 
o   well failure surprises should be avoided w
an
 
  
 
-  
Ap
 
o   in my experience, the desire of many Islanders is to avoid the loca
go







jump, local input and participation will drop, and service will suffer.   
 
o   There is also a widespread desire to keep local decisions local; so chang
often meet with vocal resistance, especially when not well presented or when t


es 
hey 


 


d 
on 


 local government's powers to achieve the "4 goals" may be needed. 


omments & questions: 


icially recharge Island aquifers seems evident to 
ny people ( winter runoff is highly visible). Some guidance on how to proceed 
h such a community solution would be helpful ( what's fair sharing of 
sts/benefits?, who pays?, minimum technical standards? , etc) 


olidating. 
nking small systems ( and connecting to larger private wells), developing & 
ring storage, using central maintenance and other staff, can help limit costs. 
me guidance and other assistance in these areas may be useful.  


or 
cal governments, particularly in the area of explaining 


d representing chenges to residents.  


 impacts on individual 
tepayers?  Some accompanying regulation or legislation to cap these expenses 
ht significantly smooth this process.  


 further 


appear to involve costs. So any initiative to move to a local "island watershed
agency" may encounter some aversion to "bureaucracy".,.  
 
o   In particular, while community decision making is valued, progress shoul
ensured by sufficient government oversight. Some enhancement and clarificati
to
 
  
 
Related c
 
  
 
-        The potential to artif
ma
wit
co
 
  
 
-        There are both economies and drought solutions to be had by cons
Li
sha
So
 
  
 
-        A transition consideration should be a clear plan that accounts f
limited resources of lo
an
 
  
 
-        a prime concern is cost:  can the impact of the coming changes be 
reasonably and visibly limited or spread to minimize
ra
mig
 
  
 
I hope these comments are of use. I'd be glad to contribute to this process
where I can. 
 
  
 
With Thanks,  
 
  
 
              
 


 ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


  
 







  
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 5:18:25 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Re: Water Act Modernization- Discussion Paper Feedback 
 
Submitted on 04/28/2010 - 18:18 
Submitted by anonymous user: [75.157.122.127] 
 
Submitted values are: 
 
   Postal Code: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
   Comments: 
Dear Minister Penner, 
 
I support these changes to the Water Act. 
 
- Water license applications need to have an EXPIRY date, so that private   
industry can’t hold onto water rights. 
 
- Groundwater extraction and use must be REGULATED for all large withdrawals   
and the word ‘large’ must be clearly defined. 
 
- We must have a licensing/permitting system that prioritizes water   
uses—such as ecosystem and domestic uses—above irrigation uses for golf   
courses and lawns. 
 
- The Water Act must be the MASTER legislation that determines what is able   
to occur in watersheds. 
 
- Riparian Area Regulation (RAR) assessments must be conducted under regional   
or municipal legislation.  There should be a penalty for regional   
districts/municipalities that don’t comply with RAR legislation. 
 
- The Water Act needs to recognize WETLANDS and their critical processes. 
 
- Oil and Gas exploration companies must have to PAY for all water uses and   
must be responsible for tracking how much groundwater they extract and use. 
 
- The Water Act must take a holistic approach to ecosystem management. 
 
- The Act needs to be built around logical WATERSHED BOUNDARIES, not   
political boundaries. 
 
- Community relationships that have already been established around water   
issues need to be consulted for water allocation decisions. 
 
- Bill 30 rulings need to be REVERSED, allowing local governmental bodies to   
have meaningful input. 
 
- The impacts of CLIMATE CHANGE must be taken into consideration, including   
an assessment of how it will impact the ability to meet ecosystem and   
domestic needs. 
 
 
 
   In Closing: 
Thank you very, very much for considering these items as you make your   







decision. Our future is in your hands. 
 
Your loyal citizen, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 5:29:13 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: re: Water Act Modernization 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
 
April 30, 2010 
 
  
 
                Please be advised: 
 
                As a farmer on a family farm with water rights on a small cr
with limited water supplies I am opposed to any changes in the FITFIR method o
water rights that I believe is entrenched in Common Law.  Any loss of our water
rights would make farming economically difficult.  


eek 
f 
 


 
  
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
 
  
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 4:22:51 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM COMMENT SUBMISSION 
 
Water Act Modernization Submission 
 Ministry of Environment Water Stewardship Division 
 PO Box 9362 Stn Prov Govt Victoria, BC V8W 9M2 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I think it would be a shame if the citizens had to take the government to co
in order to protect our right to water. 


urt 


 
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***ps brevity is the soul of wit 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 5:12:02 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
To whom it may concern. 
  
I am writing to express my deep concern at what appears to be the fast-tr
of the new British Columbia Water Act.  


acking 


pportunity 
of 
r 


o 


t 


  
In any legislation of this magnitude, where each and every citizen of British 
Columbia stands to be impacted, I believe it is crucial that every o
for public input be taken into consideration. I therefore urge that the draft 
this new act be open to public scrutiny and debate rather than becoming, as I fea
it may, a fait accompli.  
  
British Columbia's water is a public resource and every effort must be made t
ensure that it remains so. Having the opportunity to be fully engaged in the 
decision-making process regarding the future of this resource should be the righ
of each and every citizen of this province. 
  
Thank you for your attention. 
  
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Sunday, May 02, 2010 2:51:03 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
To Whom it May Concern:  
 
I am concerned with the new principle of "predictable investment climate ac
the province" from Water Act Modernization (WAM).  I strongly believe that OUR
COMMON WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR SALE. Water is a right, not a commodity.   
 


ross 
 


ur attempt to “commercialize” water is frightful.  Where is there an attempt 
rough 


 COMMON LAW Riparian Water Rights, which is part of our public 
mons 


e 


ng or dispensing water based on "a higher economic purpose", there 
pose for water than domestic needs.  PEOPLE FIRST!!  Current water 


y 
r 
t 
 


at you unite 
e water policies of various government Ministries and work toward this goal.  


the 
S 


, please 


 of 
ew process.   


Yo
for a comprehensive review regarding this matter? I urge you to do a tho
review. 
 
 currently haveWe


trust.  I request that water be recognized as a human right and part of the com
owned collectively by all and held in trust by government to be managed in th
public interest. Corporate interest has no business with our water!    
 
As for allocati
 no higher puris


licenses, which are based on 'first in time, first in right' (FITIFR), if the
are allowed to be downgraded to a 'permit', would negate our common law wate
rights, and allow government to determine 'priority of use'. My worry is tha
priority of use would be based on profit and for this reason PERMITS ARE NOT
ACCEPTABLE when it comes to our water!!   
 
In order to properly look at water conservancy I suggest instead th
th
Water conservancy starts right at the source, at the watershed.  I believe 
review needs to start there also.  WATERSHEDS SHOULD BE LEGISLATED AS RESERVE
AND SOURCE WATER PROTECTED!  SURFACE AND GROUND WATER PROTECTION FROM ALL 
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE THE FOCUS OF WATER MANAGEMENT. I urge you
Do NOT devolve water protection to various other Ministries (Acts).   
 
I strongly feel that we need a broader public input of this process instead
this unannounced 10 day revi
 
Respectfully, 
 
 ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
  
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 4:59:51 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Modernization of the water act 
 
To whom it May Concern, 
  
Regarding Modernization of the Water Act : 
  
 What is meant by "higher economic good" - the access to basic human needs shou
be right, allocation should not be based simply on who pays more gets more - 
allocation has to be dealt with in a more holistic valued setting where econ
value is one element - but others might include, environment, aesthetics, human
needs, issues of self reliance, social needs, etc.  Being such a cross cuttin
issue water cannot be dealt with in a single analysis such as dollar value. 
 


ld 


omic 
 
g 
    


vernment will regulate groundwater  is vitally important.  However, it should 
 but 


 


ry 


upport: Dealing with existing ground water use that began before legislation: 
 


 
ential 


s well 


e 


upport protecting stream health and aquatic environments.  
osystems, and in 


ng; 


in 


ds 
irective for inspiration. However, there are generally 


ch 
tion 


 
Go
NOT be limited to priority areas – clearly it can start with priority areas,
it should be through out the Province because some interests may argue that it
is not yet a priority!  We need to be proactive.  
Remove priority areas only from the dialogue -  it goes against a precautiona
approach.  
  
I s
regulation must done on all water use and extraction.  It is not possible to limit
only those coming after.  We are all in this together.  
  
 “First in time, First in rights”.  This is archaic and needs to be re-organised
to address issues of priority use. It is very difficult to determine, but ess
for our continued “best use” of a public resource.   This priniciple i
established under international law when states are discussing water resources, 
why should we not apply it at local levels also.  The discussion paper is vagu
on what is being proposed.  
  
I s
Specifically,  recognizing the legitimate use of water by the ec
general priority of use with other values – except use for basic human needs – 
(basic human needs includes sanitation and consumption for sustenance and cooki
not watering the watering the lawn, or filling the swimming pool -  these are 
‘additional domestic needs’). Balance must be sought with the production of food 
etc, if food production is deemed ‘efficient use of water’ – growing alfalfa 
the desert should NOT be viewed as ‘efficient’ use of water resources.  Etc.  
I support a review of water governance arrangements, particularly looking towar
the principles of the EU D
much better information systems in place within the EU for monitoring and 
information gathering, which are lacking in BC. We must develop arrangements whi
suit our ability to manage and be flexible to adapt as we gain more informa
regarding our resource.  
  
Thank-you, 
***PERSONA
 


L IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  


 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, February 20, 2010 10:39:33 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Re: Water Act Modernization Discussion Paper now available 
 
Hello:  In 1997 I was involved with court case in the Slocan valley,spend mo
in jail trying to protect drinking water. Watched as the lawyers for a BC socialist
MLA and M.o.F ministry staff lied to a judge for a "injunction" so they could road
up a steep unstable mountain above dozens of homes. WE HAVE NO LAWS protect
surface drinking water, we don't need a "discussion paper"... we need courage t
get beyond our commitment to be cowards against politicians that don't.      
 


nth 
 
 


ing 
o 


 Fri, Feb 19, 2010 at 4:49 PM, Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


 those interested in BC’s water future, 


managing 
ourage 


 


ons.   


ent any preferred option or position. It is designed to 
lp you prepare a response or submission and includes links and references to 


ness and we invite you to share your 
ews on the ideas and possible solutions presented in the Discussion Paper.  


er 
 Environment, PO Box 


 


age you to review our  
ttp://www.livingwatersmart.ca/water-act/> website, join the discussion about 


watersmart> blog or 


 Nations sessions.  


rliamentary Secretary for Water Supply and Allocation 


 
On
<LivingWaterSmart@gov.bc.ca> wrote: 
 
To
 
e Water Act Modernization  Th


<http://www.livingwatersmart.ca/water-act/discussion-paper.html> Discussion 
Paper is now available for your review and comment. 
 
The Discussion Paper outlines opportunities for using, sustaining and 
water resources in a changing environment and has been developed to enc
discussion on ways to  <http://www.livingwatersmart.ca/water-act/> modernize the
Water Act.  The Discussion Paper proposes principles to underpin a modernized 
Water Act and presents goals, supporting objectives and possible soluti
 
The paper does not pres
he
other information sources. 
 
The way we manage water is everyone’s busi
vi
Submissions may be completed online, emailed to  
<mailto:livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca> livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca or sent to: Wat
Act Modernization, Water Stewardship Division, Ministry of
9362 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria, BC, V8W 9M2. The closing date for submissions is
April 30, 2010. 
 
Over the coming months we encour
<h
possible solutions on our  <http://blog.gov.bc.ca/living
participate in one of our  
<http://www.livingwatersmart.ca/docs/wam_workshop_invitation.pdf> regional 
multi-stakeholder workshops or First
 
We look forward to hearing from you. 
 
John Slater, MLA Boundary-Similkameen 
Pa








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Monday, January 04, 2010 4:14:06 PM 


To: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***; Living Water Smart ENV:EX; Slater.MLA, 


John LASS:EX; ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Subject: Emailing: SEHAB - Living Water Smart Blog 


 


Here's what I just posted on the Living Water Smart blog... 


 


don't know what, if anything will be edited out...apparently my comments  


are "being reviewed and approved/disapproved" under the "moderation policy" 


 


FWIW 


 


    * 


      ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


      /Thank you for your comments. They are now being reviewed 


      according to the Moderation Policy. Other users will not see your 


      comments until they have been approved./ 


      January 4th, 2010 at 4:06 pm 


 


      ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


      04JAN10 


      Attention: 


      John Slater, MLA 


      Parliamentary Secretary for Water Supply and Allocation 


 


      From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


      Sent: Friday, December 18, 2009 5:36 PM 


      To: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


      Subject: FYI – Living Water Smart Blog now live. 


 


      Hi ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***, 


 


      Re: BC Water Act Update 


 


      I’m Ambivalent and Dubious… 


 


      Yup…no question an updated Water Act would be handy. 


 


      Especially one that includes groundwater legislation and water for 


      fish…. 


 


      BUT…. it has to be vigorously monitored and enforced… 


 


      Eg: All existing water licenses need to be reviewed, pruned and 


      monitored for compliance/non-compliance and no nonsense penalties 


      meted out swiftly…no more shilly-shallying. 


 


      Eg: the Wood Lake system was documented in 1974 as being “over 


      allocated” (also again in 2000/2001)…here we are 35 years later 


      and nothing has changed (it may, in fact, have gotten worse) nor 


      has anything been done about it. eg: Middle Vernon Creek was 


      permitted to go dry in 2003 during the fall Kokanee run and again 


      this year…just a local example. 


 







      The updated Water Act also needs to address adequate funding for 


      on-going monitoring, testing, compliance with and adherence to 


      “The CANADIAN DRINKING WATER GUIUDELINES”…AND…”The CANADIAN WATER 


      QUALITY GUIDELINES for the PROTECTION of AQUATIC LIFE”… 


 


      The BC Government’s position, under the Campbell cabinet culture, 


      seems to be….there is no money for anything even remotely 


      involving the environment…whether that be fish, wildlife, 


      inventory, habitat, water or whatever…leadership and political 


      will appear understandably absent, in view of that do-nothing 


      position or the do-as-little-as-possible-to-stay-out-of jail position. 


 


      Mr. Campbell apparently put BC’s natural environment “up for 


      sale”, eg: run-of-the-river IPP’s (eg: Ashlu River watershed – 


      See: “49 Megawatts”), and other examples too numerous to list here 


      from over the past 9 years. 


 


      I’ll go with the physical on-the-ground, real-world evidence – past, 


      present and in the future. 


 


      So, I’m ambivalent and dubious…as much as an updated Water Act 


      might be desired, needed and wanted. 


 


      ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 9:14:15 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
Since from everything I've read I see no effort on your part to   
"modernize" the Water Act by protecting watersheds from damaging   
resource extraction (i.e. mining and logging) I find the idea of   
"modernization" (although explained in your materials as aiming for   
water conservation and equitable usage), to be patently false. 
 
I smell a not very well hidden agenda on the part of the BC government   
to ultimately make a profit by privatizing water and selling it to the   
highest bidder. 
 
I am a small water license holder in the West Kootenays.  I have a 500   
gallon domestic use license and have 11 acres.  My water use is   
conservative and I have  built my own water system and am always   
cleaning and contributing to its efficiency.  I monitor the water flow   
and the health of the creek whose water I share with 6 users downstream. 
 
The Water Act as it stands now has served me, my family and my   
neighbours well.  Unfortunately it seems that BC's ministries do not   
act together to protect this valuable resource.  I do not see a   
genuine concern by the BC government to sustain the many resources   
that BC possesses.  I see that these resources are viewed as sources   
of money rather than sources of health and well-being for all BC   
citizens. 
 
Don't try to fix what isn't broken.  Instead, get your ministries   
together to fix the shoddy regulations and monitoring that allows this   
precious resource to be endangered by irresponsible resource   
extraction practices. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 6:47:17 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Do not privatize BC's Water. 
 
To whom it may concern, <mailto:livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca>  
As a Canadian citizen I do not want BC's water to be privatized.  How can some
think of such an act of greed.  I feel that these attempts on privatizatio
a greater divide and distrust between the people, the government and the 
corporations.  How can the government consider such an act? Are you not suppo
to be protecting our waters rather than trying to support ownership over them
This natural resource should not ever become a commodity for making profit.  Today
i am not proud of being a Canadian citizen.  
 


one 
n create 


sed 
?  
 


ncerely, Si
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, June 05, 2010 3:55:27 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: Trevena.MLA, Claire F LASS:EX 
Subject: Water Act revisions 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
People: 
  
Please accept this as my submission in relation to the proposed amendments 
to/replacement of the current BC Water Act.  
  
There is little doubt but that it is timely that the government(s) take co
of groundwater. The province, for decades, has avoided that responsib
some obvious, and some obscure reasons. The Federal govermnment has neve
proclaimed the Canada Water Act. Access to and use of groundwater is becoming
increasingly controversial and problematic, and aquifers are both depletin
being contaminated as we speak. We were told, when the NAFT Agreement was sett
and approved legislatively, that bulk water exports from Canada were not covere
by, or available, or prohibited under that Agreement. Now, that appears
some doubt, but is, in any event, being ignored.   
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 my first point is a question: what is the real purpose of the current initiative? 
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y 
e, 


r 
or Want of Drink" May 22nd issue, Special Report, pp 1-20); you should archive 


and 
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ere 
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is 
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thdrawals, 


st 


nd 
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But
Your project synopsis states the goals in laudable, but ephemeral terms. Fo
example, "Introduce more flexibility and efficiency into the water allocation 
system" could be interpreted in several ways: one of those could be to streamline 
authorizations for the export of bulk water to the United States, where securit
of supply is fast becoming an unattainable reality. If that is the real goal her
you should be aware that public opinion will not likely support such a goal.  
  
The Economist magazine recently spoke loudly about the general subject of wate
("F
that Report for consideration in any final recommendations to your Minister 
Cabinet. If you can't find it, please ask, and I'll copy and fax it along.
I digress. 
  
In that same issue of that magazine, in the United States section (p.52) th
is an article entitled "Liquid Gold" and subtitled "The Great Lakes Water" which 
highlights my concern in this particular regard: The whole article deals w
problems arising with the Great Lakes Compact in which the subject matter is h
diversions of water from the Great Lakes for US states and cities. Not one me
is contained in that article about Canada, half-owner of those Lakes, as having 
any part to play in the "Great Lakes Water Wars" (not my phrase, but the title 
of a book cited in the article). That absence is, of course, not curious; Canad
is largely irrelevant to the USA; until they run out of water, that is. Then the
will be a real water war, and we will be faced with huge and generational decisio
The authorization of such exports by any government in Canada will likely be the
beginning of the end for our current political and bureaucratic systems. What 
our federal government doing about that drawdown? Absolutely nothing. 
  
The Special Report itself also contains scant reference to Canada - perha
arguably the world's largest "owner" of fresh water. Groundwater wi
largely for their major agribiz industry, have accelerated hugely over the pa
half-century. California is a major participant, as we all know, in those 
withdrawals. The groundwater is not being replaced; some of it was untapped for 
milennia until the 20th C. Some aquifers are now more than 400' below datum, a
losing the battle to recharge. I could go on here, but I think the point is m







  
That Report also (@p.10) highlights that the most effective water manager in the
world is, perhaps, Singapore. Small, and somewhat autocratic, perhaps (I li
there for two years during the past decade) there are things done in that small
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nation-state that you should be including in your website, and in your 
considerations for change.  Why, for example, can we not require the recycling
of industrial and commercial water by the user, as opposed to permitting its 
dumping, willy nilly, with toxicants still in place, into the marine and othe
environments? Why do we prohibit grey water discharges from residential 
developments, when those can easily be put to positive use - watering lawns 
gardens, washing vehicles, for eg? We seem to have a double aversion to the matte
of water: first, the attitude of mind that "we'll never run out"; and second, the 
idea that once water has been used, it is the same as waste - garbage, I mean.
We recycle some wastes, and turn them to effective purposes. Why not water
  
My second point is more pressing. We are experiencing drawdowns in our aqui
as well. The Water Rights Branch, some years ago, drilled monitoring wells on many 
of the lower Gulf Islands in an attempt to establish baselines and usages.  What 
have the results of that monitoring been?
that monitoring to the north Gulf islands - Quadra, in particular. That
happened, apparently, so let me give you a microcosmic scenario. I live in 
subdivision - 22 lots only, on the water (Discovery Passage) side of Whiskey Point. 
This subdivision is served by an Improvement District, the only function of which
is to...provide domestic water to owners/users of those lots. The subdivision was 
completed and lots first sold in the very early '70's. The ID was created somewha
after the fact in the mid-80's. The community was served by a single well, of s
240 feet in depth, producing, arguably, 8 gpm. A holding tank, then of 10,00
imperial gallons was placed on the top of the Point, to provide backup. That tan
was increased to 15k gallons five years ago. It still runs almost dry several tim
during July and August.  
  
As the years progressed, development within this subdivision "progressed"; at 
first, cottages on the beach for a few lots, one or two "permanent" residences
and the rest undeveloped. Then the McMansions began to arrive, all with ho
jacuzzi tubs, and one a fresh water swimming pool of around 20,000 gallons capacity.
In summer, the system began to struggle, and the ta
tha
avoided by residents of Campbell River, for example (which prohibits the washing 
of vehicles at all times) with second residences here, who bring their 
and cars here to wash them. Well you should ask: the ID employs no staff, has 
enforcement mechanisms in place other that a polite telephone call, and genera
prefers to look the other way. Until the tank runs low.  
  
But then, in 2001, a strata subdivision was authorized by local and regiona
agencies of governments - of about 40 lots in extent - on the rise and top of Whis
Point. The lots were to be serviced by common wells - usually one well for each 
two lots. All of those wells were drilled, some to depths of 400' or more, into
the same aquiifer as is our poor little straw. Over the decade, building first 
began, and then accelerated. There are now 17 homes 


h a multiplicity of water uses. That aquifer wawit
Lands, Forests and Water Resources (of the day) in the late '50's as arising uphill
from Whiskey Point, and from rain and snowfall only, and thus of limited recharge 
capacity. It has been drier over the past three years than in the previous 15 here.
If drier is our legacy of global warming, then I forsee shortages,  probably
chronic in the immediate future. 
  
The point is, to be blunt, that governments should not be approving small-lot







subdivisions without first examining how the reasonable domestic water needs 
the owners of homes in those subdivisions are going to be met.  There is curre
consideration being given by the Strathcona Regional District for densificatio
of land use in Quathiaski Cove (where this subdivision and ours are located) b
no one seems to be paying attention to where the water for the 500 "new" home
which that densific


of 
nt 
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ut 
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ation subtends is going to come from.  The Local Government 
, and other provincial statutes contain no clear jurisdiciton, or guidelines 
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ion. 


ch is respectfully submitted. 


Act
in that regard. What of amendments to those? It serves no good purpose, in sum, 
to authorize subdivisions with no data as to the source, capacity, recharge, and
otherwise of the domestic water supply to those.   
 
That is a problem that you can address in your recommendations: amendments to the 
Local Government Act to require local governments and the Health Act, to requir
health authorities to in turn require developers to obtain and provide details 
of domestinc water supply in advance of any apopoval of a plan if subdivisi
  
I trust that the foregoing may be useful. 
  
All of whi
  
Yours truly, 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
  
 
 
 
  _____   
 
Look 'em in the eye: FREE Messenger video chat Chat Now! 


2>  <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=973438
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 1:38:04 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
Dear Minister Penner and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
 
 
 
I support the following principles regarding the modernization of the water act
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nservation of the environment 


The precautionary principle must be applied to the Water Act to protect 
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 system that prioritizes water uses, such 
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* 
ecosystem and watershed health.  
* Riparian Area Regulation (RAR) assessments must be conducted under regiona
or municipal legislation.   
* The Water Act needs to recognize wetlands and their critical proces
 
 
 
 
pa
 
* The Act needs to be built around logical watershed boundaries, not poli
boundaries. Management and planning needs to happen closer to where the wate
actually being used, with meaningful community involvement in the decision making 
process.  
* Bill 30 rulings need to be
have meaningful input. 
 
 
 
 
ra
 
* Water license applications need to have an expiry date, so that private 
industry can’t hold onto water rights. 
* We must have a licensing/permitting
as ecosystem and domestic uses above irrigation uses for golf courses and lawns. 
* First in Time, First in Rights system needs to have restrictions under l
flow conditi
replaced with a "First in priority, First in Rights" system that recognizes the
overarching imperative of ecological integrity 
* The impacts of climate change must be taken into consideration, inclu
an assessment of how it will impact the ability to meet ecosystem and dom
needs. 
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* Groundwater extraction and use must be regulated for all large withdrawals 
d th


 have to 
 


 addition, it is essential that the public be involved at all levels for this 


ncerely, 


an e word ‘large’ must be clearly defined. 
* Of particular importance, Oil and Gas exploration companies must
pay for all water uses and must be responsible for tracking how much groundwater
they extract and use. 
 
 
 
 
In
modernization process as it moves forward.  Currently, there is a lack of public 
input opportunities beyond this initial comment period.   
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***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2010 9:29:39 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Some  Comments 
 
As I couldn't find a contact us button, I would like you to pass this on to th
correct person or email address. Thank you. 


e 


ardens 


oes 


 


cerely, 


  
I wish to make three suggestions in rethinking our water management policies. 
  
1.In dealing with lakes, streams and rivers, policies should be formulated to deal 
with invasive, alien species. 
  
2. The use of residential grey water should be encouraged for watering g
and other similar activities. 
  
3. I am a  resident of West Vancouver, where we have a lot of water which g
past us very quickly in the winter months. This problem is made worse by large 
areas of impermeable land. Then in the summer, we use clean drinking water on our 
gardens. I would like to suggest that in new buildings, residential or commercial,
large cisterns be built under driveways or parking lots to retain winter rains. 
This water could be used for watering, industry, fighting fires, or even filling 
swimming pools. It would also reduce streambed erosion. 
  
Sin
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 9:51:14 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment submission 
 
"WAM Comment Submission" to: 
> livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca 
>  
> For me the whole WAM concept is a NON-SOLUTION to a real problem. 
> After years and years of mismanagement of our water supplies through 
> removal of any watershed protection, the government is now positing 
> that we are the problem and must therefore scap with each other over 
> remaining supplies while they continue to refuse to protect 
> watersheds. 
>  
> I personally am going to request that they do NOTHING, that is 
> maintain the Status Quo governance model, until that can address 
> citizen concerns as follows: 
>  
> 1) Watershed protection from resource extraction activities, 
>  
> 2) Committed provincial funding to implement any changes, 
>  
> 3) Full public consultation prior to introducing legislation to change 
> the Water Act, or barring that a referendum on proposed changes to the 
> Water Act 
>  
> 4) No changes to license status for domestic use (surface water or 
> well licenses) 
> ---that is, DO NOT change to a "permitted " use status due to 
> potential loss of legal rights 
>  
> 5) Maintain FITFIR (first in time, first in right) as a working (not 
> broken) self-limiting system that stops over-allocation of water 
> supplies and deters commodification of water to new applicants for 
> water with deep pockets to pay for rights 
>  
> 6) Include wording in the Water Act that acknowledges water as 
> a human right, collectively OWNED by all as a common resource held by 
> the Crown, and the government of the day responsibility to manage 
> water as a public trust in the interest of the people. 
>  
> 7) Local decision making power on all water allocations (not just 
> public consultation) 
>  
> 8) We do not need legislation to protect use from ourselves. We need 
> legislation with teeth to protect our watersheds and pristine water 
> systems from resource extraction activities including IPPs 
> (Independent Power Projects). 
>  
> Following find my notes from the April 16th WAM Workshop in Nelson 
> where you can see all of these concerns (and many more) expressed by 
> the attendees. 
 
NOTES on WAM WORKSHOP: 
> Well, the Kootenays did themselves proud at the workshop! 
>  







> The workshop got off to a great start with Glen Davidson, Director of 
> the Water Stewardship Branch and BC Water Comptroller, declaring that 
> the government OWNS the water. Kirstin Olsen’s hand shot up. One of 
> the moderators informed her that questions should be held until after 
> the speaker was finished. So, as soon as he was finished, she was 
> called on and she stated: The people own the water; the government 
> doesn’t own the water. They called on me (hand waving wildly) next and 
> I asked Mr. Davidson if he did not agree that the government holds all 
> common resources in trust to be managed in the public interest. He 
> agreed. That in fact water was part of the commons and therefore owned 
> collectively by all? He agreed. That government in fact was vested 
> with the powers to manage our water. He agreed. (So they know how to 
> behave in public meetings, but are still trying to push the BS.) 
>  
> After some more blah, blah, blah speeches we got down to business. 
>  
> The Principles Discussion 
> Each table was asked to discuss the "principles" among themselves and 
> report back to the group with comments, questions or other values 
> related to water. 
> Here is the government statement we were commenting on: 
> 4 Principles 
> WAM is an opportunity to ensure the principles underlying the Water Act resp
> to mode
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rn expectations, as well as promote stream health and water 
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 views are welcome on the following proposed principles: 


 Nations social and cultural practices associated with water 


ce legislation, policy and decision making processes as well as 
e integrated across all levels of government. 


oviding 


hts to use water come with responsibilities to be efficient and 


es. 


rst there were lots of requests for definitions of the government's 
in terms: 


cience?, comprehensive science data needed, and science 
must add local knowledge and history to science), 


ight. 


> security. These 
> principles have underpinned the development of this discussion paper and, on
> finalized through engagement, will help to guide the policy development process
> Your
> 1. BC’s water resources are used within sustainable limits. 
> 2. First
> are respected 
> and accommodated. 
> 3. Science informs water resource management and decision making. 
> 4. Water resour
> management tools ar
> 5. Rules and standards for water management are clearly defined, pr
> a predictable investment climate across the province. 
> 6. Flexibility is provided to adapt to extreme conditions or unexpected events 
> on a provincial, regional or issue-specific level. 
> 7. Incentives are created for water conservation that consider the 
> needs of users 
> and investors. 
> 8. Rig
> help protect 
> stream health. 
>  
>  
> The groups came back and pretty much trounced the government's principl
>  
> 1) Definitions 
> Fi
> sp
> Stewardship, sustainability, industry pressures, investment, science 
> (as in: who's s
> is not holistic 
> At least half of the groups said the government must define water as a 
> basic human r







> "real" value of water: government must not define water as a 
> commodity, one table asked "Is water a business now?" 
>  
>  
> 2) Enforcement and Funding 
> Almost every table mentioned the lack of funding. The sentiment being 


el of 
vernment didn't commit dollars to the initiative (which they haven't 
 far as we know) and insure enforcement. 


overnment had been dis-empowered to 


s. 


survival needs, 
eds as opposed to industry/investment needs, and requested 
mmitment ($) to regulate resource industry, stated 
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across various ministries, all resource extraction 
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ral people hold in regards to water. 
 from Maude Barlow as UN Advisor on Water 


> that none of this would mean anything if the senior lev
> go
> so
> Two groups mentioned local g
> protect water supplies and this needed to change. 
>  
> 3) Industry 
> Industry and investment were main part of the government's value
> This was completely rejected by the groups. 
> They talked about the commons, human rights, basic 
> ecosystem ne
> government co
> "investment climate" in the province is not working for local 
> communities (that is, the public). 
>  
> 4) Protection 
> EVERY group mentioned source protection/watershed protection from
> resource extraction activities as a main basic value! 
> Comments included: Need to have Wate
> reforest/resto
> that is spread 
> activities should come under water act, dedicate dollars to regulat


 > resource industry, source protection is not a political
> decisions--must come from local level, protect communities from 
> resource extraction landslides, separation of water use from land use 
> doesn't work must incorporate land use into act 
>  
> 5) Missing values (shows government attitudes, as one gro
> These are the "not mentioned" items pointed out by the groups: 
> quality and quantity of water, watershed reserves (need to 
> re-established), application of precautionary pri


rst, not mitigation after damage), Sinixt Nati> fi
> workshop, all license holders should have been notified of workshop, 
> more public involvement needed as next steps progress, hold a pu


twe> vote (referendum) on changes to the Water Act, difference be
> urban and rural communities not acknoledged, agriculture not mentione
> in values--growing food is part of our survival, need a resourced ($
> public agency that is not privatized and fragmented, water is basic to
> survival of all life forms. 
>  
> 6) Miscellaneous comments: 
> Most incentives in the discussion paper are negative incentives. 
> Since First Nations are a level of government will they have veto power?


wledge is not a different value than most > First Nations traditional kno
> ru
> Government should seek input
>  
> So you get the drift! 
>  


separate workshop sessions we > After that we broke into groups for the 
> had signed up for. 







> We could only sign up for one group in the morning and one in the 
essions). There was public comment/concern 


out this since the sessions covered the 4 Goals of the Ministry: 


ports back from the sessions. This was to 
ons of each session on each topic. 


 Scope of discussion so limited it may not protect stream 


on making power 
 precedence over all other Ministries with 


ce is slowly developed. 


 use and protect stream flows 
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ity of Water Act to all water uses for true source 
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n: Flexibility and Efficiency 


equired (IT used now is archaic) 
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e all users 


water 


oesn’t fit all 


> afternoon (2 of the 4 s
> ab
> 1) Protect stream health, 
> 2) New Governance Model, 
> 3) Allocation (flexibility and efficiency of licensing), 
> 4) Groundwater regulation. 
>  
> Here are my notes on the re
> reflect the top 3 conclusi
> Protect Stream Health: 
> Group 1 
> 1)
> health--Need an integrated approach to watershed protection 
> 2) Use the precautionary principle and incorporate local decisi
> 3) Water Act should have
> systems for accountability & enforcement 
>  
> Group 2 
> 1) Instream flows (IFN) Guidelines implemented over time as the 
> scien
> 2) Watershed reserves should be legislated for watershed protection 
> 3) Public to be educated to conserve water
>  
> Governanc
> Group 1 
> 1) Funding must be guaranteed 
> 2) Local decision making and planning a necessity 
> 3) Local planning supported by funding 
> Gr
> 1) Applicabil


 pr> watershed
> 2) Local decision making requir
> 3) Adequate government Funding with no downloading 
>  
> Allocatio
> Group 1 


otection required > 1) Watershed/source pr
> 2) Good government data interface r
> 3) FITFIR not broken, don’t fix it & Domestic use sh


cense rights (not become permitted right) > li
>  
> Group 2 
> 1) Efficiency must be better defined in t
> 2) Concern over legal rights of licensed use vs. permitted use 
> 3) FITFIR: if modified must put environment and people first incl
> food growing 
>  
> Groundwat
> Group 1: 
> 1) Regulation of large users, but holistic regulations to includ
> 2) User pays over certain volume of use 


ncerns: 1st step to privatization and commoditization of > 3) Metering co
>  
> Group 2: 


e d> 1) One siz
> 2) Interaction of surface and groundwater must be considered 







> 3) Monitoring of water (surface and ground) requires funding 


f they listen to the people, we would get 
ssion on water protection 
 to cover further steps in the process 


ick at the can) 


Water Act (Section 9) would not devolve some uses and protections 


ource 


d inform all allocation decisions 


licensing would remain in order to retain legal rights 
le 


 
 


 only recourse will be in the courts. 


> 4) Priorities for water usage need to be established with public input 
>  


 i> So
> • a broadened scope of discu
> • public involvement enlarged
> (the government model shows the workshop/comments as our one k
> • water would be recognized as a human right and part of the commons, 
> so owned collectively by all 
> • 
> to other acts 
> • We would have watershed reserves re-established for s
> protection from forestry and other resource extraction activities, 
> • collaborative science, traditional knowledge and local history 
> woul
> • FULLY FUNDED local government governance model with local decision 
> making power 
> • FITFIR would remain 
> • domestic use 
> • FULLY FUNDED enforcement for all users with precautionary princip
> functioning 
>  
> It was good to see so many passionate and informed comments from the community.
> Unfortunately, unless they listen to what the people are saying in the
> Workshops, our
>  
>***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
Videos that have everyone talking! Now also in HD! MSN.ca Video. 
<http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724460>  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2010 11:29:25 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Subject:  
 
Re: WAM Report on Engagement 
 
1. Each water licence holder should receive mail notice (such as water   
rental fee notice) explaining WAM process, including discussing   
changes to appurtenance, permits for licences, perpetuity. 
 
2. Include Background on BC Groundwater Assoc. involvement in bringing   
about regional meetings and WAM discussion. It is very unfair that   
Nelson residents were not given adequate information that BCGWA were   
ready to start their own database because MOE didn't provide staff. 
 
3. Living Water Smart website should clearly state WSD association   
with groups that pertain to water management, such as BCGWA, BCWWWA,   
Polis Project, BC NGOs Water Reform, Okanagan Water Board etc. and   
their associations with international groups. 
 
4. I would like to see all WAM submissions posted on blog. 
 
5. It doesn't pertain to WAM, but people in my area are very concerned   
about IPPs. 
 
6. I think the WAM process has been very mixed up for the average   
person. The groundwater issue is completely different from other   
issues, too many issues have been thrown into the mix. It is   
impossible for the average person to understand it all and keep up   
with it. It is very unfair if the average water user will be given   
permits instead of licences. 
 
7. ON the BCWWA website it advertises a Canadian Water Forum 2010 in   
Chicago. Go figure! 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 11:45:27 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water act! 
 
 
  
  
  Good day, 
                 I'm writing concerning the water act modernization process. I've
see all your very glossy booklets on it and read your rhetoric. 
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           I'm coming from a First Nation's perspective. I have spent two mon
in jail trying to protect my watershed from logging. I've walked across Ca
for water and feel I have something to say from all my experiences eve
I know that I have no say or value in your system of Governance. 
       In your brochures I see words like stakeholder and that's to have a stake
in some business deal. Words like supervise, manage and even the word govern intai
to have power over something. It's all about Capitalism and Empire builders an
the agenda that sets the course of action. Frankly in my culture we have no wo
like governance because we feel that it's arrogant to dictate to others and impedes
the capacity to work together.  
   I have no confidance in your waters act because it's about a dominant form of
managing nature and that to me this is a violation of the rights of all life on 
earth. Mother earth is a sacred living entitiy and all life is animated with spir
and by virtue of this it has a right to live freely and that goes for our wate
the veins that nourish the fabric of creation. Water is the cradle of genesis and
to disturb that is to disturb the web of creation that ties all living creature
together.  
 Water is part of a hydrological system, always in movement and what we put 
our water will fall back on the earth and I'm extremely concerned about the 
poisoning of our water, about the combination of toxic molecules as water go
downstream through chemical farming and chemical companies back yards and more. 
  Even better is if you don't comply with your new rules you will be penaliz
and/or inter
and it's pyramid system in which the rulers are positioned at the top. My cult
is rather Matriarchal, no leaders, no dictators and the rule of the Law givi
them author-ity over all life. I prefer concensus and a more wholistic circula
way of making decisions together rather than be ruled by the few. 
  Anyways, as you can see I'm not impressed with your words or your consciousness
and how you treat our fragile sources when the world is dying of thirst. I have 
no confidence in your water's act because your way of governing does
a living legacy to futur generations, you never aknowledge the fact t
corporations and business runs your agenda, that they are poisoning, destroyin
the earth, our water and getting away with murder. 
  It all feels futile and even absurd to be writing this to you when I know
don't care and you work for a system that treats everything on earth as a commod
and not as a sacred living entity with it's own rights. I'm ashamed of the 
this prov
                             Have a nice day, as I once said to a judge, in m
culture we don't demand respect we earn by how we treat others and the earth, 
                                   Thanks for listening,  
                                             
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
   
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 12:43:27 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


CC: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Subject: BC Water Act Modernization 


 


Good Afternoon, 


  


Please make perfectly clear and sure this act will not trigger the Free Trade 


Agreement and North American Free Trade Agreement.   


  


Canada's water is not to be traded to the USA or Mexico - EVER!!! 


  


A very concerned Canadian Citizen, 


  


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:21:13 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act 
 
In the updating of the Water Act it is imperative the ecosystem needs be 
incorporated into the decision making. Water should be recognized as a human right
within the act. It should be clear in the act that water not be turned into a 
commodity and traded on the open market. 


 


  
Regards 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:58:55 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: My opposition to proposed amendments under Water Act Modernization. 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Regarding BC's proposed Water Act Modernization, I understand that mod
are being considered by the BC government and involve changing the existing water
license rights system into a 'permit' system, as a way of providing a 'predictable
investment climate across the province'. Such amendments would considerably
common law water rights by allowing government to determine 'priority of u
 


ifications 
 
 


 weaken 
se'. 


forcefully object to such proposed amendments. 


r is part of the public commons 


 
d 


urs truly, 


I 
 
e proposed 'permit system' in not acceptable. WateTh


and cannot be licensed through permits to any private interest under any 
circumstance.  
 
The BC government, which does not own BC's water, does not have the right to 
transform our common law riparian water rights into a permit system which would
mostly benefit private corporations. Such an amendment would be both immoral an
illegal. 
 
Yo
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 5:12:46 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Re: Water Act Modernization Discussion Paper now available 
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
 
Thank you for your invitation to attend your meeting in Kelowna , I regret I am
unable to attend. We are very concerned about our drinking water supply here i
Kilpoola [10 km West of Osoyoos] where there are approx. 50 homes on 2 hectare
lots. To date we find we have 29 dry or nearly dry wells for a total of 11
lineal ft. which has cost us approx. $352,000.00 needlessly. We  now see some 
owners are in the process of planting vine yards where we understand  large 
quantities of water are needed. In addition, there is pressure to sell an
100 lots in the immediate area. 


 
n 
 


,757 


other 


f 
 


ly 
ned 


lves 


 our 
r 


 
  I can personally attest to the difficulty and cost of locating a supplier o
potable water who is willing to deliver, due to legal risks etc. We note that there
appears to be no scientific mapping of the aquifer in this area that we can re
on when  planning our future. It is of utmost importance that we have well plan
growth/development that have large, connected natural areas to protect  ourse
and future generations  As you can see we  have a great need for your leadership 
in safeguarding and protecting our ground water in this area and through out
beautiful province. We would appreciate if you could keep us informed of you
progress 
  Thank You ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Sunday, April 25, 2010 7:47:40 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: NO to water act modernization!!!!! 
 
It is possible that Water act needs some modifications to reflect current situat
in BC, but  NOT under current "Liberal"  government.  We see again and again 
Liberal government deceiving us  


ion 


o 


re. 


and lying to us.  Latest being HST proposal.   
 
It is clear that proposed Water Act Modernization is designed to clear ways t
turn our water water into commodity and limit our control over water. 
The next natural step will be to sell the whole water business to some greedy 
american corporation most likely with California connections. Our premier has some 
good connections  there, doesn't he? 
 
Hope people of this province will finally realize what is really going on he
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


 
 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 10:07:40 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
 
As a citizen of British Columbia, I am writing to express my concern for the future
of our water. We live in a rural setting in the Kootenays, where water related 
issues are often at the forefront of political and social discussion between 
government, business and the public. It has recently come to my attention tha
the water act is on the table for amendment. Please consider my interest in, an
my opinions on this matter.  


 


t 
d  


er 


pefully 


 
The following are some key points that I would like to see included in the wat
act modernization plan:  
That water be  recognized as a human right, and owned collectively by all and held 
in trust by government to manage in the public interest; 
That the inclusion of proper land management, namely with respect to resource 
extraction, be a significant part of this plan. The interests of big business should 
not supersede the public's right to clean water; 
That First in Time First in Right should remain unchanged. This would ho
ensure that 
government can not remove water rights from established farms, water systems, and 
other uses;     
That more public involvement be encouraged to further the process.  
 
Thank you for your attention. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 5:21:46 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
To Whomever it may concern 
  
   Making sany major changes to a fundamental right like water use should h
public input much longer than 10 days!!  Here are my concerns. 


ave 


 a broadened scope of discussion fortrue water protection— include land use (like 


ablished  for source protection from forestry and other 
ities — watershed reserves would protect our   


 


d" use in order 


  
 • water recognized as a human right and part of the commons— owned collectively 
by all and held in trust by government to manage in the public interest. 
 
 •
resource extraction activities) since you can't protect the water without   
   considering the land. 
  
• Watershed Reserves re-est


ource extraction activres
   drinking water supplies. 
  


tional knowledge and local history would inform all• Collaborative science, tradi
allocation decisions — precautionary principle functioning at all times (no   
   harm proof prior to new uses, not mitigation after damage). 
  
• Domestic Use licensed use should NOT be changed to a "permitte
to retain legal rights. 
  
 Thank You, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
  
  
 
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 11:17:53 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
Here are the most important points that need to be addressed in the current Wate
Act Modernization:  


r 


 


omestic Use licensed use should NOT be changed to a "permitted" use in order 


gically, you can't 'permit' someone to do something when it is their legal RIGHT 
 


 
 


______________________________________________


cording to the BC Water Act: 


) The property in and the right to the use and flow of all the water at any time 


sued 


 
 the 


f 
s 


rest.  
 


cording to common law "…the common law riparian rights doctrine entitles the 
s 
 


) 


tection — include land use (like resource extraction activities) since you can't 
 
 


nt 


 
• Water needs to be recognized as a human right & part of the commons — owned 
collectively by all & held in trust by government to manage in the public interest;
  
• D
to retain legal rights. 
 
Lo
(see below).  A court battle or protest (or many) on this issue will definitely
NOT help the government involved in instituting this violation of rights get
re-elected!  Make no mistake, the people who are interested in protecting their
water rights are intelligent, well-informed, participating citizens of this 
democracy.   
_______________________________
____________ 
 
Ac
 
"Part 2 – Licencing, Diversion & Use of Water & Related Matters 
 
ction 2 – Vesting water in government Se


 
(1
in a stream in British Columbia are for all purposes vested in the government, 
except only in so far as private rights have been established under licences is
or approvals given under this or a former Act."  
 
This is vested by the Crown which is the institution which represents the power
of the people above government and political parties.  The Crown only allows
government and political parties to exercise powers in trust for use on behal
of the people.  Under common law water is recognized as a public trust.  It belong
collectively to all, and governments must manage water in the public inte
Governments do not have the authority to make decisions affecting collective
resources that violate the public interest. 
 
Ac
owner of land that borders on a surface water source to riparian rights, such a
access to water "in its natural quality and quantity," and domestic water use rights
on the land itself." (Eau Canada (UBC Press 2007), 'Trading our Common Heritage?'
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
  
• Secondly, there needs to be a broadened scope of discussion for true water 
pro
protect the water without considering the land.  Public involvement, including
First Nations' perspectives and practices, needs to be respected and accomodated. 
This is what needs 'modernizing' to truly update current practices to be consiste
with a modern democracy.    
 
 







 
 
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 12:46:07 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***                                               
Re: Water Act   
Modernization 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I believe it is most important to protect ground and surface waters   
from under-regulated industrial activities, in particular, logging and   
mining and the road building that goes with them.  This is far more   
important than concerns regarding distribution.  Leave water rights as   
they are, protect watersheds from resource extraction. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:17:48 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV
ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA
Bill LASS:EX; Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 


 
, 


Subject: Water Act Modernization Submission from ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS 
REMOVED*** 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
Although you may be pressing ahead with good intentions of seeking to give a modern
perspective to water use there are many simple or "old" ways of regarding wate
that were not addressed in the first Water Act. 


 
r 


lating 


ollution 


quest 


ectly 


 


iminate the use of fluoride in water. 


l sacred water sites should be protected. 


cred areas. 


gh pollutants of the air which causes water degradation from acid rain should 


l children should taught respect for the water in school and participate in its 


 
To protect water, without protecting the source of its health, is like regu
human blood without seeing the operation of the human body. 
 
The "new" act should, I think, include some basic tenets: 
 
Protect watersheds-while forest-whole landscapes 
 
Protect Riparian Zones-if thats all you can protect 
 
Strict regulations for industry in regards to their use of water and p
thereof. 
 
Protection of intact forests, of any age, which are responsible for purifying the 
water. 
 
To allow the use of primitive water systems with no chlorination at the re
of the water license holder. 
 
Limit the number of licenses a person or corporation an hold who do not dir
live within the watershed/waterflow of that license. 
 
Limit the corporatization of the selling of water (bottled water) 
 
Truly punish a person or corporation who destroys or mis-uses a water 
resource....seriously! 
 
Allow communities to decide what kind of water treatment they want as long as they 
agree to not hold the province responsible if there is a health problem or in the
alternative help communities establish non-chlorine based filtering systems. 
 
El
 
Al
 
l undeveloped hotsprings should be made saAl


 
Hi
be punished. 
 
Al
enhancement and enrichment. 
 







IN THE END WE NEED TO VALUE WATER AS MUCH AS WE VALUE OUR LIVES.  


ease dont follow the road all governments have followed in the past. 


ts protect it now while we have the chance. 


ank you for reading this letter. 


 
Pl
 
Wars are being fought all over the world over water. 
 
Le
 
Th
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 11:03:57 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Modernization Submission 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
April 27,2010  
 
Water Modernization Submission 
Ministry of Environment 
Water Stewardship Division 
PO Box 9362 
Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, BC, V8W 9M2 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
I was lucky to attend the Water Modernization Workshop in Nanaimo to discuss the
proposed changes with others.  I am very pleased that government is considerin
modernizing the Water Act, however I am concerned about some issues that have
omitted in the discussion paper. Other attendees agreed with me on these concerns. 
 


 
g 


 been 


al one: Protecting stream health and aquatic environments 


protection. 
ok at 


nd 
lth 


r human 
s 


s are 
c 


 in 


 as well as some local government 
ntrol. Public participation is essential.  Water management must include 


 


Introduce more flexibility and efficiency in the water allocation 


 a right, not a commodity. Water should not be exported or removed from 
watershed area.  Let’s consider water as necessary for all forms of life, which 


ns 
 a 


awns. 
in right 


Go
 
ter Act starts with stream protection but needs to consider watershed Wa


The act talks about stream health and allocation of water, but needs to lo
the natural heritage features as vital components of the watershed ecosystem a
their relation to other elements such as water quality and quantity.  Stream hea
and adequate stream flow are dependant on the removal of vegetation and othe
activities.  As you are well aware, after logging or types of  development cause
rapid runoff after rainfall and rapid decrease in stream flow during summer 
droughts in summer dry spells.  Adequate natural vegetation riparian zone
needed to protect stream health and keep water cool for fish and other aquati
life forms.  Bulrushes and other wetland plants filter out contaminants in runoff 
water.  In Ontario, this vegetative protection zone is a minimum of 30 metres
built up areas and 100 metres outside settlement areas.  
 
Goal two: Improve governance arrangements 
 
Governance must include a Ministry of Water
co
monitoring of surface and ground levels and useage. Please see comments in goal
four. 
 
Goal three: 
stem sy


 
Water is
a 
is no different that air we breath. If we consider it a commodity the America
will take it from us and leave Canadians without adequate water resources in
rapidly warming and drying world. Agricultural water and essential domestic use 
should come before many uses to build a local sustainable economy. Local food 
growing must be higher priority than using to make pretty gardens and green l
Exporting bulk and bottled water need to stopped. First-in-time first-
need to be reassessed especially where shortages are possible. The precautionary 
principle is needed in the allocation of water. Eventually there will be not enough 







clean water to meet the demand. A complete review of44,000 active water licences
in BC don’t have expiry dates, and almost a free right to use water. This practic
needs to be based on  priority use. 
 
Goal four: Regulate groundwater and use 
 


 
e 


ound water mapping should be done and monitoring/ metering at monitoring wells. 
t present which recharges ground water 


uifers, eg wetlands. All wetlands need to be preserved from logging and any other 
ta 


 
 


ed 
y 


urs sincerely 


Gr
There is no protection of surface water a
aq
human development to help recharge these aquifers with clean water. Need good da
on well drilling, existing well useage, then land use planning and zoning. Priority
of water use for agriculture and essential domestic needs during droughts. 
 
In conclusion, water is a right, not a commodity. Water should not be export
or removed from a watershed area. I hope that the above issues can be carefull
considered in the new water act. 
 
Yo
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:42:50 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization proposal 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
 
 
 
There are some areas of the proposed water act modernization that must be addres
before changes are made: 


sed 


nvestment 
 


 public trust and is not owned by the government. Water must 
y 


 not 


 not an acceptable option as they would negate common law water rights. 


  
r water supplies be protected from commercial use such as oil well 


om 


  
should be legislated as reserves and we should have source water 


d 


  
about democracy, there should be a broader public 


 
 
1.  
Common water rights should be the guiding principle not predictable i
climate across the province". Our common water rights should not be for sale.
 
 
 
 
2.  
Water is part of the
be recognized as a human right, and as part of the commons owned collectively b
all and held in trust by government to be managed in the public interest,
corporate interest. 
 
 
 
 
3.  
Permits are
The government should not be allowed determine 'priority of use'.  
 
 
 
 
4.
How will ou
drilling? These activities will use far more water than domestic users. If they 
are not included in 'water act modernization', then this is another move away fr
common rights toward commercial interests that I do not support. 
 
 
 
 
5.
Watersheds 
protection in place. Clean water is a precious commodity and it should be protecte
from the pollution generated by industrial activities. 
 
 
 
 
6.
If this government is serious 







input process instead of an insufficient 10 day review process. 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


_____   


deos that have everyone talking! Now also in HD! MSN.ca Video. 


 
 
 
  
 
Vi
<http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724460>  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:39:51 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX 
Subject: WAM Submission 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Our water is owned collectively by all residents  and held in trust by our 
government to manage.It is a life or death human right and part of the co
Water is also predicted to be the leading edge issue facing the planet with res
to climate change impacts and the limiting factor with respect to our ability 
feed ourselves. 


mmons. 
pect 
to 


 
 some 
rshed 


ed local government empowerment with respect to any 
ience, 
, and 


f proof 
two 
e.  
ull 
n 


 
To be meaningful the discussion must be broadened to include land use, since true
water protection is impossible otherwise. Therefore, the act cannot devolve
uses and protections to other acts or ministries. Source protection and wate
reserves must be re-established with respect to all other activities. 
 
 need fully fundWe


"modernization" of the act  with local decision making power respecting sc
local history and traditional uses including  drinking water, agriculture
first nations traditions. The precautionary principle requiring  burden o
before the fact must be applied with respect to the points made in the first 
paragraphs above. Until and unless these conditions are met the status quo (i.
FITFIR must remain in place)  must be maintained. Until this broader scope, f
funding and local decision making including ongoing public consultation are i
place, Domestic Use Licensing rather than permits must remain in place. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 5:36:28 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submissions 
 
First there is the need to state a basic truth - Water is life!!  
It is a right of every person, creature and surrounding ecosystem to have acc
to clean water and it is in the interest of all of us that no-one have jurisdiction 
over the access or permissive use of such an essential life force. 
 


ess 


s the Water Act needs to be looked at and carefully revised in consideration 
to a comodity 


olved 
 


 no part 


vernment needs to host several nation-wide meetings to "brain-storm" with the 
t 


 


ibly 


e government is lacking a Water Act that accounts and acknowledges First Nations, 
d, 


 
se 


e revisions to the First In Time First Right is not acceptable - to find out 
s.   
o 


he public to access what is alrerady our right and currently not under 


 is 
an Act 


 a preliminary consultation 
ocess. 


Ye
of the global situation and the potential for water to be turned in
and a bargaining tool. This needs to be done in a way where the public is inv
in every step of the process - not just presented with potential revisions and
given a few months to submit comments on those revisions which they had
in making. 
 
Go
public about the situations facing us with global water shortages, how we wan
to prepare for this, how we want to participate in the sharing of water globally, 
and how we want our government to address our public concerns about encouraging
water conservation, rain water collection, responsible use in the 
business/corporate sector and how the government plans to include public 
consultation regarding the use of water by sectors that are using it and poss
polluting it for profit.   
 
Th
the inclusion of traditional knowledge of the water systems and surrounding lan
the proper conscideration of ecosystems and land regarding any resource 
extractions. We want to see the Water Act revision to include and ackowledge the
importance of conscidering these and setting up proper consultation to ensure the
are concidered before any actions. 
 
Th
why it is not favored the government needs to tour the country and take note
The revision to the  Domestic Use licensing which would enable the government t
"permit" t
the jurisdiction of the Government of Canada to grant, is preposterous. 
 
We want accountability and we want to be a part of this process...this consultation 
process has not had the media coverage or impact nor participation that
approporiate to properly revise and axpect us to agree to any changes to 
affecting our life source. 
 
Thank You for hearing my comments to what I would hope is
pr
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 7:07:47 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Rights 
 
April 30, 2010 
 
Dear Sir /Ms. 
 
Water should be a right, not a commodity. DROP *this principle of  
"predictable investment climate across the province" from Water Act  
Modernization (WAM). OUR COMMON WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR SALE!!* 
 
Your attempt to “commercialize” water is abominable. You make no attempt  
at comprehensive review, passing the buck that it is in another  
ministry, “not your department”. _Do a correct review or you will face  
the ire of the public for a blatant attempt at grabbing the water from  
the common (people)_. 
 
* * 
 
We currently have COMMON LAW Riparian Water Rights, which is part of our  
public trust. *I demand that water be recognized as a human right and  
part of the commons owned collectively by all and _held in trust_ by  
government to be* *managed in the public interest, not corporate interest! * 
 
* * 
 
As for allocating or dispensing water based on "a higher economic  
purpose", /_there is no higher purpose for water than domestic needs_/.*  
PEOPLE FIRST!! *Current water licenses, which are based on 'first in  
time, first in right' (FITIFR), if they are allowed to be downgraded to  
a 'permit', would negate our common law water rights, and allow  
/government/ to determine 'priority of use'.* **'PERMITS' ARE NOT  
ACCEPTABLE!!* 
 
* * 
 
If your committee really wanted to look at water conservancy it would  
unite the water policies of various government Ministries and work  
toward this goal. Water conservancy starts right at the source, at the  
watershed. /_Your review needs to start there also._/* WATERSHEDS SHOULD  
BE LEGISLATED AS RESERVES AND SOURCE WATER PROTECTED! *SURFACE AND  
GROUND WATER PROTECTION FROM ALL INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE THE  
FOCUS OF WATER MANAGEMENT.* *Your commitee seems focused on the reverse.  
/Do NOT devolve water protection to various other Ministries (Acts)./ 
 
* * 
 
*I strongly feel that we need a broader public impute of this process  
instead of this unannounced 10 day review process.* This smacks as a  
sneaky underhanded water resource grab for corporations. Shame on you. 
 
* * 
 
Respectfully, 
 







***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 6:20:48 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
Its hard to tell if this proposal on the part of the government is a   
genuine attempt to correct inherent problems with water management in   
BC, or just setting the stage for privatization and the sale of water   
to industrial interests. Even though the track record of this   
government is bad in regard to actually helping out its citizens,   
especially in the rural areas, I will make the assumption that this   
'modernization' is for the public good, and not to benefit corporations. 
 
The place I would start is with the Water Act. As it stands now, the   
Act devolves responsibility for water resources to various other   
Ministries, such as forestry, mining, gas and oil extraction. The   
Water Act should stand above all other acts, and should have the   
overall responsibility of protecting and maintaining our common water   
resource. 
 
Water should be recognized as a part of the commons (like air) and   
access to water recognized as a human right. The private ownership of   
water resources should be discouraged on crown land. 
 
Water resources cannot be protected without protecting the land where   
they occur. Therefore watersheds should receive protection under law   
from other uses, such as industrial occupations of the land.  The   
precautionary principle should be used to make decisions concerning   
possible future harm to water resources. 
 
'first in time, first in right' should not be changed. Modifying   
FITFIR could allow government to remove water rights from established   
farms, water systems and other users. 
 
Licensed use should not be changed to 'permitted use'. 
 
Since water resources, water use and the availability of water is   
something that touches everyone, public involvement should continue   
past the workshop/submission of comments stage. 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Saturday, June 5, 2010 3:55 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Cc: Trevena.MLA, Claire F LASS:EX 
Subject: Water Act revisions 


 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


  


People: 


  


Please accept this as my submission in relation to the proposed amendments 


to/replacement of the current BC Water Act.  


  


There is little doubt but that it is timely that the government(s) take control of groundwater. 


The province, for decades, has avoided that responsibility for some obvious, and some 


obscure reasons. The Federal govermnment has never proclaimed the Canada Water Act. 


Access to and use of groundwater is becoming increasingly controversial and problematic, 


and aquifers are both depleting, and being contaminated as we speak. We were told, when 


the NAFT Agreement was settled, and approved legislatively, that bulk water exports from 


Canada were not covered by, or available, or prohibited under that Agreement. Now, that 


appears to be in some doubt, but is, in any event, being ignored.   


  


But my first point is a question: what is the real purpose of the current initiative? Your 


project synopsis states the goals in laudable, but ephemeral terms. For example, "Introduce 


more flexibility and efficiency into the water allocation system" could be interpreted in 


several ways: one of those could be to streamline authorizations for the export of bulk 


water to the United States, where security of supply is fast becoming an unattainable 


reality. If that is the real goal here, you should be aware that public opinion will not likely 


support such a goal.  


  


The Economist magazine recently spoke loudly about the general subject of water ("For 


Want of Drink" May 22nd issue, Special Report, pp 1-20); you should archive that Report for 


consideration in any final recommendations to your Minister and Cabinet. If you can't find it, 


please ask, and I'll copy and fax it along. But I digress. 


  


In that same issue of that magazine, in the United States section (p.52) there is an article 


entitled "Liquid Gold" and subtitled "The Great Lakes Water" which highlights my concern in 


this particular regard: The whole article deals with problems arising with the Great Lakes 


Compact in which the subject matter is huge diversions of water from the Great Lakes for 


US states and cities. Not one mention is contained in that article about Canada, half-owner 


of those Lakes, as having any part to play in the "Great Lakes Water Wars" (not my phrase, 


but the title of a book cited in the article). That absence is, of course, not curious; Canada is 


largely irrelevant to the USA; until they run out of water, that is. Then there will be a real 


water war, and we will be faced with huge and generational decisions. The authorization of 


such exports by any government in Canada will likely be the beginning of the end for our 


current political and bureaucratic systems. What is our federal government doing about that 


drawdown? Absolutely nothing. 


  


The Special Report itself also contains scant reference to Canada - perhaps arguably the 


world's largest "owner" of fresh water. Groundwater withdrawals, largely for their major 


agribiz industry, have accelerated hugely over the past half-century. California is a major 


participant, as we all know, in those withdrawals. The groundwater is not being replaced; 







some of it was untapped for milennia until the 20th C. Some aquifers are now more than 


400' below datum, and losing the battle to recharge. I could go on here, but I think the 


point is made.  


  


That Report also (@p.10) highlights that the most effective water manager in the world is, 


perhaps, Singapore. Small, and somewhat autocratic, perhaps (I lived there for two years 


during the past decade) there are things done in that small nation-state that you should be 


including in your website, and in your considerations for change.  Why, for example, can we 


not require the recycling of industrial and commercial water by the user, as opposed to 


permitting its dumping, willy nilly, with toxicants still in place, into the marine and 


other environments? Why do we prohibit grey water discharges from residential 


developments, when those can easily be put to positive use - watering lawns and gardens, 


washing vehicles, for eg? We seem to have a double aversion to the matter of water: first, 


the attitude of mind that "we'll never run out"; and second, the idea that once water has 


been used, it is the same as waste - garbage, I mean. We recycle some wastes, and turn 


them to effective purposes. Why not water?  


  


My second point is more pressing. We are experiencing drawdowns in our aquifers as well. 


The Water Rights Branch, some years ago, drilled monitoring wells on many of the lower 


Gulf Islands in an attempt to establish baselines and usages.  What have the results of that 


monitoring been? There was to have been an extension of that monitoring to the north Gulf 


islands - Quadra, in particular. That hasn't happened, apparently, so let me give you a 


microcosmic scenario. I live in a small subdivision - 22 lots only, on the water (Discovery 


Passage) side of Whiskey Point. This subdivision is served by an Improvement District, the 


only function of which is to...provide domestic water to owners/users of those lots. The 


subdivision was completed and lots first sold in the very early '70's. The ID was created 


somewhat after the fact in the mid-80's. The community was served by a single well, of 


some 240 feet in depth, producing, arguably, 8 gpm. A holding tank, then of 10,000 


imperial gallons was placed on the top of the Point, to provide backup. That tank was 


increased to 15k gallons five years ago. It still runs almost dry several times during July and 


August.  


  


As the years progressed, development within this subdivision "progressed"; at first, 


cottages on the beach for a few lots, one or two "permanent" residences, and the rest 


undeveloped. Then the McMansions began to arrive, all with hot tubs, jacuzzi tubs, and one 


a fresh water swimming pool of around 20,000 gallons capacity. In summer, the system 


began to struggle, and the tank is now frequently so low that informal restrictions have to 


be applied. Which are, of course, routinely avoided by residents of Campbell River, for 


example (which prohibits the washing of vehicles at all times) with second residences 


here, who bring their big trucks and cars here to wash them. Well you should ask: the ID 


employs no staff, has no enforcement mechanisms in place other that a polite telephone 


call, and generally prefers to look the other way. Until the tank runs low.  


  


But then, in 2001, a strata subdivision was authorized by local and regional agencies of 


governments - of about 40 lots in extent - on the rise and top of Whiskey Point. The lots 


were to be serviced by common wells - usually one well for each two lots. All of those wells 


were drilled, some to depths of 400' or more, into the same aquiifer as is our poor little 


straw. Over the decade, building first began, and then accelerated. There are now 17 homes 


up there; all are large homes, with a multiplicity of water uses. That aquifer was noted by 


the BC Ministry of Lands, Forests and Water Resources (of the day) in the late '50's as 


arising uphill from Whiskey Point, and from rain and snowfall only, and thus of limited 


recharge capacity. It has been drier over the past three years than in the previous 15 here. 


 If drier is our legacy of global warming, then I forsee shortages,  probably chronic in the 







immediate future. 


  


The point is, to be blunt, that governments should not be approving small-lot subdivisions 


without first examining how the reasonable domestic water needs of the owners of homes in 


those subdivisions are going to be met.  There is current consideration being given by the 


Strathcona Regional District for densification of land use in Quathiaski Cove (where this 


subdivision and ours are located) but no one seems to be paying attention to where the 


water for the 500 "new" homes which that densification subtends is going to come 


from.  The Local Government Act, and other provincial statutes contain no clear jurisdiciton, 


or guidelines in that regard. What of amendments to those? It serves no good purpose, in 


sum, to authorize subdivisions with no data as to the source, capacity, recharge, and 


otherwise of the domestic water supply to those.   


 


That is a problem that you can address in your recommendations: amendments to the Local 


Government Act to require local governments and the Health Act, to require health 


authorities to in turn require developers to obtain and provide details of domestinc water 


supply in advance of any apopoval of a plan if subdivisiion. 


  


I trust that the foregoing may be useful. 


  


All of which is respectfully submitted. 


  


Yours truly, 


  


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


  








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 3:10:39 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca; Coons.MLA, Gary E LASS:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
To whom this may concern: 
  
First off, the new Water Act should involve the citizens of B.C. at all s
of its development. The government should present an opportunity for the genera
public to comment on the draft of the new Water Act once the draft has been writte
  


tages 
l 


n.      


e of my concerns include: 


allocation, *ecosystem needs come first*, followed by a modified version of 
e 


re should be strong standards in place--*which are also enforced*--for 
 be 


 
he 


 Water Act must be the overriding piece of legislation that determines what 
 


 Water Act should not devolve uses and protections to other acts, including 


cerely, 


Som
  
In 
FITFIR that acknowledges the need for setting priorities and sharing the resourc
where water scarcity arises. 
  
The
protecting water, stream health, wetlands and watersheds.  Standards should
set by transparent public process. Funding needs to be available to enforce 
standards.  
  
The scope of the Water Act needs to be broadened to include land use (e.g. resource
extraction activities) since you can't protect the water without considering t
land.  
  
The
is able to occur in watersheds.  Currently the Act does not protect stream,
ecosystem or watershed health.  
  
The
those governing the Forestry, Mining, and Gas & Oil industries. 
  
Sin
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 3:43:50 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: RE: Water Act Modernization Workshops  
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Flagged 
 
You’re going to do what you want so what’s the point? 
 
  
 
  _____   
 
From: Living Water Smart ENV:EX [mailto:LivingWaterSmart@gov.bc.ca]  
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 3:21 PM 
Subject: Water Act Modernization Workshops  
 
  
 
To those interested in BC’s water future, 
 
  
 
I would like to invite you to participate in a dialogue on Water Act Modern
The Ministry of Environment is hosting regional multi-sector workshops around the
Province during March and April 2010. These workshops are also being held in
conjunction with 2010 drought response planning workshops.  Details on how 
register are provided in the attached invitation. 
 


ization.  
 


 
to 


ur participation in the Water Act modernization process will help ensure we 


also encourage you to look at our Blog, 
make comments and join the 


look forward to meeting you at an upcoming workshop in your area. 


urs truly, 


A Okanagan-Similkameen 


rliamentary Secretary for Water Supply and Allocation 


  
 
Yo
prepare modernized water legislation that will form the basis for more effective 
management of this essential resource in the future. 
 
  
 
I 
<http://blog.gov.bc.ca/livingwatersmart/>  
conversation. 
 
  
 
I 
 
  
 
Yo
 
  
 
John Slater 
 
ML
 
Pa







 
  
 
www.livingwatersmart.ca 


              


 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 8:42:46 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: My views on water 
 
I am pleased that the government is taking steps to manage BC's water. My conce
with BC's water and its management are as follows: 


rns 


tention 
ere 


 
 
s 


is 
en't 


 


onservation 
nd many 


t 
cks 


 


LEASE 


 
- many people do not understand how precious water is, and do not pay at
to water restrictions. it is not acceptable to wash a car every week when th
are water restrictions in place, and many people water their lawn whenever they
feel like it, or don't even know that restrictions are in place and when they are
allowed to water their lawn. residents need to be more accountable for their action
regarding water. 
 
- governments (regional and provincial) need to be more clear in their 
communication with residents. a small "water restrictions are in place" or "th
thing regarding water happened" ad in a newspaper doesn't work any more. i hav
read a newspaper in over a year. notices need to be delivered to every resident 
through the mail system, signs need to be placed around communities to inform
residents, or some other very visible/noticeable means of communicating to 
residents needs to be used. 
 
- i am concerned with point #7: "Incentives are created for water c
that consider the needs of users and investors". what are "investors"? I a
other people DO NOT want BC's water to be for sale. or if it is to be sold, i
should be in small, controlled quantities with government regulations and che
in place. i realize that some bottled water is already exported, but this is very 
different than mass amounts of water being sold for pennies a litre to corporations
that then turn around and sell it for extreme profits. if this water is from BC, 
the profits should be coming into BC and its residents, not corporations. P
define "investors" better, it is too big a word and can lead to too many 
interpretations if left undefined. 
--  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 4:31:12 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: query 
 
Can you send me information about the water meeting in Courtenay,or the cl
place 


osest 


th 


ed 
ter 
 the 


lans? 
ubmission details by mail to 


Water is the source of all life and we need to wake up to our relationship wi
water and find the source of our water and how water is to be blessed and 
protected,but are we fools? 
Water has its own energy,will you make laws to let streams live and now be pollut
and diverted and how can you awakened everyone to water,how many know about wa
itself and where it comes from. Water is pure the steams clean themselves and
rivers can be free,what are you wanting from submissions? 
what is your p
Can you please send s
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***I WANT TO SHARE THIS WITH MY GRANDMOTHER BUT 
SHE HAS NO COMPUTER. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to do this. 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:44:27 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Changes to the water act 
 
 To whom it may concern 
  
 As a stakeholder who has had a water license since 1992 or so,  I am writing to 
protest any changes to the act on the basis that neither I nor the public has be
given adequate notice. As a stakeholder I should have been notified. 


 


This process has gone on largely in private. 
  
 No good ever comes from secrecy. 
   
 ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2010 11:16:31 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: public input 
 
To LWS committee; 
I am very concerned about the changes that might be made to the water act. Th
government lives by the philosophy that everthing in the province is to be used
to improve the financial bottomline.  


is 
 


siness 


 


 


hat 


 


stainable 


r 
ew 


Water is too fundamental a life requirement to be left in the hands of bu
people. We are not empowered with the right or even the privilege of using or 
allocating every drop of water that exists in BC. The essence of my concern is
this; 
  
 
* that under the present water act there is no legal allocation of water to
wildlife!  
* There must be a significant portion of the water in every watershed t
has or had a wildlife population, terrestrial, avian or aquatic, present or 
historic, that unalterably is for the "use" of wildlife.  
* We have dessimateded many populations through development and have even seen 
how some can be strengthened or re-established when their habitat, and primarily
the water component of the habitat, is again altered.  
* Our own population has increased beyond a sustainable carrying capacity in 
many places and continues to increase its consumption completely oblivious to the 
natural limitations of the natural sytems that support life.  
* We cannot continue to outsource our excessive demands onto new habitats in 
order to bend them to our frivolous wants. We must impose restrictions on our use 
of primary resources of which water is the most fundamental.   
* We must not alter wild habitats and alienate the resources to unsu
ends. 
 
  
I see this water act review process as a justification of our excesses, and a 
re-allocation of a resource that is already over-allocated to human uses over other 
uses. I hope that the weaknesses of the previous law can be addressed and a wate
act that is better for all living things, and all environments will be the n
outcome for BC. 
  
Sincerely; 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:51:18 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
Hello, 
 
  
 
I would like to register my strong objections to the impending WAM: 
 
  
 
*                 Our COMMON WATER RIGHTS should not be for sale.  
 
*                 I do not trust the BC government to protect my rights, s
it clearly has a prior commitment to corporate money.  It is the governmen
to manage water for the public interest, not for corporate gain. 
 


ince 
ts DUTY 


se”.  


                Why is it that domestic water use (0,2% of surface water 
es 


                WAM must not devolve water protection to other ministries 


 


ank you, 


*                 BC DOES NOT OWN OUR WATER.  We have COMMON LAW RIPARIAN WATER 
RIGHTS which are part of our public trust. 
 
*                 I demand that the First In Time, First In principal be honoured 
and remain unchanged.  I do not trust government to determine “priority of u
Downgrading the FITIFR to permits is unacceptable. 
 
* 
allocation) will require a permit and water use for resource extraction receiv
no protection? 
 
* 
(Forestry, Mining, Gas, Oil)!!  Ministries should work together toward water 
conservancy, not abdicate responsibility by ‘delegating’. 
 
*                 Watersheds must be legislated as RESERVES.  Source water must
be protected, especially from industrial activities. 
 
*                 WAM deserves BROADER PUBLIC INPUT and REVIEW!!!! 
 
  
 
Th
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 10:07:17 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM!! 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
As a voter, resident and steakholder in British Columbia, I DEMAND that the wate
license rights to provide a "predictable investment climate across the province"
be DROPPED from WAM. OUR COMMON WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR SALE!!! 


r 
 


 
I also DEMAND the following: 
 
 
 
 
* watersheds be legislated as reserves 
 
 
 
* source water protection 
 
 
 
* surface and ground water protection from mining 
 
 
 
* surface and ground water protection from gas and oil industry 
 
 
 
* surface and ground water protection from all other industrial activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 9:11:13 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: BC's water not for sale 
 
To whom it may concern, 
  
I was frightened to hear about the unannounced 10 day review process about Wat
Act Modernization.  The people of BC have Common Law Riparian Water Rights 
we need to have a say in what happens to the future of our water.  Water is a human 
right and needs to be managed in the public interest. 


er 
and 


rotection.  


eryone.  
out 


  
I disagree with FITFIR being downgraded to a permit, this is unacceptable. 
  
WAM should not devolve water protection to other Ministries Acts. 
  
Watersheds must be legislated as reserves and we need source water p
Surface and ground water must be protected from mining, gas, oil and all industrial 
activities. 
  
We need more time and more input from everyone in BC since it impacts ev
I strongly urge you to not make these important, life changing decisions with
more public imput! 
  
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:20:02 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Submission:  Water Act Modernization 
 
Hello, 
  
As a member of the ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***and former member of the
community's Water Council---a  multi-stakeholder group for all Island water
issues, funded by the CRD, Islands Trust & North Salt Spring Waterworks District. 
  


 
 


  


rowing groundwater problem in the Gulf Islands  is failing wells.   Each year 
r 


blem,  
 


lly regulated.  'Proof of water' is required by CRD Building 
nstruction begins.   As you know 'proof of water' is time 


 


d 
tual supply and that the owner assumes this responsibility 
 them with alternative educational information.  eg  


   
e 


e, 
 also 


d to 
 


A g
the volume of trucked water sales increases and with it the looming question whethe
adjacent Water Districts are responsible for providing service. 
If there was an abundance of surface water storage this might not be a pro
but there is not.   We have four small surface water drinking lakes each of which
is close to or already at sustainable capacity.   With long dry summers and peaking 
demand this will only get worse with climate change and population growth.   
  
Currently people considering drilling wells are require a permit from MOE and well 
drillers are provincia


pections before coIns
and site specific.   What is at that spot today may not be there forever.     The 
total capacity of any local aquifer is not well known or understood nor the 
interplay with seawater tables.   (New) neighbours interrupting flow to existing
users is an expected outcome if densities are not well understood.  
  
My suggestion:  Existing well owners, prospective property buyers and well 
drillers  be given a clear caveat,  that 'proof of water' and permission to buil
does NOT guarantee perpe


pletely.    Providecom
rainwater catchment,  grey water recycling,  water conservation specifics.  
The buying/planning/pre-construction stage is the ideal time,  occasionally th
only time to consider these questions and their cost effectiveness.   For exampl
concrete perimeter walls around new buildings, especially those on acreages, 
make ideal structures 
for the beginning of outside rainwater/greywater holding tanks,  located below 
ground where water storage and temperature conditions are ideal,  and are ideally 
located close to the point of use.     
  
Clearly rural community drinking water agencies cannot supply or be expecte
be responsible for groundwater supply guarantees.   The provincial government
does not and will not have all the answers either.   Hence buyer must beware and 
be educated.   
  
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:31:49 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: premier@gob.bc.ca; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; MichelleMungallMLA@leg.bc.ca 
Subject: give it some thought!! 
 
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 2:51:19 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Modernization Submission 
 
Water Modernization Submission 
Ministry of Environment 
Water Stewardship Division 
PO Box 9362 
Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, BC, V8W 9M2 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
  I am very pleased that government is considering modernizing the Water Act. 
However I am concerned about some issues that have been omitted in the discussion
paper.  


 


.  


ease include a Ministry of Water and some local government control. 


t 


ter should not be exported or removed from a watershed area.  Exporting bulk 


ound water mapping should be done . 


s during 


 
Please include protection of the watersheds which is vital to the health of streams
 
Pl
 
I believe water is a sacred human right and is essential to all life. It is not 
a commodity which we can choose to acquire or not. All decisions around water mus
flow from this fundamental precept. 
 
Wa
and bottled water need to stopped.  
 
Gr
 
  All wetlands need to be preserved from logging and any other human development.            
Please prioritize water use for agriculture and essential domestic need
droughts.  
 
Sincerely 
***PERSON
 


AL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 2:25:00 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
 
As long-time land-owners in B.C., my family and I are highly concerned with th
protection of B.C.'s  water,  I support the comments below: 


e 


 
 
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
____________________________________________ 
 
 
First and foremost the new Water Act should involve the citizens of B.C. at al
stages of its development. The government should present an opportunity for th
general p


l 
e 


ublic to comment on the draft of the new Water Act once the draft has 


ncerns voiced by citizens who attended the Water Act Modernization conference 


FIT he 


 
er,  by 


. 


The scope of the Water Act needs to be broadened to include land use (for 
stance resource extraction activities) since you can't protect the water without 


The Water Act must be the overriding piece of legislation that determines 
at is able to occur in watersheds.  Currently the Act does not protect stream, 


been written.      
 
Co
in Nelson include: 
  
 
* In allocation, ecosystem needs come first, followed by a modified version 
of FIR that acknowledges the need for setting priorities and sharing t
resource where water scarcity arises 
 
  
 
* We want strong standards in place, which are also enforced, for protecting
wat  stream health, wetlands and watersheds.  Standards should be set
transparent public process. Funding needs to be available to enforce standards
 
  
 
* 
in
considering the land. 
 
  
 
* 
wh
ecosystem or watershed health. 
 
  







 
* The Water Act should not devolve uses and protections to other acts (Section 
of the Water Act devolves water protection to various other Ministries Acts 


The province needs to put a priority on water conservation rather than 
location and supply management. 


Watershed Reserves must be re-established for source protection from 
rest  


Collaborative science, traditional knowledge and local history should 
form  


to new uses, not mitigation after damage). First Nations 
cial and cultural practices associated with water must be respected and 


Avoid an emphasis on market mechanisms in allocating water - priorities need 
 be set by communities first 


The Water Act needs to recognize wetlands and their critical processes. 


9 
(Forestry, Mining, Gas & Oil))  
 
  
 
* 
al
 
  
 
* 
fo ry and other resource extraction activities. Watershed reserves would
protect our drinking water supplies. 
 
  
 
* 
in  all allocation decisions. The precautionary principle should be functioning
at all times 
 
      (no harm proof prior 
so
accommodated. 
  
 
* 
to
 
  
 
* 
 
  
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 2:30:29 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Fwd: WATER ACT MODERNIZATION 
 
 
 
To all it concerns..and it should concern everyone 
 
 
 
 
 
THIS IS A COMPLETE FARCE!! 
LAST WEEK WHEN I HEARD THERE WAS A MEETING IN NELSON RE: WAM, AND THAT IF I DIDN'T 
ALREADY HAVE MY NAME ON A LIST I WASN'T GOING TO GET IN I COULDN'T BELIEVE TH
THIS GOVERNMENT WAS ACTUALLY THAT SHALLOW!! 


AT 


sis!! 
nt for 


that 
t's 


garding Principle 5. ..."providing a predictable investment climate".... I want 


 SALE!! 


CURRENTLY HAVE A WATER LICENSE AND I HAVE NO INTENTION OF TURNING IT IN FOR A 
ERMIT'... WATER IS  A human right and part of the commons owned collectively 


WANT 'FITFIR' TO REMAIN UNCHANGED SINCE IT IS A SELF-REGULATING SYSTEM FOR 
ER-ALLOCATION PROBLEMS!! 


 


NCE DOMESTIC WATER USE CONSTITUTES A MERE .2% OF WATER ALLOCATION WHY IS IT THE 
CUS OF THIS NEW WATER ACT MODERNIZATION?? SO IT MAKES THE PAPER SHUFFLE EASIER?? 


 GOVERNMENT REALLY WANTED TO WORK TOWARDS CONSERVANCY AND USE WITHIN SUSTAINABLE 
MITS, WHY IS MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT NOT WORKING WITH THE OTHER MINISTRIES 


 


THE 


HOW CAN THERE BE A PUBLIC INPUT PROCESS THAT IS LIMITED to a first come ba
and how could it happen with little or no notice...I didn't see advertiseme
this 'WORKSHOP' anywhere....where was this meeting LOCALLY advertised??? 
 
 
I did have the good fortune to read some of the literature that came from 
meeting and I would like to make an official submission regarding the governmen
WAM proposal: 
 
 
Re
this to be removed as a guiding principle since it makes water a commodity, which 
it is not, at least not in this country!   OUR WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR
 
 
I 
'P
by all and held in trust by government to be managed in the public interest, not 
corporate interest!    
 
 
I 
OV
PERMITS ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE!! IT APPEARS THAT THE GOVERNMENT WOULD LIKE TO PREMPT
MY WATER RIGHTS!! 
 
 
SI
FO
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE KIDDING?? 
GOVERNMENT IS TRYING TO TAKE AWAY THE RIGHTS OF WATER USERS!! 
 
 
IF
LI
TOWARDS THESE MEASURES, INSTEAD OF DEVOLVING THE MATTER TO THE OTHER MINISTRIES.
HOW CAN WE MAINTAIN QUALITY OF AND TIMING OF FLOW OF SOURCE WATERS WHEN THERE IS 
LITTLE CONSIDERATION FOR MAINTAINING THE VERY FOREST AND LANDS THAT PROTECT 
WATERSHEDS?  
 







 
WHY DO 'INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES' LIKE WATERFRACTING HAVE UNLICENSED USE OF WATER? 
 THIS WHAT YOU MEAN BY 'PRIORITY INTEREST'? 


IS PROCESS, AS IT WAS PRESENTED, IS A SHAM!!   I DEMAND A BROADER PUBLIC PROCESS!!  


IS
 
 
TH
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 2:36:03 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
Our water rights are not for sale. This is not a resource to be offered to t
highest bidder it is our right to receive clean drinking water. It is also 
responsibility to protect this against short sighted opportunists. The qualit
of potable water is seriously affected when water is removed from  a river system. 
I strongly oppose the sale of resources which do not belong to those who propose 
to offer them for profit.  


he 
our 
y 


 
  _____   
 
Videos that have everyone talking! Now also in HD! MSN.ca Video. 
<http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724460>  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 4:04:01 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
Please keep domestic and farming rights to water intact under First In   
Time, First In Right policy, and not make any changes to the water act   
until further extensive public consultations. 
Please email me back with any proposed legislation and how you justify it. 
 
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 11:18:58 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
 
April 28, 2010 
 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
 
Re: Water Act Modernization 
 
My family has held a water licence on ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***for 
30 years. During that time, we and the other licensed water users on the creek 
have actively defended the water quality, quantity, and timing of flow of 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** so that we continue to have quality domestic 
and agricultural water.  
 
I am concerned that any changes to the Water Act do not jeopardize our human right 
to quality water. In particular, I wish to make the following points: 
 
• The Act needs to provide for true water protection. This means limits on land 
use resource activities such as forestry and mining. It is not possible to protect 
the water without protecting the landscape on which the water relies. This means 
that the Water Act needs to have precedence over other acts such as those 
controlling forestry and mining. 
 
•In order to ensure the protection of water, Watershed Reserves need to be 
re-established for source protection from forestry and other resource extraction 
activities. These watershed reserves would protect our drinking water supplies. 
 
•All decisions regarding resource activities need to put the precautionary 
principle first, meaning that any proposed activity must prove that it will do 
no harm to water quality, quantity, or timing of flow. Any decisions will also 
be informed by science, traditional knowledge, and local history. Licensed water 
users must have equal rights and equal decision making power as do proposed resource 
extraction proponents.   
 
•Global warming is a reality. Thus, the precautionary principle also needs to be 
applied to any further allocation of surface water, particularly on creeks that 
are currently classified as fully licensed.  Further allocation of water licences 
makes no sense in face of the uncertainties of global warming. 
 
Thank you for your attention to my concerns. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 10:37:32 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comments Submission 
 
 
 
> Water Act Modernization Submission 
> Ministry of Environment Water Stewardship Division 
> PO Box 9362 Stn Prov Govt Victoria, BC V8W 9M2 
>  
>  
> RE: WATER ACT MODERNIZATION DISCUSSION PAPER 
>  
> Concerning The Water Act Modernization meeting in Nelson April 16, 
> 2010 regarding the Water Act Modernization Discussion Paper. This is a 
> serious document with serious implications for rural water users. 
> There is a concern that British Columbians have not been adequately 
> informed on WAM or given adequate time to respond. British Columbians 
> should see a final report before any changes to the Water Act are 
> made. I do not support this discussion paper. 
>  
> It is disappointing to learn from this paper that with all the wealth 
> of British Columbia, those who can afford to, are not willing to spend 
> money on water management. It is hard to understand that $6B can be 
> spent on the Olympics (has not this brought in any money) and there is 
> no money for water technicians and water management. I do not know how 
> much more barebones WSD can get to be more "efficient". Perhaps we 
> should have an auditor like Sheila Fraser for water management. 
>  
> The two main points brought up at the April 16th meeting which I support ar
>  


e: 


 having Common law rights to water enshrined in the Water Act 


am not as knowledgeable as others, but recommend everyone become 


an and 


about 


uch 


ard 


e 


> 1.
> 2. rewriting Resource Extraction regulations for real water 
> protection. We have no real protection for water unless this is done. 
>  
> I 
> very knowledgeable about the issues brought up in WAM. I would 
> recommend everyone being very familiar with their water technici
> how WSD office works. The change to water licences as temporary "use" 
> rights and not permanent or property rights, change to perpetuity, and 
> change to FITFIR are the primary issues and not whether we have 
> incentives for citizen water use efficiency. This document talks 
> making the average citizen more efficient, while at the same time 
> talking about water markets and trading which do not seem to have m
> to do with efficiency/water conservation for British Columbians. How 
> can the average citizen make meaningful comment on WAM without details 
> of economic instruments which industry may receive under WAM. How can 
> water trading even be mentioned in WAM. This document brings to light 
> the differences and poor communications between various regions of the 
> province, which is partly to blame for any inefficiency in water 
> management. I don?t think very many people in my area have ever he
> of the POLIS project(associated with Real Estate). I don?t think the 
> POLIS project has a clue how anyone in this area lives. Also, many 
> area residents are probably not aware of the BC NOGs statement on th
> Reform of the BC Water Act. I do not think the average citizen is to 
> blame for any water inefficiencies. The focus on consumerism and a 







> ?high?economy are to blame for more water inefficiencies than any use 


t 


 


e general main concerns regarding WAM are: 


 loss of our common law water rights 


 


ocation 


ptions to encourage administrative efficiency) 


is hard to believe 
e 


, 


with 


itching to permit use of water that we already have common law 


ts 


onmental, economic, 


t 


> by low-income British Columbians. The focus should be on providing 
> low-cost water efficient appliances to low-income residents. I do no
> know how you are going to straighten out the rest. In Nevada, they are 
> experiencing severe water shortages and have stopped building golf 
> courses. Twenty years ago, they made golf courses out of the desert,
> they are now reclaiming the desert. 
>  
>  
> Th
>  
> 1.
>  
> (Review rules for the transfer and apportionments of existing water 
> rights). Not enough details here. The Environmental NGOs Statement of
> Expectations says "they expect government to explicitly recognize 
> water licenses as temporary "use" rights and not permanent or property 
> rights." I do not support removing water rights from land title. How 
> can you sell a property if there is no water attached. I do 
> not support water trading like energy trading. Perpetuity is not 
> mentioned in the WAM discussion paper. In the 2008 WS Branch 
> Strategic Plan in the section flexible and efficient water all
> under 2.2.1 Activities the following statements are made: introduce 
> new provisions that limit all new licences to 40-year terms in areas 
> where there is high demand. Currently all domestic licences are 
> granted in perpetuity. British Columbians will have lost another right 
> we currently enjoy. 
>  
>  
> (O
>  


SOLUTELY NO to permits over water licences. It > AB
> that this got into this discussion paper. This demonstrates a complet
> lack of understanding and respect of rural domestic water licences. 
> Rural domestic water licence holders work hard and spend their own 
> money maintaining their water systems. While the Living Water Smart 
> website says all British Columbians should have access to sustainable
> quality water, rural domestic users are treated the worst. They are 
> told their licences do not guarantee them water or quality water. 
> There are problems with fairness of water distribution with the 
> current system of water licences. Having permits would create a 
> free-for-all and chaos. More technicians should be hired to deal 
> administration, you cannot do a good job without good WSD staff. 
>  
> Sw
> riparian rights to means a complete loss of those rights. It also 
> implies we could lose that permission at some time. Common law righ
> to water should be enshrined in the Water Act. 
>  


lexibility to quickly adapt to changing envir> (f
> and social conditions). Change to FITFIR. This modification would 
> apply to all current surface licences and to wells. The government 
> already has the right to allocate water not necessarily to the oldes
> water licences first, but at their discretion in times of need. Why is 
> there then a need to modify FITFIR. There is a concern this might 
> favor industry. 
>  







> 2. Increased water costs (taxes). No details on funding cost 


er 


 focus on citizen water use, little focus on industrial use. 
f the 


." - 


 If the points in the discussion paper were implemented, I 
ons, 


r when 


ed 


s may 


 Regulate groundwater extraction very important. The 
ctions 


ll as 


e 2008 report An Overview of the Effects of Forest Management on 


tion 


 


 Lack of protection from resource extraction, lack of water 


> comparisons for different governance approaches. (RDCK is already 
> massively administered). Many discussion points depend on 


ure/wat> affordability - will industry pay for efficient infrastruct
> usage. I do not support penalties for citizens who are inefficient 
> only because they cannot afford "efficient use". Will taxpayers pay 
> for industry incentives and get little themselves. 
>  
> 3.
> Citizen use should be considered, but it is a small percentage o
> water used. "Government determines actual needs in relation to a 
> proposed undertaking on the basis of efficient practices and works
> how does this apply to business. 
>  
> 4.
> would support an independent third party for conflict resoluti
> appeals. I support an independent auditor such as Sheila Fraser for 
> water management. 
>  
> 5. Temporary/long-term water scarcity very important. More 
> detail needed. Rural domestic water holders do conserve wate
> there are shortages for priority needs. In general, I would support 
> the hierarchy of uses (human and stock watering needs before landscape 
> irrigation). Each area should have a plan for long-term water 
> scarcity. I would favor that water licensees and other interest
> parties develop a plan that addresses long-term scarcity on a 
> watershed basis. "Full or partial cancellation of water licence
> occur if other options were applied and were unsuccessful." This 
> should be avoided. 
>  
> 6.
> discussion paper says regulating large groundwater extra
> (including monitoring and reporting) will now be regulated as we
> most groundwater withdrawals in critical areas. "Individual domestic 
> uses will be allowed in most situations." Use of meters for measuring 
> large well extractions may lead to privatization of water. I do not 
> support the privatization of water or water made a commodity. The 


 > focus should be on small efficiency changes everyone can do easily.
> Water efficient appliances should be made affordable to everyone. Do 
> we really need all the hot tubs, indoor swimming pools. 
>  
> Th
> Groundwater Hydrology published in the BC Journal of Ecosystems and 
> Management describes the effects of forest management on groundwater 
> landscapes. Harvest increases the water table (perched or regional) 
> and potential for pore pressure increase to affect slope stability. 
> Roads may cut into sub-surface stream flow and become seepage faces 
> causing groundwater discharge to occur. To regulate groundwater 
> meaningfully government must attend to 1) all the resource extrac
> and large development activities that cut roads into slopes and 
> disturb groundwater recharge areas, 2) forest cover removal that 
> upsets both surface water and groundwater flows, seriously degrade
> water supplies and create landslide hazards, 3) contamination of 
> groundwater by such activities, 4) map and measure groundwater 
> aquifers so data is available. 
>  
> 7.







> data and scientific staff 
>  
> (Watershed-based water allocation plans include environmental flow 


l 


 of 


 


s. 


 
 


 Environmental Flows are considered in all water allocation 


e average person finds this difficult to answer. I have read that 


f 


is is a sobering document, "changes to water laws or reviews of 


 


ncerned Citizen, 


> needs and the water available for consumptive use.) I called my loca
> WSD office to see if what is meant by water allocation plans and 
> didn't really receive an answer. There does not appear to be a lot
> water data available at Nelson WSD or funding for scientific staff. 
> It does not seem fair to tax people to make a plan and then not have 
> them have any input as to how the plan will work. There is a concern 
> that there is no mention of resource extraction activities in WAM. All
> water protection for resource extraction activities and some water 
> allocation is devolved to the various acts governing those activitie
> There is no discussion of changing any of these acts and regulations. 
> A proper modernization of the Water Act would include such changes or 
> a stop to the devolving of protection and allocation of water within 
> the Water Act. There is one reference in the Polis report (Setting a 
> New Course for BC) that a Watershed Agency may have the rights to 
> make "formal comments" on resource extraction activities. In the WS
> Branch Strategic Plan re IPPs it states that a Watershed Agency would
> "Adjudicate licence applications for Independent Power Producers in a 
> manner that is consistent with provincial government corporate 
> policy." 
>  
> 8.
> decisions to protect stream health 
>  
> Th
> to protect instream flows correctly requires scientific staff and 


o> equipment, comprehensive temperature and flow data, and evaluation 
> all water courses in a watershed, that most instream flows will end up 
> being estimated. 
>  
> Th
> water allocation decisions made in the past may well require some 
> difficult adjustments to be made." I do not support WAM. I do not 
> support loss of permanent or property rights, change to perpetuity,
> and change to FITFIR, water trading. 
>  
> Co
> ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
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From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 3:41:44 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: do NOT sell our water 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
  
I disagree with the idea to sell our water and/or waterways. I believe that publi
water be held in trust by the government to be managed in the public interest
Keep our resources safe -- please. 


c 
.  


  
Sincerely, 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 4:17:18 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: " WAM comment submission " 
 
I, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***, and I , ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS 
REMOVED*** want to care for are water and its rights. 
  
We reside at   ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
  
yours sincerely, 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2010 10:31:46 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
A new Water Act must make drinking water and irrigation water for food 
production the highest priority in any planning or licensing procedure - 
and that means that water quality, quantity and timing of flow of ground 
water and water courses and ecosystems must be protected.  Water for 
drinking and growing food is of such importance that it must take 
precedence over resource extraction or other uses of water for 
recreation (i.e. golf courses, personal swimming pools). 
 
I've live in the Slocan Valley and have held the same domestic and 
irrigation license for 25 years.  If there are changes planned for 
licensing and use of water I would like a public hearing which allows my 
community to participate in deciding on those changes. 
 
Thank you. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 12:03:17 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: message from concerned citizen 
 
Dear Politicians, 
  
This is an historic moment in your lives.  Use it wisely.  Take the time to redirec
your attention back to origins of what our struggling environment used to be....
  


t 
.. 


hin my lifetime I have seen fishing, logging, steel manufacturing and private 
 


serve our wetlands and drainages.  Make them sacred for us all. 


Wit
industry craftsmanship go down the drain..... no encouragement there.  The
government desperately needs to incorporate the one thing that has set all great 
civilizations apart from ours.....that one thing is philosophy..... not the 
economy. 
  
Pre
  


cerely, sin
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 10:59:39 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
Until there is a porposed piece of actual legislation all this discussion is 
meaningless. A very pretty web site detailing what is hoped to be accomplishe
by the new Water Act is empty.  Let the dicussion begin after the legislation 
porpose and then the citizens of this province have a chance to see in wri
what this new Act will mean to them.  Until there is something in writing there 
can be no discussion.  What is the real meaning of the new Act.  Show us some 
legislation in writing and let us decided if it is what is needed.  This resource 
belongs to all of this province. 


d 
is 


ting 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 11:29:35 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: re water rights and changing policies 
 
 
REGARDING the new Water Modernization ACT 
 
Thanks for listening to someone who has had 3 licenses on creeks since the m
70's.  Ffom the little i understand of the new act proposals, there may be sweepin
changes that may not take enough into consideration.  Regarding water: it is th
most important asset this province has and indeed each one of us has. 
 


id 
g 
e 


ere needs to be much more public input. 
pens. Individuals with their vested 


art!)  


Th
Do not go ahead with changes until this hap
interests, living close to the water are the most responsible. (For the most p
Better at least than rules from afar. 
Respect the public. Hear their  input first 
 
Sincerely 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 8:11:53 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Modernization Submission 
 
Ministry of Environment 
 
Water Stewardship Division 
 
PO Box 9362 
 
Stn Prov Govt 
 
Victoria, BC, V8W 9M2 
 
  
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
  
 
  I am pleased that government is considering modernizing the Water Act.  
Recently, our group, the Arrowsmith Parks and Land-Use Council, submitted the 
following recommendations to the City of Parksville, the Town of Qualicum Be
and the Regional District of Nanaimo regarding the protection of our watersh
in the Oceanside area and the Englishman River system in particular.  I believe
that these recommendations could easily be generalised to other similar watersheds 
throughout British Columbia and should be entrenched in the Water Act.   
  


ach 
ed 
 


nk you for your consideration, Tha
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
  
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
 
  
 
WATER SOURCE PROTECTION 


commendations:   


  Take immediate action  


source areas for residents of  


e Town of Qualicum Beach, City of Parksville  


d relevant areas of the Regional District of Nanaimo: 


 
Re
 
  
 
  
 
A.
 
otect our drinking water Pr


 
th
 
an
 
  
 







1)   Seek a Ministerial Order under the Government Actions Regulation from the 


    Request our Provincial Health Officer to recommend the development of a 


 
ur 
s.  
   


 initiation of this planning process would require broad-based community 
pport. 


  Begin regular, systematic, scientifically-comparable sampling and testing 
 the source water to measure changing trends at specific points in the river. 


   Establish a joint citizens’ advisory committee on water protection to support 
 advise the Arrowsmith Water Service. 


   Establish a new drinking water intake sufficiently upstream to better defend 
inst pollution from all sources. 


   Seek long term protection and 


uality with other communities in BC 


   Join with other towns to form a multi-member Water Supply Commission composed 
representatives from all local governments within the E&N Land Grant area to: 


supply concerns and problems related to ownership of watersheds, 
d  


overnment 
mmitment to equalize water source protection capabilities across the province, 


Minister of Agriculture and Lands to establish a moratorium on logging in the 
Suzuki-defined riparian strip of the Englishman River, the Little Qualicum River, 
and around the Arrowsmith Lake reservoir until such time as a drinking water 
protection plan can be developed. 
 
  
 
2)
Drinking Water Protection Plan under BC’s Drinking Water Protection Act, and to 
apply to the Minister of Healthy Living and Sport (HL&S) to mandate the formation
of such a plan.  Under the Act, such a mandate from the Minister would enable o
region to begin a transparent, broad-based, inclusive community planning proces
The completed plan would go to cabinet and, when approved, would become regulation.
 
  
 
The
su
 
  
 
3) 
of
 
  
 
4)
and
 
  
 
5)
aga
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eq
 
  
 
1)
of 
 
  
 
a)  share water 
an
 
b)  draw up a Source Protection Best Practices Plan, and 
 
c)  Acquire funds for implementing the plan by seeking a provincial g
co







regardless of watershed ownership.    
 
  
 
 
 
An effective watershed plan  


must prepare for likely climate change impacts on the source area, such as changes 
 the frequency, timing and quantity of peak runoff events, changes in 


mer streamflow. 


 


ces. 


   Make a commitment to sustainable forestry and sustainable forestry jobs 
hin healthy ecosystems capable of servicing our water source areas by helping 
 create an ecosystem-based forestry plan for the Englishman River and Little 
licum River. 


er Island University, and other suitable agencies, 
itate the formation of a plan for ecosystem-based industrial forestry in these 
ersheds with water quality as the foremost consideration.  The plan should 
ntain site-specific parameters for sustainable forestry.    


 
--
in
seasonality, and decreased sum
 
--must make watershed decisions based on future models, not past facts – that is,
consider future, not present costs and threats (including social and other indirect 
costs) when planning water service. 
 
--must attempt to assess carrying capacity of a source area for possible population 
growth while maintaining high-functioning ecosystems  and  ecosystem servi
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wit
to
Qua
 
  
 
In partnership with the Mount Arrowsmith Biosphere Foundation, the Regional 
District of Nanaimo, Vancouv
in
wat
co
 
  
 
3)  We must continue, 
 
  







 
a)  Demanding no harvesting or industrial forestry in the Suzuki-defined riparian 
ne of a community drinking watershed anywhere in BC, and 


  Demanding fair and equal water source protection for drinking water source 
as located in private resource land as compared to drinking watersheds on Crown 
nd in the rest of BC. 
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From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:02:32 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
 
             
         ***PERSONAL 
IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
Water Act Modernization; 
Ministry of Environment; 
Water Strewardship Div.; 
Government of B.C. 
Victoria, B.C. 
 
 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
We are concerned about the ramifications of the new Modernizing the  
Water Act because of the uncertainty of what the changes will be.   
Water for agricultural purposes is vital to maintain sustainability of  
food production in B.C. 
 
It is imperative that historic water rights be maintained for  
irrigation, domestic and livestock watering purposes for the viability  
of farms and ranches. 
 
With the ever increasing demand for water, a concern is that water for  
recreational purposes ( watering golf courses ) and water for  
industrial purposes could take precedence over water for food  
production. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, May 01, 2010 12:01:05 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Our water is not for sale! 
 
Our water is not yours to sell!!!!! One by one your are taking away our ri
It is sickening!  For once do what is right for the people of British Co
and not for you pockets! This is infringing on public trust.  The water act 
modernization is a scam and the people of B.C. want it stopped! 


ghts.  
lumbia 


 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  _____   
 
__,_._,___ 
 
  _____   
 
Videos that have everyone talking! Now also in HD! MSN.ca Video. 
<http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724460>  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 2:13:18 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
WAM Comment Submission 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Several internationally renowned books have been written in recent years a
water as the number one issue faced by all species on the planet.  Several of t
experts have indicated that Canada is being watched internationally fo
deal with our water as we are the number one country in the world with fresh
resources.  I encourage you to have courage to fully realize the import of 
decisions we make about water in this province, and hence this country  - thi
is not an issue that can be brought home in a few months of study.  All futu
generations on this planet are depending on us to take the long range view, and 
I humbly ask of you to put aside your government hats for a moment and truly conside
your role, my role, all our roles at this 'tipping point' moment in the history
of this planet's very existence. 
 
ecifically dealing with 


bout 
hese 


r how we 
 water 


our 
s 
re 
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the proposed changes to Water Modernization Act, there 
er 


ing it 
... 
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es 
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ce of 


 
ush, every 
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rotections 
 water to other Acts.  Section 9 of the Water Act devolves water protection to 


is 
 


mmons.  
re 


ving it 
 


nt 


Sp
are many points within this proposal which give a false sense of security to wat
protection in this province.  Water cannot be discussed without first see
as a human right and a right for all other species we share the planet with.
it is part of the commons and collectively held by all of us in trust, including 
the government, to manage in the public interest and the interest of all species.
We do not so much own it, rather we are all stewards of water and therefore charge
with the responsibility to protect, sustain and help our waters thrive for all
future generations. 
 
It is said that history isn't about who wins or loses, rather human history 
the evolution of thought.  In the discussion about water it behooves us to broade
our thought and scope about water, to see it within the context in which it lives. 
It lives in the air, in the mountain tops, the valleys, it lives in the landscap
it winds through and in our bodies.  True water protection must include the huma
uses of the land it winds through, otherwise it is like cleaning the surfa
the street as it runs through a polluted industrial wasteland. For 8 years I lived 
in a gold mining community, for hundreds of miles around the mines, everything
on the surface was dead.... and I mean everything... every tree, every b
flower, every drop of water was contaminated with arsenic and cyanide. A hundred
years from now, people will shake their heads in disbelief at us for not realizin
you cannot separate the water from the land it lives on. 
 
Equally incongruous is the aspect of devolving some of the uses and p
of
various other Ministries Acts, including Forestry, Mining, Gas & Oil.  Th
devolution (the opposite of evolution) pits those involved in the resource
extraction business at cross purposes to the protection of water as the co
It's like asking the fox to protect the hen house - it's in the fox's basic natu
to want to consume what is in his path - not protect it (unless he is sa
for his supper later).  A dangerous proposition for something as vital as water
is to our existence. 
 
To move towards co-creating solutions for true water protection, here are importa
ints to include in a comprehensive Water Act : po


 







 
* re-establish Watershed Reserves for source protection from forestry/mining 
d other resource extraction activities; watershed reserves protect our drinking 


 


es associated with water are respected and accomodated 
 


rst in 


ts to remove water rights 


 


 model with local 


conomic climate, then stick with the status quo - do not 
nge n 


 


have lived without water before, I have lived without trees, in the barrens of 
e high Arctic....this is not a scenario I would wish upon anyone.    We do not 
ve another planet earth close by to go to when the waters of this planet have 


 
ew 


an
water supplies as we well know as mountain dwellers here in BC 
* include collaborative science, traditional knowledge and local history to
inform all allocation decisions, while insuring First Nations social and cultural 
practic
* utilize a precautionary principle,  functioning at all times (no harm proof
prior to new uses, not mitigation after damage) 
* "if it's not broke, don't fix it"... leave FITFIR (First in time, Fi
right) unchanged since it is a self-regulating system for over-allocation 
problems.  To modify FITFIR could allow future governmen
from established farms, water systems, and other uses 
* do not change Domestic Use licensed use to a "permitted" use in order to
retain legal rights 
* Governance model ideally shall fully fund local government
decision-making power over water protection.  If in the interim this is not 
possible in our current e
cha  the model until broader scope, full funding and full public consultatio
is part of the process 
* enlarge public involvement to cover further steps in the process (rather
than the current government decision making model with this 'one time only' 
workshop/comments).  Water protection is too critical and timely as a essential 
part of living on this planet. 
 
 
 
I 
th
ha
all become polluted.   Foresight was one of the things that gave us the ability 
to survive as a species.   This is a time for us to forge a new way of evolving
with urgency, clarity and hope....with all players at the table thinking in a n
way about future generations of all species on the planet. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 
 








From: Minister, ENV ENV:EX 


Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2010 2:33:03 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Subject: WAM - ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


 


-----Original Message----- 


From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 12:23 PM 


To: Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; ***PERSONAL 


IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***; Minister, ENV ENV:EX 


Subject: Water Act "Modernization" 


 


 


> ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


> 


>                                            Re: Water Act Modernization 


> 


> To Whom It May Concern: 


> 


> I believe it is most important to protect ground and surface waters   


> from under-regulated industrial activities, in particular, logging   


> and mining and the road building that goes with them.  This is far   


> more important than concerns regarding distribution.  Leave water   


> rights as they are, protect watersheds from resource extraction. 


> 


> ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 9:49:15 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Modernized Water Act 
 
Hi, 
 
I am happy that you/we are all engaged in keeping our water clean and safe. 
 
I have my say in that our water needs to be kept public. 
That means not opening up to private companies for sale and/or exploitation 
globally, or locally. 
I agree that keeping our water clean and safe from new toxic waste or miss-us
is very necessary. 


e, 


I understand that this is already in the plans. 
Though I wanted to have my say. 
 
Thank you, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:12:51 AM 
To: Campbell.MLA, Gordon LASS:EX; Living Water Smart ENV:EX; Simpson.MLA, Sh
L LASS:EX 


ane 
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Subject: Water is not a commodity! 
 
Dear Sir /Ms.  
 
Water should be a right, not a commodity. DROP this principle of "predictable 
investment climate across the province" from Water Act Modernization (WAM). OUR
COMMON WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR SALE!! 
 
Your attempt to “commercialize” water is abominable. You make no attempt at 
comprehensive review, passing the buck that it is in another ministry, “not you
department”. Do a correct review or you will face the ire of the public for a blatant
attempt at grabbing the water from the common (people). 
 
We currently have COMMON LAW Riparian Water Rights, which is part of our pu
trust. I demand that water be recognized as a human right and part of the commons
owned collectively by all and held in trust by government to be managed in th
public interest, not corporate interest! 
 
As for allocating or dispensing water based on "a higher economic purpose", ther
is no higher purpose for water than domestic needs. PEOPLE FIRST!! Current w
licenses, which are based on 'first in time, first in right' (FITIFR), if th
are allowed to be downgraded to a 'permit', would negate our common law wate
rights, and allow government to determine 'priority of use'. 'PERMITS' ARE NO
ACCEPTABLE!! 
 
If your commitee really wanted to look at water conservancy it would unite t
water policies of various government Ministries and work toward this goal. W
conservancy starts right at the source, at the watershed. Your review needs to
start there also. WATERSHEDS SHOULD BE LEGISLATED AS RESERVES AND SOURCE WATER 
PROTECTED! SURFACE AND GROUND WATER PROTECTION FROM ALL INDUSTRIAL ACTIVIT
SHOULD BE THE FOCUS OF WATER MANAGEMENT. Your commitee seems focused on the reverse.
Do NOT devolve water protection to various other Ministries (Acts). 
 
I strongly feel that we need a broader public imput of this process instead 
this unanounced 10 day review process. This smacks as a sneaky underhanded wate
resource grab for corporations. Shame on you. 
 
Re
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2010 12:56:20 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX 
Subject: our water is not for sale 
 
Dear BC government and Environment Minister Barry Penner; 
 
I realize that the deadline for making a submission to influence the Water A
has passed (after a very short public consultation period), but I'd like to voice
my opinion: 


ct 
 


d 
s, 
st 


ted. 


issue of utmost priority. 


ncerely, 


 
I am very concerned about and against the idea of water privatization in BC an
Canada. My prime concern is protection of the water, watersheds and ecosystem
as well as issues of sovereignty over the water. Our water use priorities mu
be determined by collective good, not by corporate interests. 
 
Watersheds should be legislated as reserves, and water sources should be protec
 
is is an Th


 
Si
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 12:32:13 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: jenny.kwan.mla@leg.bc.ca; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX 
Subject: Our water is NOT for sale 
 
I have just learned about some of the reforms proposed modernization of the 
provincial water act.  
  
This is outrageous. Chiefly, our common riparian water rights are part of the public 
common trust, a sacred position not to be tampered with. Water is a public rig
and is collectively owned. We entrust the government with resposible mana
of it. It is never to be handed over to corporate interests to profit fro
tamper with as they see fit.  
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Watersheds must be legislated as reserves and source water must be protected from
mining, gas and oil, and all other industrial activities.  
  
Furthermore there must be a broader public input pertaining to our water. T
unannounced 10-day review process is unacceptable and a disgrace in a democrat
jurisdiction.  
 
 
 
--  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 7:13:31 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Modernization Submission 
 
 
  
 
Water Modernization Submission 
Ministry of Environment 
Water Stewardship Division 
PO Box 9362 
Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, BC, V8W 9M2 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
  I am very pleased that government is considering modernizing the Water Act, 
however I am concerned about some issues that have been omitted in the discussion
paper.  
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al two: Improve governance arrangements 


vernance must include a Ministry of Water as well as some local government 
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Goal one: Protecting stream health and aquatic environments 
 
Water Act starts with stream protection but needs to consider watershed protec
The act talks about stream health and allocation of water, but needs to look 
the natural heritage features as vital components of the watershed ecosystem
their relation to other elements such as water quality and quantity.  Stream
and adequate stream flow are dependant on the removal of vegetation and other huma
activities.  As you are well aware, after logging or types of  development cau
rapid runoff after rainfall and rapid decrease in stream flow during summ
droughts in summer dry spells.  Adequate natural vegetation riparian zones ar
needed to protect stream health and keep water cool for fish and other aquatic 
life forms.  Bulrushes and other wetland plants filter out contaminants in run
water.  In Ontario, this vegetative protection zone is a minimum of 30 metres in
built up areas and 100 metres outside settlement areas.  
 
Go
 
Go
control. Public participation is essential.  Water management must include 
monitoring of surface and ground levels and useage. Please see comments in go
four. 
 
Goal three: Introduce more flexibility and efficiency in the water allocation 
system 
 
Water is a right, not a commodity. Water should not be exported or removed f
a watershed area.  Let’s consider water as necessary for all forms of life, whi
is no different that air we breath. If we consider it a commodity the America
will take it from us and leave Canadians without adequate water resources in a 
rapidly warming and drying world. Agricultural water and essential domestic use 
should come before many uses to build a local sustainable economy. Local 
growing must be higher priority than using to make pretty gardens and green lawns.
Exporting bulk and bottled water need to stopped. First-in-time first-in right 
need to be reassessed especially where shortages are possible. The precautionary 
principle is needed in the allocation of water. Eventually there will be not enough
clean water to meet the demand. A complete review of44,000 active water 







in BC don’t have expiry dates, and almost a free right to use water. This practice
needs to be based on  priority use. 
 
Goal four: Regulate groundwater and use 


 


itoring/ metering at monitoring wells. 
ere is no protection of surface water at present which recharges ground water 


er 
velopment to help recharge these aquifers with clean water. Need good data 


ity 
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Ground water mapping should be done and mon
Th
aquifers, eg wetlands. All wetlands need to be preserved from logging and any oth
human de
on well drilling, existing well useage, then land use planning and zoning. Prior
of water use for agriculture and essential domestic needs during droughts.  
 
In conclusion, water is a right, not a commodity. Water should not be exporte
or removed from a watershed area. I hope that the above issues can be caref
considered in the new water act. 
  
Yours truly, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 10:14:15 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
LETTER FROM AN 8 YEAR OLD GIRL: 
  
Dear Government, 
I really hope you Love Water like I do.  Please remember me when you make decisi
about the Water.  My family lives here because we have such pure and clean wate
That's why my parents wanted me to grow up here.  Please make sure we always ha
lots of pure water to live and that you talk to all of the people who care to help
you make smart choices about the water.  I love the animals too and want to kno
that they always have healthy forests to live in with lots of good water to drink
Please don't try to own the water- It's from Mother Earth and she shares wi
everyone.   
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Drink some water and remember to say THANKYOU TO THE WATER. 
Lots of Love,  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 3:02:18 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
To: Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British Columbia 
  
From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
Re: Amending the Water Act 
  
Dear Minister in charge, 
  
If the proposed amendments to the Water Act in British Columbia interfere w
common law rights to water on your own property these amendments can not pass and 
will be challenged in court. I strongly suggest more consultation with the publ
(has there even been any in the Kooteneys where I'm from?) before even contemplati
a change of our rights to free water on our land. 


ith 


ic 
ng 


hrough 
  
Let me know that this email opposing amending the BC Water Act made it t
to the right person in charge. 
  
Thank-you for your time. Yours truly, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
  
 
 
  _____   
 
Hotmail & Messenger. Get them on your phone now. 
<http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724456>  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 5:44:30 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water rights 
 
To Whom It Concerns: 
  
I demand that my surface water rights remain as they are. 
Watersheds must be legislated as reserves. I want my source water rights protec
Protect my surface water from mining, gas and oil activities. 


ted. 


llocation. 


 of the commons owned collectively 
, not 


ards, 


Do not devolve WAM water protection to other Ministries Acts. 
I demand that FITFIR remain unchanged since it regulates over-a
Downgrading to a 'Permit' is not acceptable. 
Water must be recognized as a human right and part
by all and held in trust by government to be managed in the public interest
corporate interest!    
  
Reg
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 8:55:42 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
WAM comment submission 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
 
I am writing in opposition to your proposal to change the water laws from th
present state. 


eir 


ration 
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ls 
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nd 
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or 


e hired to work for us, yet you continue to sell out your country 
d your countrymen at every opportunity. That used to be called treason, now it 


ikely 


 
Water is an inalienable right of all living beings, access to which should be 
covered by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and certainly by the UN Decla
on Human Rights. 
 
Your efforts, and your secretive and exclusive process, combined with other recen
maneuverings such as the damning of the Peace River, and the IPP fiasco, revea
that the true intent behind this effort is not actual water protection, but control
It is more about privatization than fairness to the public. 
 
I oppose your desire to corporatize our living water under some green-wash facade. 
The long-standing practice of "first in time, first in right", should remain, a
we are entitled to our existing Domestic water licenses as is,  not under some 
weaker permit system. Real work needs to be done to protect this resource and hones
efforts to protect our waters from environmental degradation, and corporate and/
foreign appropriation should be resisted at every turn. 
 
You people ar
an
seems to be business as usual. At the very least it is cronyism, and more l
fascism. I oppose your efforts to steal our water. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 3:29:00 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization:  Discussion Paper Feedback 
 
Water Act Modernization Program 
Victoria, BC 
 
Dear Planners: 
 <mailto:livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca>  
I strongly disagree that water management should have anything at all to do wit
the "investment climate" as suggested by number 5 and 7 on your website at 
http://www.livingwatersmart.ca/water-act/feedback.html  
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I am completely opposed to any run-of-river stream development projects in t
province of British Columbia, and most particularly, with any involvement from 
the private sector. 
 
I believe that we should continue with the publicly run and relatively inexp
hydroelectric dam system that has served the province so well for the past 60 years.  
It ain't broke:  DON'T FIX IT! 
 
Keep the big corporations away from water.  They learned this in 19th century 
London:  do we have to regress back through time to relearn the lessons that water
supply must be exclusively publicly owned and operated? 
 
And please, if water conservation is to result in lower domestic consumption, 
consider this beneficial impact on Victoria's existing sewage system, which has
been regularly monitored for decades, shows no harmful effects on public health
or on the marine environment, and which should be even more satisfacto
consumption drops. 
 
Save our money for truly GREEN endeavors -- such as light rapid transit, u
gardens, ubiquitous bicycle lanes, and all those other good things that Europe 
is so far ahead in. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 10:00:30 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Re: Water Act Modernization- Discussion Paper Feedback 
 
Submitted on 04/29/2010 - 23:00 
Submitted by anonymous user: [96.54.238.68] 
 
Submitted values are: 
 
   Postal Code: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
   Comments: 
To whom it may concern, 
 
Water Act reform is needed in the following areas: 
 
- groundwater extractions need to be licensed and licensing should be based   
on the ability to use  an aquifer without mining it.  BC should be   
embarrassed to be still in the 18th century with respect to groundwater. 
 
- The focus of the Act should be refocused from a  licensing process for   
users to an ecology-first approach of comprehensive watershed planning, done   
by the Province and NOT downloaded to local governments. 
 
- Riparian Area Regulation (RAR) assessments must be supported by regional   
and municipal bylaws.  There should be a penalty in place for regional   
districts/municipalities that don’t comply with RAR legislation. 
 
- Water license applications need to have an expiry date, so that private   
industry can’t hold onto water rights. 
 
- We must have a licensing/permitting system that prioritizes water uses,   
such as ecosystem and domestic uses above irrigation uses for golf courses   
and lawns. 
 
- First in Time, First in Rights system needs to have restrictions under low   
flow conditions and this must be enforced. 
 
- The impacts of climate change must be taken into consideration, including   
an assessment of how it will impact the ability to meet ecosystem and   
domestic needs. 
 
 
 
   In Closing: 
I've no doubt that these comments will be thoroughly ignored and we will go   
into the 22nd Century with inadequate environmental legislation, but please   
read them so you know what ought to be done.  Your Ministry employees know   
what needs to be done, so get on with it. 
 
 
The results of this submission may be viewed at: 
http://www.wildsight.ca/node/1024/submission/681 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:39:00 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
 
 
 
 
re: restructuring/revising the BC Water Act. 
  
 
*  
 
 BC Water should NOT be privatized. Recent events in the Western World 
highlight the abuses that privatized, unregulated corporations can inflict up
the public 
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Let us be thinking of posterity and our grandchildren's all around health. 


lly submitted 


*  
 
 Water is B.C.'s Gold. Water must remain the province of the people of Britis
Columbia. Water is British Columbia's "money in the bank". We should NOT be selling
our children's future 
*  
 
 We must STOP altering the flow of streams, lakes, rivers for human en
needs. Ecosystems must remain untampered. This is the 21st century and we now know 
much of the damage we human beings have inflicted upon habitats, ecosystems, and
the climate, around the world. 
*  
 
 B.C.'s future lies in its unique, pristine, beauty. B.C.'s economic fut
also lies in its unique, pristine, beauty. As the remainder of the world habit
are abused and misused for human purposes, we in B.C. must remain a beacon 
protection for the natural environment. There are waiting lists to spend thousands
of dollars in the Galapogos Islands to see 'things as they were'. B.C. can, i
a sense, become the same. 
*  
 
 The public of British Columbia MUST be involved in the redesigning of th
Water Act, at all levels of input. 
*  
 
 Water scarcities are already prevalent in B.C. (see Vernon, BC)....it woul
be foolhardy to take/give away control of our most valuable 'commodity'; w
must remain in full control of the citizens of British Columbia. 
*  
 
 
 
Respectfu
 
 
  
 







 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:03:19 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM;  comment submission 
 
  
 
            Just like blood is the life source of life , the same is true of water.
Do not try to pass a law under the false pretext 


  


 
  
 
            of water protection (water control). This is evil 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 4:04:09 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
I am writing to express my objection to implementing the new BC Water Act.  Ther
have been far too many concerns raised and too little time for citizens to 
understand and reflect on proposed changes.  I would rather see a post
of changes than discover, too late, that the new Act erodes the best interest of
private citizens, the preservation of our natural environment, or the health o
future generations. 
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ponement 
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Please provide more time for intelligent consideration before changes are ma
 
  
 
Th
 
  
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:15:47 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Losing my water license! 
 
To whom it may concern:  I do not want to give up my water license rights to provide 
"a predictable investment climate across the province". This principle must b
dropped from WAM. Our common water rights are not for sale! 
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     We, the citizens of British Columbia, have Common Law Riparian Water Rig
as part of our public TRUST. I demand that water be recognized as a human rig
and part of the commmons owned collectively by ALL and held in TRUST by governme
to be managed in the PUBLIC interest, not corporate interest. 
     I feel that the 'first in time, first in right'  (FITIFR) remain unchanged
since it is a self-regulating system for over-allocation problems. PERM
NOT ACCEPTABLE!! 
     WAM must not DEVOLVE water protection to various other Ministries ie. 
Forestry, Mining, Gas or Oil. Watersheds must be legislated as reserves and o
surface and ground water must be protected from Mining, Gas and Oil and all 
industrial activities.   
     The public of British Columbia needs a broader public input into this process 
rather that this 'shoving something down our throats' approach.  
                                                                           
Yours truly, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
      
      
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 9:53:15 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comments submission 
 
 
 
>  
> The entire WAM concept is a NON-SOLUTION to a real problem. 
> After years and years of mismanagement of our water supplies through 
> removal of any watershed protection, the MoE is now positing 
> that “we” are the problem and must therefore scrap with each other over 
> remaining supplies while they continue to refuse to protect 
> watersheds and seek changes that will remove our already degraded water righ
>  


eref


ts. 


ore I respectfully request that MoE do NOTHING. 
ain the Status 


 Watershed protection from resource extraction activities. 
 Act 


on 


llowing 


 


 to other resource extraction activities, the MoE passed the 
g pond 


e same 


> Th
> That is, you do NOT re-write the Water Act and do maint
> Quo governance model, until MoE can address public concerns as 
> follows: 
>  
> 1)
> By devolving stream protection (stream as defined in the Water
> means all water courses including lakes, ponds, wetlands, streams, 
> creeks, springs, and rivers) in Section 9 of the Water Act to other 
> ministries (including Forestry and Energy and Mines), source 
> protection of our water supplies is abrogated by the MoE. This must 
> change! If the Water Act is meant to protect our water supplies it 
> must override all other Acts in that respect. You talk about the 
> fragmented legislation protecting water at great length, but make NO 
> ATTEMPT in the WAM to address this problem. 
>  
> Furthermore, the MoE Water Stewardship Branch makes no bones about 
> IPPs in the form of large run-of-the-river projects when they state 
> page 32 of their Strategic Plan that they intend to “Adjudicate 
> licence applications for Independent Power Producers in a manner that 
> is consistent with provincial government corporate policy.” 
> Furthermore, the public has recently discovered that MoE is a
> drilling into the bottom of alpine lakes (for higher head in private 
> run-of-the-river-projects) resulting in siltation problems as we have 
> recently seen in Sechelt. Not to mention more watershed destruction. 
> The destruction of pristine river systems in both coastal areas and 
> the Kootenays, shows an outright distain for protection of watersheds
> anywhere an RoR project is contemplated. 
>  
> As
> environmental assessment on Fish Lake being turned into a tailin
> placing a huge water system running all the way to the ocean at risk 
> of serious toxic contamination. Many other mining activities, 
> including the Raven Coal project on Vancouver Island, evince th
> unconcern with contamination of watersheds and river systems with 
> toxic effluent. Shame on you MoE! 
>  
> Then we have the oil and gas extraction activities in the Horn River 
> Basin and further north in BC. All drilling requires the use of water 
> for making the drilling mud. Hydrofracking needs even more water and 
> threatens the contamination of water aquifers with toxic chemicals as 
> has already occurred in northeastern BC to some citizens water 







> supplies. One shale gas well requires 8 to 10 million gallons of toxic 


icenses 
 


 in 


en there are the transmission lines and pipelines that are being 


 


e public is demanding watershed/source protection as the first 


only owned water supplies should be an 
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 far the worst effect on our water supplies is forestry as currently 


 is time to modernize the “government corporate policy” to protect 


l-off 


 


e final comment here. Attempting to separate water from land is 
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> chemical contaminated water for the hydrofracking process. 
> Hydrofracking is not a licensed use of water listed on the l
> database. When I inquired of the Water Stewardship Branch about this,
> I was informed that exploratory activities do not pay for water use as 
> other licensed users of water do. Alberta farmers have seen their 
> water supplies seriously impacted by all of the drilling activities
> their province. Is that what we have to look forward to in BC? 
>  
> Th
> plotted to crisscross our province in support of resource extraction 
> activities. Are we to seriously believe that power lines and pipelines
> cutting through populated areas and wilderness areas will not 
> seriously effect our watersheds and thus our water supplies? This is 
> preposterous and an undefendable position for the government to be 
> taking. 
>  
> Th
> commitment from government to protect our water supplies for our 
> public use of water. 
> Public use of our comm
> established right and not something we pay for. Use of water t
> money (and here I mean industrial use of water) on the other hand 
> should first of all only be allowed if it can be proven (the 
> precautionary principle) that it does not have ANY effect on p
> water supplies and second of all should be charged for at a rate that 
> supports not only the costs of public use (i.e., government 
> bureaucracies necessary to allocate and protect our water sup
> but also at rate that includes the true cost of such use. The new 
> sustainable economic models should be applied to all industrial use
> water and a commiserate license rate applied. 
>  
> By
> practiced in this province. In the past when BC companies used local 
> contractors to cut and mill lumber our local economies flourished and 
> our watersheds were protected. But over the last 4 decades our forests 
> have been privatized to large multi-national corporations and our 


 is > watersheds have been trashed in the process. The current government
> carrying on in this tradition with mining, oil and gas extraction and 
> now IPPs. At this rate we will have no water left at all. 
>  
> It
> all of our commonly owned resources including water from the great 
> sucking sound of multinational corporations. MoE and all other 
> government Ministries must change their shortsighted, sell-it-al
> policies and start thinking about true sustainability of our 


the same> resources. Resources that are all only increasing in value at 
> time the government continues to make it easier and cheaper for 
> multinationals to purchase these irreplaceable resources. 
>  
> On
> ludicrous. There is really no such thing as an aquatic ecosystem. A
> ecosystem by definition includes the land, water, air, all life forms 
> and the economies based on that ecosystem. Within any ecosystem all 
> elements interact. To attempt to talk about protecting an aquatic 
> ecosystem without talking about the land around it and the forest, 
> shrub or grass cover that collects and stores the precipitation that







> feed the aquatic systems is utterly meaningless. It is similarly 
> meaningless to assume we can have continuous growth in either our 
> human population or a resource-based economy within that ecosystem. 


 be 
n. Yet 
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w the government can with a straight face say the WAM will protect 
 


is is ridiculous when all the costs should be borne by industry 
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eap and start over with a 


 Full MEANINGFUL public consultation prior to introducing 
ndum on 


is public consultation process on such a serious subject as our 
ops 
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aningful consultation means not only that the government commit to 
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>  
> Yet this is exactly what WAM does. The workshop attempted to restrict 
> all discussion to water and purported that the state of our forests, 
> other resource extraction activities or the government corporate 
> policy was not on the table. 
> Unacceptable. 
>  
> 2) Committed provincial funding to implement any changes. 
> All of the policy discussion papers state that funding must
> committed to make any of the recommended changes come to fruitio
> the monies for the MoE has been cut over the next 3 years in the 
> current budget, as have the monies for Forestry, ILMB, Agriculture
> Energy, Mines & petroleum Resources. 
>  
> Ho
> water supplies when in fact there is no committed funding to make this
> happen is beyond me. It would appear through reading documents that 
> the true intent of WAM is to limit public rights to water and charge 
> them more for water use through increased licenses fees, water rates 
> and so forth. 
>  
> Th
> which is making massive profits from our commonly held resources and 
> returning very, very, very little to the province to pay for this 
> pillage of our resources. Where will our children and grandchildren
> turn for water, lumber, energy and minerals and so forth when you hav
> sold it all off at bargain basement rates? 
>  


is is why you should throw WAM on scrap h> Th
> logical approach to protecting our water supplies from the greatest 
> threats, not from the smallest. 
>  
> 3)
> legislation to change the Water Act, or barring that a refere
> proposed changes to the Water Act. 
>  
> Th
> water supplies is a complete failure. First of all, your WAM Worksh
> were held through a very limited “invitation only” process. You should 
> have notified every licenses holder in the province of these workshops 
> and PUBLICALLY advertised the workshops at least a month in advance in 
> newspapers all over the province. Relying on computers also 
> marginalizes a significant portion of the public and can only
> justified as cheaper than other kinds of advertising. From the pub
> point of view, if you can’t afford to advertise the discussion of 
> changes to the water act, then you shouldn’t be doing it. 
>  
> Me
> taking into account the comments of the public in their decision 


e i> making process. It also means that the public consultation continu
> the process so we have an opportunity to COMMENT on EACH STAGE of 
> DECISION MAKING BY GOVERNMENT, If the government cannot commit to 
> making changes at each stage to it’s policies based on the 
> consultation, then the entire process is meaningless. 







>  
> In fact, that is why I want the government to hold a public vote, an 
> actual referendum, on the final changes to the water act prior to 
> those changes being legislated. Full government disclosure is 
> required. The government has LOST THE TRUST OF THE PEOPLE on these 
> matters for the reasons discussed above. 
>  
> 4) No changes to license status for domestic use (surface water or 
> well licenses) 
> The government says it wants to make domestic use licenses a 


 


E representatives had no comments on the legal ramifications of this 


der no circumstances do citizens of rural BC want their water 
s of 


ovince 


rce 


WAM 


FITFIR as is. 
orking, self-limiting system that deters 


d 


 


> “permitted” use. The justification for this is that the limited staff 
> could then turn their attention to more critical issues. First of all, 
> if the government can’t afford to administer licenses than it should 
> not be granted the powers to manage our water. Period. Management of 
> any of our collectively owned natural resources is the prime charge of
> government. It is a charge vested in them by the Crown. The government 
> of the day is not the Crown. This is the truth that government needs 
> to come to terms with. Then perhaps we will see some changes in the 
> policies that are selling off our heritage for a mess of pottage! 
>  
> Mo
> action at the workshop I attended. Nor did they have any comments in 
> their reports and papers on the ramifications of this action. Domestic 
> wells would also fall under this change if ground water becomes 
> legislated. 
>  
> Un
> license rights compromised now or in the future. It is the holder
> licenses that have the ONLY STANDING in government hearings on new 
> water licenses. I suspect this has much more to do with this change 
> than does the “lack of staff”. In fact domestic use license holders’ 
> account for half of all licensed allocations. They actually stand at 
> the forefront of water protection in all rural areas of BC. 
>  


 MoE needs more staff to deal with problem areas of the pr> If
> that have over-developed for the amount of water available after 
> watershed destruction, then MoE should either get funds from the 
> government for this hiring or they should implement a tax on resou
> extraction to cover this cost. Simple. But under no circumstances 
> should they pit urban versus rural populations as they have in the 
> discussion paper to get urban support for removing rural water rights. 
> Disgusting! 
>  


 Maintain > 5)
> FITFIR is a time honored, w
> over-allocation of water supplies. The government in its role as 


 > manager of our water has over-allocated water in many areas of the
> province according to their maps. What they need to do is attend to 
> their mismanagement, disclose the reasons why they have over-allocate
> water supplies and fix that process, NOT modify FITFIR to cover the 
> errors they have made. It is entirely unclear why we are in this 
> position. 
>  
> Furthermore, often the government will state as a fact something that 
> is not true. For example at the workshop I attended, a participant (a 
> lawyer actually) asked what information the MoE spokesperson was 
> basing his statement that BC had been in a drought for a number of







> years and expected to be in the future. The MoE rep immediately 
> backtracked and said that the precipitation data didn’t show a 
> drought, but some areas of BC had experienced less precipitation. This 


e problem with modifying FITFIR is that government behind closed 


r Act 


 and 


 


cond, there are various ways of determining instream flow 
onthly 


r ability to feed ourselves is moving into the public consciousness 


ns 


rthermore, the danger of modifying FITFIR is a very slippery slope. 


ater 


 


 Include wording in the Water Act that acknowledges water as 


is point can not be emphasized enough as it goes to the main problem 


nd of stating that it OWNS all of the 


> is the kind of sweeping mis-statement that the public objects to, 
> especially when discussing a subject as vital as our water supplies. 
>  
> Th
> doors will develop a priority system for modifications. This is 
> entirely unacceptable. If the government wants to change the Wate
> then an open process with public decision making must do it. Of 
> course, domestic use for health and sanitation and agriculture must 
> have the highest priority (after instream flows). 
>  
> Protecting instream flows, or as some prefer to refer to this as 
> protecting nature, is of course the basis of any allocation system
> would thus have first priority. If the water is not there in the first 
> place, it can’t be allocated. But where is the data for guaranteeing 
> instream flows? This is the problem. First, the hydrometric stations 
> in BC are all federal installations over which the MoE has no control.
> In fact, a few years ago there were 470 such stations in BC, now there 
> are 450. How can relevant data for all allocations in BC be garnered 
> from a shrinking database of information. The answer: it can’t. 
>  
> Se
> requirements. The simplest (i.e., cheapest to achieve) is a m
> low-flow scheme. Unfortunately this is not a recommended standard by 
> scientists who work in the field or by governments like Australia who 
> are struggling with real drought conditions due to the El Nino/La Nina 
> flip. 
>  
> Ou
> as a huge issue as we see globalization breaking down. Maintaining 
> FITFIR is very important so established farms and livestock operatio
> have priority water use. 
>  
> Fu
> In the ENGO Statement of Expectations IPPs had a higher priority for 
> water use than agriculture or domestic use. This is completely 
> unacceptable. This is a pure and simple commodification of our w
> supplies to the highest bidder. This must under NO circumstances be 
> allowed. Any resource extraction use must have the lowest priority as
> such uses have the concomitant problems of destroying watersheds and 
> contaminating water. 
>  
> 6)
> a human right, collectively OWNED by all as a common resource. 
>  
> Th
> of wrong-headed thinking regarding water and its protection evinced in 
> the WAM documents. Below is a discussion I wrote recently regarding 
> the issue of who owns the water. 
>  


r current government is very fo> Ou
> water in BC. Until recently the MoE water website was littered with 
> the statement. They have since toned it down somewhat, but the words 
> are still there and in documents written by others as well. 
>  







> This is not the truth however. To understand this all one must do is 


e use and flow of all the water 


e important word here is vested. Vest is a verb. According to 
ed 


the Crown. Since we live in a 


ins the powers of 


however, only allows the government and political parties 


 really the government of the day only exercises powers like a 


ncil of Canadians made this point very 
n she 


a 


 you see, dear MoE, you must take into account the public interest 


sented at the workshop failed to 


 


> look at the current BC Water Act. Here is the actual wording at the 
> beginning of the act (Part 1 is only definitions): 


elated Matters > Part 2 — Licencing, Diversion and Use of Water and R
> Section 2—Vesting water in government 
> (1) The property in and the right to th
> at any time in a stream in British Columbia are for all purposes 
> vested in the government, except only in so far as private rights have 
> been established under licences issued or approvals given under this 
> or a former Act. 
>  
> Th
> Webster’s it means to give, bestow or grant a right. And who vest
> government? That would be the Crown. 
> The current Liberal government is not 
> Constitutional Monarchy, here is the order of authority: 
> • The Crown is the institution, which represents the power of the 
> people above government and political parties. 
> • The Crown, represented by the head state, reta
> government, while the governing party exercises the powers of 
> government. 
> • The Crown, 
> to exercise powers in trust for use on behalf of the people. 
>  
> So
> trustee of an estate would. They do not “own” the estate, they simply 
> manage it for a time. 
>  


ud Barlow of the Cou> Ma
> eloquently in the October 2009 edition of the CCPA Monitor whe
> was describing the recent victory in Ontario where citizens defeated 
> government plan to put a garbage dump directly on top of the aquifer 
> that contained their drinking water supply. Following are her words: 
> “Under common law, a tradition followed in all provinces and 


st. It > territories except Quebec, water is recognized as a public tru
> belongs collectively to all, and governments must manage water in the 
> public interest. Governments do not have the authority to make 


 > decisions affecting collective resources that violate the public
> interest.” 
>  
>  
> So
> in your resource management activities. Allowing our watersheds to be 
> destroyed is NOT in the public interest. Setting up an “environment 
> for investors” is not in the public interest. You must somehow find 
> the wit or the will to protect our water supplies. If you do not the 
> public will demand in a court of law that our water supplies are 
> protected from your mismanagement. 
>  


rthermore, your principles as pre> Fu
> cover the most basic and important fact regarding water, namely that 
> it is a human right. 


king about “higher economic value” as a basis > Instead we see MoE tal
> for prioritizing water allocations. This is repugnant to the public. 
>  


e Water Act in Section 9 devolves water protection to the FRPA when> Th
> forestry activities are occurring. The FRPA states that protections of 







> environmental or economic values can only be applied “…without unduly 
> reducing the supply of timber from British Columbia’s forests…” This 
> is one of the main reasons that the Water Act must be modernized in 
> the true meaning of the word. As I state below, the placing of 
> commercial interests above the protection of our human right to water 
> is simply wrong. I wrote briefly about where such activity will lead 
> the government in the following quote: 
>  
> “Historically, all peoples in all times have protected their 


s not 


of 


law meets 


e such solution would be for MoE to write into the Water Act the 
d 


 Local decision making power on all water allocations 


 public 
 
ard 


cal history, common sense and traditional values must play a role in 


e WAM seems really to be an attempt by government to escape their 


ovince-wide water information (including 


 water use and water protection plans for all areas of 


 data 


ere is no proposal in WAM for the government to undertake any of 


 


> watersheds. Access to quality water for drinking and washing i
> only the basis of human health, but of all human settlement. Access to 
> quantity of water is the basis for all agriculture and business. 
> To place the commercial interests of logging above the protection 
> citizen rights to clean and dependable water supply, as new forest 
> regulations do, is not a particularly defensible position. 
> The principles of legal pluralism explain that when statute 
> traditional wisdom head-on, unrelenting agitation from the public is 
> only to be expected and solutions must be sought to end this 
> conflict.” 
>  
> On
> basic fact that access to water is a human right, that water is owne
> collectively by all and that water will be managed in the public 
> interest by government. 
>  
>  
> 7)
>  


 was very apparent at the workshop I attended that the> It
> understands all water use decisions must be affected at the local
> level. This means the government cannot simply impose across the bo
> standards and expect local compliance. 
>  
> Lo
> water use decisions. This will only happen if local decision making 
> authority is incorporated in the Water Act. Something that does not 
> exist at the present time nor is proposed in the WAM documents. 
>  
> Th
> responsibilities to manage our water effectively. This includes the 
> following responsibilities: 
> a) developing databases of pr
> that related to groundwater aquifers) that is necessary for proper 
> management, 
> b) developing
> the province based on the solid data collected above, 


d on the real> c) basing water allocations on the developed plans base
> d) dedicating the funds necessary to carry out all three levels of 
> action including staff, equipment and IT systems that are necessary 
> for this work. 
>  
>  
> Th
> these activities. It seems rather that government will only address 
> critical or problem areas of the province. The rest of us will 


that> continue along without proper planning or data on which to base 
> planning until we too become critical areas. 







>  
> Somehow, standards for maintaining in stream flow will be developed 
> without sufficient scientific stream flow data, groundwater will be 
> regulated without sufficient aquifer location or volume data, the 
> plans that were mandated to government development in both the Water 
> Act and the Drinking Water Act will instead be handled by some 
> privatized Water Agency or by local interest groups. 
>  
> And the funds will come from increased license fees (for everyone, not 


the 


can only suggest that the government must look at how they are 
at 


cceptable. 


ra 


tizens have reached the point where they no longer trust government 


o protect us from ourselves. 


ere will always be debates about water use, yes. But local 
will. 


e 


s do need from government is legislation with teeth to 
y 


> just for industry) and from forcing municipal, regional district, 
> community and private water systems to increase their rates and 
> perhaps from increased property taxes. This is not acceptable to 
> public. 
>  
> I 
> subsidizing resource extraction activities by using tax dollars th
> could go to water protection. This subsidization includes not only 
> charging ridiculously low royalty rates for oil, gas and minerals 
> extraction, subsidizing road building for all such activities, but 
> also either not charging for water use or charging (again) 
> ridiculously low rates for water licenses. None of this is a
>  
> As to the government always claiming it creates jobs, all anyone has 
> to do is look at the state of our forestry industry to see what 
> government management hidden behind their “jobs, jobs, jobs” mant
> has done for that industry. 
>  
> Ci
> management practices (practices that are little more than thinly 
> veiled privatization schemes). 
>  


 We do not need legislation t> 8)
>  
> Th
> communities can handle that. They always have and they always 
> Water allocation is not really the problem that MoE makes it out to b
> in WAM documents. What the problem really is, is lack of protection of 
> our entire BC water supply from resource extraction and related 
> activities. 
>  


at citizen> Wh
> protect our watersheds and pristine water systems from destruction b
> resource extraction activities including IPPs. 
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From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 3:59:13 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization response 
 
I was not able to attend the information session in Nelson.  There must be mo
public awareness and consultation>  We rely on surface water for our domestic 
agricultural licenses and because the Water Act does not supersede the F
Act or Mining Act our water is threatened. 


re 
and 


orestry 


e source 


 should be a last resort and programs to establish more water 
e 


 and 
er 


Water 
g up 
es 
 


retaking 
oes and 


re 


 nature and the uses and traditions of 
 


h:  


 Water belongs to the earth and all species and is sacred to life, therefore, 
e world's water must be conserved, reclaimed and protected for all future 


 Water is a fundamental human right and a public trust to be guarded by all 
vels of government, therefore, it should not be commodified, privatized or traded 


 Water is best protected by local communities and citizens who must be 
spected as equal partners with governments in the protection and regulation of 


d 


 
I believe that like Vancouver and Victoria there should be Watershed reserves which 
prohibit other development.  Our Water Act does not promote or legislat
protection.  Perhaps domestic licenses should be revised but certainly not before 
industry destruction of watersheds and aqua-firs is dealt with.   
 
ter meteringWa


efficient domestic and agricultural technologies should take precedence.  Reduc
reuse and recycle.  Greywater systems and regulation of domestic contaminants
the implementation of new-generation composting toilets could greatly reduce wat
consumption.  Water metering is usually a means to an end, namely water 
privatization. 
 
Water is not a commodity to be traded or controlled: It is life itself.  
is the commons and water is a human right.  Commercial interests are eyein
B.C's water "resources" with the intention of profit.  The liberal government do
not have a good record when it comes to selling out the common legacy of future
generations of British Columbians. 
 
Perhaps the Cochabamba declaration can provide some wise guiding principles: 
 
 
Here, in this city which has been an inspiration to the world for its 
of that right through civil action, courage and sacrifice standing as her
heroines against corporate, institutional and governmental abuse, and trade 
agreements which destroy that right, in use of our freedom and dignity, we decla
the following:  
For the right to life, for the respect of
our ancestors and our peoples, for all time the following shall be declared as
inviolable rights with regard to the uses of water given us by the eart
 
 
1.
th
generations and its natural patterns respected.  
 
 
2.
le
for commercial purposes. These rights must be enshrined at all levels of 
government. In particular, an international treaty must ensure these principles 
are noncontrovertible.  
 
 
3.
re
water. Peoples of the earth are the only vehicle to promote earth democracy an
save water.  







 
 
8 December 2000  
chabamba, Bolivia  


rther public and indigenous consultation is necessary so that this very important 


otect our common law right to water.  Establish single use Watershed Reserves.  
e the precautionary principle to avert water destruction. 


Co
 
 
 
 
 
Fu
process is not weighted in favor of commercial interests over ecosystem 
conservation and domestic use. 
 
 
Pr
Us
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From: Minister, ENV ENV:EX 


Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2010 2:34:02 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Subject: FW: WAM ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


  


From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 7:19 PM 


To: Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Mungall.MLA, Michelle LASS:EX; A Atamanenko; 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Cc: Minister, ENV ENV:EX 


 


Subject: My WAM Submission 


  


Following find my comments on the Water Act Modernization (WAM) submitted today 


to livingwatersmart website by email and to their blog section.  


  


The entire WAM concept is a NON-SOLUTION to a real problem.  


After years and years of mismanagement of our water supplies through removal of 


any watershed protection, the MoE is now positing that “we” are the problem and 


must therefore bicker with each other over remaining supplies while they continue 


to refuse to protect watersheds and seek changes that will remove our already 


degraded water rights.  


  


Therefore I respectfully request that MoE do NOTHING.  


That is, you do NOT re-write the Water Act and do maintain the Status Quo governance 


model, until MoE can address public concerns as follows:  


  


1) Watershed protection from resource extraction activities.  


By devolving stream protection (stream as defined in the Water Act means all water 


courses including lakes, ponds, wetlands, streams, creeks, springs, and rivers) 


in Section 9 of the Water Act to other ministries (including Forestry and Energy 


and Mines), source protection of our water supplies is abrogated by the MoE. This 


must change! If the Water Act is meant to protect our water supplies it must override 


all other Acts in that respect. You talk about the fragmented legislation 


protecting water at great length, but make NO ATTEMPT in the WAM to address this 


problem.  


  


Furthermore, the MoE Water Stewardship Branch makes no bones about IPPs in the 


form of large run-of-the-river projects when they state on page 32 of their 


Strategic Plan that they intend to “Adjudicate licence applications for 


Independent Power Producers in a manner that is consistent with provincial 


government corporate policy.” Furthermore, the public has recently discovered that 


MoE is allowing drilling into the bottom of alpine lakes (for higher head in private 


run-of-the-river-projects) resulting in siltation problems as we have recently 


seen in Sechelt. Not to mention more watershed destruction. The destruction of 


pristine river systems in both coastal areas and the Kootenays, shows an outright 


distain for protection of watersheds anywhere an RoR project is contemplated.  


  


As to other resource extraction activities, the MoE passed the environmental 


assessment on Fish Lake being turned into a tailing pond placing a huge water system 


running all the way to the ocean at risk of serious toxic contamination. Many other 


mining activities, including the Raven Coal project on Vancouver Island, evince 


the same unconcern with contamination of watersheds and river systems with toxic 


effluent. Shame on you MoE!  


  







Then we have the oil and gas extraction activities in the Horn River Basin and 


further north in BC. All drilling requires the use of water for making the drilling 


mud. Hydrofracking needs even more water and threatens the contamination of water 


aquifers with toxic chemicals as has already occurred in northeastern BC to some 


citizens water supplies. One shale gas well requires 8 to 10 million gallons of 


toxic chemical contaminated water for the hydrofracking process. Hydrofracking 


is not a licensed use of water listed on the licenses database. When I inquired 


of the Water Stewardship Branch about this, I was informed that exploratory 


activities do not pay for water use as other licensed users of water do. Alberta 


farmers have seen their water supplies seriously impacted by all of the drilling 


activities in their province. Is that what we have to look forward to in BC?  


Then there are the transmission lines and pipelines that are being plotted to 


crisscross our province in support of resource extraction activities. Are we to 


seriously believe that power lines and pipelines cutting through populated areas 


and wilderness areas will not seriously effect our watersheds and thus our water 


supplies? This is preposterous and an undefendable position for the government 


to be taking.  


The public is demanding watershed/source protection as the first commitment from 


government to protect our water supplies for our public use of water.  


Public use of our commonly owned water supplies should be an established right 


and not something we pay for. Use of water to make money (and here I mean industrial 


use of water) on the other hand should first of all only be allowed if it can be 


proven (the precautionary principle) that it does not have ANY effect on public 


water supplies and second of all should be charged for at a rate that supports 


not only the costs of public use (i.e., government bureaucracies necessary to 


allocate and protect our water supplies) but also at rate that includes the true 


cost of such use. The new sustainable economic models should be applied to all 


industrial use of water and a commiserate license rate applied.  


  


By far the worst effect on our water supplies is forestry as currently practiced 


in this province. In the past when BC companies used local contractors to cut and 


mill lumber our local economies flourished and our watersheds were protected. But 


over the last 4 decades our forests have been privatized to large multi-national 


corporations and our watersheds have been trashed in the process. The current 


government is carrying on in this tradition with mining, oil and gas extraction 


and now IPPs. At this rate we will have no water left at all.  


  


It is time to modernize the “government corporate policy” to protect all of our 


commonly owned resources including water from the great sucking sound of 


multinational corporations. MoE and all other government Ministries must change 


their shortsighted, sell-it-all-off policies and start thinking about true 


sustainability of our resources. Resources that are all only increasing in value 


at the same time the government continues to make it easier and cheaper for 


multinationals to purchase these irreplaceable resources.  


  


One final comment here. Attempting to separate water from land is ludicrous. There 


is really no such thing as an aquatic ecosystem. An ecosystem by definition includes 


the land, water, air, all life forms and the economies based on that ecosystem. 


Within any ecosystem all elements interact. To attempt to talk about protecting 


an aquatic ecosystem without talking about the land around it and the forest, shrub 


or grass cover that collects and stores the precipitation that feed the aquatic 


systems is utterly meaningless. It is similarly meaningless to assume we can have 


continuous growth in either our human population or a resource-based economy within 


that ecosystem.  


  


Yet this is exactly what WAM does. The workshop attempted to restrict all discussion 


to water and purported that the state of our forests, other resource extraction 







activities or the government corporate policy was not on the table.  


Unacceptable.  


  


2) Committed provincial funding to implement any changes.  


All of the policy discussion papers state that funding must be committed to make 


any of the recommended changes come to fruition. Yet the monies for the MoE has 


been cut over the next 3 years in the current budget, as have the monies for 


Forestry, ILMB, Agriculture, Energy, Mines & petroleum Resources.  


  


How the government can with a straight face say the WAM will protect water supplies 


when in fact there is no committed funding to make this happen is beyond me. It 


would appear through reading documents that the true intent of WAM is to limit 


public rights to water and charge them more for water use through increased licenses 


fees, water rates and so forth.  


  


This is ridiculous when all the costs should be borne by industry which is making 


massive profits from our commonly held resources and returning very, very, very 


little to the province to pay for this pillage of our resources. Where will our 


children and grandchildren turn for water, lumber, energy and minerals and so forth 


when you have sold it all off at bargain basement rates?  


  


This is why you should throw WAM on scrap heap and start over with a logical approach 


to protecting our water supplies from the greatest threats, not from the smallest.  


  


3) Full MEANINGFUL public consultation prior to introducing legislation to change 


the Water Act, or barring that a referendum on proposed changes to the Water Act.  


  


This public consultation process on such a serious subject as our water supplies 


is a complete failure. First of all, your WAM Workshops were held through a very 


limited “invitation only” process. You should have notified every licenses holder 


in the province of these workshops and PUBLICALLY advertised the workshops at least 


a month in advance in newspapers all over the province. Relying on computers also 


marginalizes a significant portion of the public and can only be justified as 


cheaper than other kinds of advertising. From the public point of view, if you 


can’t afford to advertise the discussion of changes to the water act, then you 


shouldn’t be doing it.  


  


Meaningful consultation means not only that the government commit to taking into 


account the comments of the public in their decision making process. It also means 


that the public consultation continue in the process so we have an opportunity 


to COMMENT on EACH STAGE of DECISION MAKING BY GOVERNMENT, If the government cannot 


commit to making changes at each stage to it’s policies based on the consultation, 


then the entire process is meaningless.  


  


In fact, that is why I want the government to hold a public vote, an actual 


referendum, on the final changes to the water act prior to those changes being 


legislated. Full government disclosure is required. The government has LOST THE 


TRUST OF THE PEOPLE on these matters for the reasons discussed above.  


  


4) No changes to license status for domestic use (surface water or  


well licenses)  


The government says it wants to make domestic use licenses a “permitted” use. The 


justification for this is that the limited staff could then turn their attention 


to more critical issues. First of all, if the government can’t afford to administer 


licenses than it should not be granted the powers to manage our water. Period. 


Management of any of our collectively owned natural resources is the prime charge 


of government. It is a charge vested in them by the Crown. The government of the 







day is not the Crown. This is the truth that government needs to come to terms 


with. Then perhaps we will see some changes in the policies that are selling off 


our heritage for a mess of pottage!  


MoE representatives had no comments on the legal ramifications of this action at 


the workshop I attended. Nor did they have any comments in their reports and papers 


on the ramifications of this action. Domestic wells would also fall under this 


change if ground water becomes legislated.  


  


Under no circumstances do citizens of rural BC want their water license rights 


compromised now or in the future. It is the holders of licenses that have the ONLY 


STANDING in government hearings on new water licenses. I suspect this has much 


more to do with this change than does the “lack of staff”. In fact domestic use 


license holders’ account for half of all licensed allocations. They actually stand 


at the forefront of water protection in all rural areas of BC.  


  


If MoE needs more staff to deal with problem areas of the province that have 


over-developed for the amount of water available after watershed destruction, then 


MoE should either get funds from the government for this hiring or they should 


implement a tax on resource extraction to cover this cost. Simple. But under no 


circumstances should they pit urban versus rural populations as they have in the 


WAM discussion paper to get urban support for removing rural water rights. 


Disgusting!  


  


5) Maintain FITFIR as is.  


FITFIR is a time honored, working, self-limiting system that deters 


over-allocation of water supplies. The government in its role as manager of our 


water has over-allocated water in many areas of the province according to their 


maps. What they need to do is attend to their mismanagement, disclose the reasons 


why they have over-allocated water supplies and fix that process, NOT modify FITFIR 


to cover the errors they have made. It is entirely unclear why we are in this 


position.  


  


Furthermore, often the government will state as a fact something that is not true. 


For example at the workshop I attended, a participant (a lawyer actually) asked 


what information the MoE spokesperson was basing his statement that BC had been 


in a drought for a number of years and expected to be in the future. The MoE rep 


immediately backtracked and said that the precipitation data didn’t show a drought, 


but some areas of BC had experienced less precipitation. This is the kind of 


sweeping mis-statement that the public objects to, especially when discussing a 


subject as vital as our water supplies.  


  


The problem with modifying FITFIR is that government behind closed doors will 


develop a priority system for modifications. This is entirely unacceptable. If 


the government wants to change the Water Act then an open process with public 


decision making must do it. Of course, domestic use for health and sanitation and 


agriculture must have the highest priority (after instream flows).  


  


Protecting instream flows, or as some prefer to refer to this as protecting nature, 


is of course the basis of any allocation system and would thus have first priority. 


If the water is not there in the first place, it can’t be allocated. But where 


is the data for guaranteeing instream flows? This is the problem. First, the 


hydrometric stations in BC are all federal installations over which the MoE has 


no control. In fact, a few years ago there were 470 such stations in BC, now there 


are 450. How can relevant data for all allocations in BC be garnered from a shrinking 


database of information. The answer: it can’t.  


  


Second, there are various ways of determining instream flow requirements. The 







simplest (i.e., cheapest to achieve) is a monthly low-flow scheme. Unfortunately 


this is not a recommended standard by scientists who work in the field or by 


governments like Australia who are struggling with real drought conditions due 


to the El Nino/La Nina flip.  


  


Our ability to feed ourselves is moving into the public consciousness as a huge 


issue as we see globalization breaking down. Maintaining FITFIR is very important 


so established farms and livestock operations have priority water use.  


  


Furthermore, the danger of modifying FITFIR is a very slippery slope. In the ENGO 


Statement of Expectations IPPs had a higher priority for water use than agriculture 


or domestic use. This is completely unacceptable. This is a pure and simple 


commodification of our water supplies to the highest bidder. This must under NO 


circumstances be allowed. Any resource extraction use must have the lowest priority 


as such uses have the concomitant problems of destroying watersheds and 


contaminating water.  


  


6) Include wording in the Water Act that acknowledges water as  


a human right, collectively OWNED by all as a common resource.  


  


This point can not be emphasized enough as it goes to the main problem of 


wrong-headed thinking regarding water and its protection evinced in the WAM 


documents. Below is a discussion I wrote recently regarding the issue of who owns 


the water.  


  


Our current government is very fond of stating that it OWNS all of the water in 


BC. Until recently the MoE water website was littered with the statement. They 


have since toned it down somewhat, but the words are still there and in documents 


written by others as well.  


  


This is not the truth however. To understand this all one must do is look at the 


current BC Water Act. Here is the actual wording at the beginning of the act (Part 


1 is only definitions):  


Part 2 — Licencing, Diversion and Use of Water and Related Matters  


Section 2—Vesting water in government  


(1) The property in and the right to the use and flow of all the water at any time 


in a stream in British Columbia are for all purposes vested in the government, 


except only in so far as private rights have been established under licences issued 


or approvals given under this or a former Act.  


  


The important word here is vested. Vest is a verb. According to Webster’s it means 


to give, bestow or grant a right. And who vested government? That would be the 


Crown.  


The current Liberal government is not the Crown. Since we live in a Constitutional 


Monarchy, here is the order of authority:  


• The Crown is the institution, which represents the power of the people above 


government and political parties.  


• The Crown, represented by the head state, retains the powers of government, while 


the governing party exercises the powers of government.  


• The Crown, however, only allows the government and political parties to exercise 


powers in trust for use on behalf of the people.  


  


So really the government of the day only exercises powers like a trustee of an 


estate would. They do not “own” the estate, they simply manage it for a time.  


  


Maud Barlow of the Council of Canadians made this point very eloquently in the 


October 2009 edition of the CCPA Monitor when she was describing the recent victory 







in Ontario where citizens defeated a government plan to put a garbage dump directly 


on top of the aquifer that contained their drinking water supply. Following are 


her words:  


“Under common law, a tradition followed in all provinces and territories except 


Quebec, water is recognized as a public trust. It belongs collectively to all, 


and governments must manage water in the public interest. Governments do not have 


the authority to make decisions affecting collective resources that violate the 


public interest.”  


  


So you see, dear MoE, you must take into account the public interest in your resource 


management activities. Allowing our watersheds to be destroyed is NOT in the public 


interest. Setting up an “environment for investors” is not in the public interest. 


You must somehow find the wit or the will to protect our water supplies. If you 


do not the public will demand in a court of law that our water supplies are protected 


from your mismanagement.  


  


Furthermore, your principles as presented at the workshop failed to cover the most 


basic and important fact regarding water, namely that it is a human right.  


Instead we see MoE talking about “higher economic value” as a basis for prioritizing 


water allocations. This is repugnant to the public.  


  


The Water Act in Section 9 devolves water protection to the FRPA when forestry 


activities are occurring. The FRPA states that protections of environmental or 


economic values can only be applied “…without unduly reducing the supply of timber 


from British Columbia’s forests…” This is one of the main reasons that the Water 


Act must be modernized in the true meaning of the word. As I state below, the placing 


of commercial interests above the protection of our human right to water is simply 


wrong. I wrote briefly about where such activity will lead the government in the 


following quote:  


  


“Historically, all peoples in all times have protected their watersheds. Access 


to quality water for drinking and washing is not only the basis of human health, 


but of all human settlement. Access to quantity of water is the basis for all 


agriculture and business.  


To place the commercial interests of logging above the protection of citizen rights 


to clean and dependable water supply, as new forest regulations do, is not a 


particularly defensible position.  


The principles of legal pluralism explain that when statute law meets traditional 


wisdom head-on, unrelenting agitation from the public is only to be expected and 


solutions must be sought to end this conflict.”  


  


One such solution would be for MoE to write into the Water Act the basic fact that 


access to water is a human right, that water is owned collectively by all and that 


water will be managed in the public interest by government.  


  


7) Local decision making power on all water allocations  


  


It was very apparent at the workshop I attended that the public understands all 


water use decisions must be affected at the local level. This means the government 


cannot simply impose across the board standards and expect local compliance.  


  


Local history, common sense and traditional values must play a role in water use 


decisions. This will only happen if local decision making authority is incorporated 


in the Water Act. Something that does not exist at the present time nor is proposed 


in the WAM documents.  


  


The WAM seems really to be an attempt by government to escape their responsibilities 







to manage our water effectively. This includes the following responsibilities:  


a) developing databases of province-wide water information (including that related 


to groundwater aquifers) that is necessary for proper management,  


b) developing water use and water protection plans for all areas of the province 


based on the solid data collected above,  


c) basing water allocations on the developed plans based on the real data  


d) dedicating the funds necessary to carry out all three levels of action including 


staff, equipment and IT systems that are necessary for this work.  


  


There is no proposal in WAM for the government to undertake any of these activities. 


It seems rather that government will only address critical or problem areas of 


the province. The rest of us will continue along without proper planning or data 


on which to base that planning until we too become critical areas.  


  


Somehow, standards for maintaining in stream flow will be developed without 


sufficient scientific stream flow data, groundwater will be regulated without 


sufficient aquifer location or volume data, the plans that were mandated to 


government development in both the Water Act and the Drinking Water Act will instead 


be handled by some privatized Water Agency or by local interest groups.  


  


And the funds will come from increased license fees (for everyone, not just for 


industry) and from forcing municipal, regional district, community and private 


water systems to increase their rates and perhaps from increased property taxes. 


This is not acceptable to the public.  


  


I can only suggest that the government must look at how they are subsidizing 


resource extraction activities by using tax dollars that could go to water 


protection. This subsidization includes not only charging ridiculously low royalty 


rates for oil, gas and minerals extraction, subsidizing road building for all such 


activities, but also either not charging for water use or charging (again) 


ridiculously low rates for water licenses. None of this is acceptable.  


  


As to the government always claiming it creates jobs, all anyone has to do is look 


at the state of our forestry industry to see what government management hidden 


behind their “jobs, jobs, jobs” mantra has done for that industry.  


  


Citizens have reached the point where they no longer trust government management 


practices (practices that are little more than thinly veiled privatization 


schemes).  


  


8) We do not need legislation to protect us from ourselves.  


  


There will always be debates about water use, yes. But local communities can handle 


that. They always have and they always will. Water allocation is not really the 


problem that MoE makes it out to be in WAM documents. What the problem really is, 


is lack of protection of our entire BC water supply from resource extraction and 


related activities.  


  


What citizens do need from government is legislation with teeth to protect our 


watersheds and pristine water systems from destruction by resource extraction 


activities including IPPs.  


  


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 1:33:26 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Amendments 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on proposed changes to BC's Water Ac
and the principles around those changes.  Please consider the following brief 
remarks. 
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I fully support a much more extensive and exhaustive approach to watershed 
management that balances natural, economic and social sustainability c
This is of vital importance given the geography and topography of our province
and the fact that so liottle of the land mass of the province is suitable for
agriculture and community settlement. Organizations like the Rivershed Society
of BC have important contributions to make to this effort, not just because of
the positions taken, but also because of their ability to grow and channel grass 
roots community support for change. 
 
I would like to see the use of water tied to the concept of the ecological footpri
as a conservation and allocation concept for industrial, agricultural
and other users. 
 
I am opposed to selling "BC" water elsewhere, unless it is done with really rigorou
expectations about use, post-use condition and conservation. In other words
other users of water from this province must be required and expected to meet at
least the same conditions for use as we do.  
 
The classic notion of riparian rights may be outmoded (though I'm not tho
convinced of that), but the principle of returning water to the watershed afte
use in as near to pristine condition as possible is of great importance to me (that 
condition includes temperature concerns as well as pollutants and turbidity
issues). As we are doing with carbon dioxide emissions, I would favour a wate
quality tax or similar system that is tied to the quality of water returned after
use, and to the downstream costs of any necessary remediation of water suppli
returned by upstream users. 
 
Water is a non-renewable resource - the global supply is finite. Thus, I t
it is ridiculously poor public policy not to measure (meter) domestic and othe
consumption of potable water and charge accordingly for its consumption
coupled with serious sanctions against violating water restrictions, is a 
no-brainer for me.  We may never stop some people from watering their driveways
in water restriction periods, but we can surely make it financially unpleasant 
to do so! 
 
Thank you for hearing me out.  
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 7:04:44 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Freedom to have the right to our water 
 
It is silly and arrogant to think that we can even sell the rights to our 
water, but I hereby want it registered that I do not believe that we should 
privatize, sell or in any way profit from the natural resource of water that 
is on Canadian soil.  We need to stand up for the rights of all Canadians in 
keeping our resources Canadian, not for some corporation. 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 5:21:39 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water privatization 
 
To whom it may concern, 
As a Canadian citizen I do not want BC's water to be privatized.  How can some
think of such an act of greed.  I feel that these attempts on privatizatio
a greater divide and distrust between the people, the government and the 
corporations.  How can the government consider such an act? Are you not suppo
to be protecting our waters rather than trying to support ownership over them
This natural resource should not ever become a commodity for making profit.  Today
i am not proud of being a Canadian citizen.   
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***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2010 10:51:15 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Drought and Water Act workshops 
 
Other than surfing the web, there has been no information or advertising loc
for these workshops.  How do you expect to get good representation with litt
or no local media coverage on these important issues?  One gets the impressio
that little stakeholder input is wanted. 
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***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2010 6:24:32 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: water plans 
 
As I am researching on water efficiency and grey water management I have 
decided to use 2 of the city's rain barrels as well as an overflow cistern 
to capture rain water and reuse it in our home.  I am researching the 
purple pipe system right now and really encourage our city to use this 
system as I am going to set up for it.  This is basically what I am going 
to be doing over the next few months for my home renovations 
 
Thank you, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 11:01:56 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
I am once again appalled at the arrogance of government and bureaucracy.  It 
appears to me that every time there is a chance for corporations  to make mone
(to the detriment of citizens), government and bureaucracy decide to "manage
They appear to have managed to deforest a great deal of the province; cr
devastation in Northern BC  through oil extraction and all over BC through mining
threaten to the verge of extinction the fish inland and on our coast; and the lis
goes on.  This is not management, it is gross mismanagement. 
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cessful societies have survived through proper management of recourses which 
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school we were taught that the basic needs of humans are water, food and shelter.  
s 


Suc
look at sustainability and not short term fiscal reward.  If society contin
on this path we are doomed to go the way of the dinosaur. 
  
In 
Water is paramount - without it we have no means for survival.  Money, which i
a false, man-made means of trade will not guarantee survival.  We cannot drink 
money, grow crops with money or shelter ourselves with money.  We need to look 
at the real means for sustainability to be a successful society.   
  
I agree with ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***, who makes the following points 


arding WAM


the Status Quo governance model, until that can address 
tizen concerns as follows: 


 Commit provincial funding to implement any changes, 


 Full public consultation prior to introducing legislation to change the Water 
 the 
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1) Watershed protection from resource extraction activities, 
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Act, or barring that a referendum on proposed changes to
ter Act Wa


 
4) No changes to license status for domestic use (surface water or wel


 DO NOT change to a "permitted " use status due to potential loss of---that is,
le
 
5) Maintain FITFIR (first in time, first in right) as a working (not bro
self-limiting system that stops over-allocation of water 
supplies and dete
ckets to pay fpo


 
6) Include wording in the Water Act that acknowledges wate
collectively OWNED by all as a common resource held by 
the Crown, and the government of t
tr
 
7) Local decision making power on all water allocations (not just public 
consultation) 
 
8) We do not need legislation to protect use from ourselves. We need legislation
with teeth to protect our watersheds and pristine water 







systems from resource extraction activities including IPPs (Independent Power 


o protect 


Projects). 
 
The world is at a crisis point.  Now is the time to make good decisions t
all living things which people the earth. 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2010 7:25:15 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: public water  
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
 
Hi I live on Texada Island  in Gillies Bay. I went to a public water meeting Jan
13 2010. They were talking about closing the books to the public. They did up ou
water rates this year from $320.00 to $400.00. I don't have a problem with
increase if we as a community needs this, but they don't want to show what t
plan on using the money for now or in the future. Is this legal? Can I do anything
Thank you for your time. 
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From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 11:58:48 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization Program 
 
Water Act Modernization Program 
Victoria, BC 
 
Dear Planners: 
 
I strongly disagree that water management should have anything at all to do wit
the "investment climate" as suggested by number 5 and 7 on your website at 
http://www.livingwatersmart.ca/water-act/feedback.html  
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I am completely opposed to any run-of-river stream development projects in t
province of British Columbia, and most particularly, with any involvement from 
the private sector. 
 
I believe that we should continue with the publicly run and relatively inexp
hydroelectric dam system that has served the province so well for the past 60 years.  
It ain't broke:  DON'T FIX IT! 
 
Keep the big corporations away from water.  They learned this in 19th century 
London:  do we have to regress back through time to relearn the lessons that water
supply must be exclusively publicly owned and operated? 
 
And please, if water conservation is to result in lower domestic consumption, 
consider this beneficial impact on Victoria's existing sewage system, which has
been regularly monitored for decades, shows no harmful effects on public health
or on the marine environment, and which should be even more satisfacto
consumption drops. 
 
Save our money for truly GREEN endeavours -- such as light rapid transit, ur
gardens, ubiquitous bicycle lanes, and all those other good things that Europe 
is so far ahead in. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:21:09 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
 
      After researching how the WAM will impact my life as a rural   
water user on a gravity fed water box system 
I am 100% opposed to this proposal. Under this proposed Act water   
fees will increase with no subsequent protection 
for waters quality, quantity and timing of flow. To the contrary   
water will be less protected since we would lose 
ownership and begin a permit based system. With the introduction of   
metered water the first steps towards private- 
ization will have begun. This is nothing but a water grab and an   
illegal one at that. Please reconsider a most 
fool hearty plan to take our water security away. Shame on You. 
 
Respectfully, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 11:55:05 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Public Feedback on Water Act ... 
 
 
April 30, 2010 
  
  
To Respective Planners in The Water Act Modernization Project: 
  
Like many, many thousands of British Columbians, I am deeply disturbed by the 
direction water management is taking in our province and indeed, well beyond. 
  
Water is a precious resource fundamental to life and should not be subjected to
the whims of the market place where within powerful corporations stand to profit


 
 


n to the run of the river streams that  


handsomely from OUR provincial resource. 
  
Moreover, I also wish to state my oppositio
again work to the advantage of largely FOREIGN corporations and interests 
over B.C.'s much coveted water resources, and the health of the eco-systems 
which they "feed." 
  
Sincerely, 
  
***PERSONA
 


L IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  


 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 11:06:12 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization Discussion comment 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
I am writing in response to the WAM discussion. I feel that the Water Act 
as far as domestic and agricultural users does not need to be modernized.  
If we want to look into the future and protection of our fresh water 
supply, changing the current water rights (FITFIR) is not necessary.  What 
should instead be addressed is the ecosystems which supply our fresh 
water.  Keeping our watersheds forested; protecting streams from pollution 
by industries using water ways and surrounding land; and curbing 
residential and industrial development on sensitive water-rich ecosystems: 
are better ways to protect BC's most precious resource.  It is not 
necessary to increase governmental control on how much water I spray on my 
Potato Bed or how often I wash my hair. 
As a land owner in and resident of BC I know that it is important to be 
conservative in water consumption.  I am a water liscence holder and do 
not feel there is a need to modernize our water liscences. 
Thank you, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 12:11:25 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: RE:WAM 
 
Dear BC Government,  
 
 
The following is my submission, preferences and gratitudes regarding BC's propo
Water Act Modernization.  
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Thank you for all your and our efforts thus far in sustaining both our water rights,
and the health and quality of our waters. 
 
We currently have COMMON LAW Riparian Water Rights, which is part of our pu
trust.  Thank you for recognizing on all levels, water as a human right and 
of the commons, owned collectively by all and held in trust by government to be 
managed in the public interest. 
  
Thank you for sustaining FITFIR as is, since it is a self-regulating system fo
over-allocation and fairness.  Thank you for a broad fair, time extended public
input of this process.  
  
Thank you for watersheds being legislated as reserves, and source water, sur
water and ground water having substantial present-day and infinite-future-da
sustainability. 
  
Best regards, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 12:45:52 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


CC: Slocan Lake Stewardship; ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Subject: Proposed Water Act Modernization 


 


I understand that I  have until Friday, April 30th to make a submission regarding 


BC's proposed Water Act Modernization 


  


Firstly, I wish to object most strongly to the almost impossibly short time frame 


allowed for submissions. It suggests that the government really does not want any 


meaningful consultation on such an important issue.Broader public input should 


be immediately sought on this issue. 


 


In principle, water license rights should not be used  to provide a "predictable 


investment climate" across the province,  This is one of the guiding principles 


of the Water Act Modernization. Government should instead focus its legislative 


authority on the protection of clean water sources for the human citizens of British 


Columbia, not for an artificial/legal entity called the corporation. "OUR COMMON 


WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR SALE!! We currently have COMMON LAW Riparian Water Rights, 


which are part of our public trust in Government. Water must be recognized as a 


human right and is owned collectively by all and held in trust by government to 


be managed in the public interest, which is not synominous with corporate interest!    


 


Where water is concerned,  economic purposes should be very low on the governments 


priority lists and the highest priority should be accorded to Human consumption 


and use with the second priority being to preserve water rights and quality for 


the environment. 


 


The principle of  "FITFIR" should remain unchanged since it is a self-regulating 


system for over-allocation problems.  "PERMITS' ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE! 


 


Government should not fragment water management by devolving water protection to 


various other  Ministries Acts (Forestry, Mining, Gas & Oil)! They are not in a 


position to protect the broader public interest on this issue. 


 


WATERSHEDS should be legislated as reserves and water sources should be protected  


surface and ground water assets should be protected from industrial and resource 


extraction activities. 


 


 


---------------------------------- 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 4:04:27 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
I like ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***and want her to head up this commi
on water, she had done much PR work on behalf of us. 
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I agree that 
 
Water should be recognized as a human right and part of the commons 
— owned collectively by all and held in trust by government to manage in the public
interest 
 
• a broadened scope of discussion for true water protection 
— include land use (like resource extraction activities) since you can't pro
the water without considering the land 
 
etc, etc 
 
I vote with my heart and green seems to be the only way to go these day. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: April 16, 2010 9:49 AM 
To: 'livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca' 
Cc: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Subject: Langley's And The Salmon Rivers Future 
 
Dear a living water smart I've been watching the progress you've been making on
the water act and in have been encouraged  you are taking steps to address is very 
important issue, however many of us in Langley area especially feel it's time t
get on with phase 2:  
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Phase 2 of the Water Act has been ready to go for several months. We have he
that it has been put on the shelf.  
 
Phase 2 contains the teeth that field personnel need to make progress on w
problems (ability to cap artesian wells, enforcement etc.).  
 
The government should be bringing Phase 2 forward for discussion with a tim
to implement before the end of the year. Initiating another unfocussed disc
(and putting out the glossy but vacuous Living Water Smart materials) looks li
a stalling process.  
 
This delay is also an insult to the skilled group of groundwater specialists who
have spent several years working out Phase 1 and 2 of the Act. 
 
We desperately need you to actually get on with the program and think among th
long-term viability of the groundwater resource, while you will meet resist
from many who have fears about their wells and private property,  the truth is
it is truly a shared resource and we all need is a basic necessity for s
in life. 
 
The Salmon River especially depends upon the aquifer and the underground spr
feeding it cool fresh water in order to keep the temperatures low enough fo
survival of the Salmon and other wildlife than are all interdependent. This pr
is a good illustration of how we actually are interdependent with the earth 
all of these pollution and overuse issues help to awaken us to the fact that w
are part of nature not just here to take advantage of and over consume to th
detriment of other species and in the and ourselves. 
 
at said this will water act Th


for us all,,  please get on with the job at hand you will be remembered as people
that helped make a significant difference in help us all get out of c
denial and that we have a responsibility to future generations to leave them with 
something more than burned out shell of a planet.  
 
Best of luck with this endeavor, and it is ending I can do to help please
free to write,   
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***resident, well user, concerned citizen. 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 







  
 
  
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 7:20:31 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Concerns about Proposed Changes to Water Act 
 
  
The Government of British Columbia 
28 April 2010 
 
Water is the common property of all people in BC and in all of Canada. Its manageme
and care are entrusted to the government for the protection and preservation a
wise use of all of the people of BC and Canada.  
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No Act or Regulation should in any way change the common property aspect of wate
nor limit its use to any single class or devolve priority usage away from th
commons. 
 
Please ensure that this principle is respected in all legislative changes 
throughout BC for all time to ensure equal and fair access and usage for all and
to protect its conservation and quality. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 6:27:43 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Subject: smart water 
 
Hello Water Smart: 
 
" So long as men think that government is the art of obtaining office, and th
it is the business of the ruler to follow the whims of the multitude, so long will 
society have no use for a philosopher. Rather it will want to use for its own wicked 
ends, and therefore to corrupt and turn from philosophy, all who have the rudiment
of a philosophic nature."    
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The water smart workshop in Nelson BC served one important purpose for "Tommy 
Tree-hugger" to network with other concerned citizens and to get to know our mutual
antagonist:  the face of pitiful governance. 
 
A BC socialist premier called environmentalist " enemy's of the state" I had just
been released from a BC maximum security prison having peacefully defied a forsworn 
"injunction" procured by BC Ministry of Forestry to road and clear-cut the uns
slopes of ""Perry's Ridge in the Slocan Valley 1997. 
 
It was a real eye opener for me when it was revealed (in court) that M.o.F 
bureaucrats had mislead the judge regarding slope stability causing the judge to 
nullify the "injunction" after a 100 of Canada's finest police officers, marche
off  9 or 10 citizens that could not bare the weight of pitiful socialism
local socialist MLA beamed gleefully knowing the vote from forest/mill work
would secure his pension.  
 
Most of the interior mills are now closed and a good percentage of decent logg
jobs are non-existent. The fear of drought now stands taller than forestry 
security. 
 
My understanding at this "water smart workshop" was that the BC capitalist whe
looking for ideas to modernize BC's water act.  
 
1) educate university students properly by eliminating "forestry degrees" fold
those studies into a environmental degree. It is misleading for student to 
our wild forest are not likely the most important aspect of a healthy functioning
planet. 
 
2) fold forest into environment ministry. 
 
3) hire "Tommy Tree-hugger" 
 
4) inspire Nelson Daily news to cover important stories such as this. 
 
Like Socrates I was incarcerated for inspiring youth to peacefully defy co
governance, unlike Socrates I was not forced to drink hemlock, still I am not sure 
if his punishment was not more humane, as I have to endure ever greater acts of 
tyranny. 
 
 Good luck being water smart, you are going to need it. 
 
  
 







  
 
       
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 12:55:33 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
Today , a bottle of water is more expensive than gasoline. 
 
 
I write this letter in deep concern for the water that sustains my organic garde
and my home.  I live in rural BC and all visitors to my home make comment on 
clean water from my tap.  It is precious.  It runs direct from a pristine watershed 
creek through gravel filter and into my home.  In 14 years, the water has maintai
its good taste, clear look and revitalizing delicious nature right from my ow
tap!  I have never been sick from this water nor known anyone who has. 
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HIGHLY value this water, it is my essence.  You, me, everyone, ... we are made 
.  
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is issue of water is of DEEP IMPORTANCE. 


rstly, if we do not have watershed reserves, we do not have water as nature 


ls 
 


mple, 
ources, 
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.  As such, it must be recognized as a HUMAN NEED and, 
erefore, a BASIC HUMAN RIGHT.  Government's role is to hold this vital link to 


cy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public 


us>  that 


 on 


ile a broader public 
volvement strategy can result in a more meaningful process.  Something as 


I 
almost entirely of water!!  To put a value on this is beyond economic  measure
I believe naturally clean water is a basic building block of good health.   
Government's role is to hold this vital link to all life in TRUST for its purit
and availability to all. 
 
Th
 
I thank-you all for your work on the Water Act Modernization, but  i believe the 
WAM  fails on many fronts. 
 
I could write pages to you, but will highlight some important thoughts to me: 
 
Fi
provides.   Watersheds are key to the hydrological cycle, they control the water 
quality, quantity and timing of flow.   The WAM, like all government policy, fai
to protect this vital ecosystem function.  All government ministries must be
included in the water dialogue and act in the best interests of water.  For exa
the Ministry of Forests MUST also be mandated to manage for all forest res
most importantly, WATER.   Without including this broader scope of visio
sustainable future, we fail. We fail the future and we fail ourselves. Failu
when talking about water, is not an option. 
 
Water is vital to all life
th
all life in TRUST.  This must be guided by the precautionary principle which 
states, 
 
"... if an action or poli
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public>  or to the environment 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_environment> , in the absence of 
scientific consensus <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_consens
the action or policy is harmful, the burden of proof 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burden_of_proof>  that it is not harmful falls
those who advocate taking the action."  
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precautionary_principle> 
 
 
 seems wise that  the current water act remain in place whIt


in







valuable as water should not be rushed through a political and bureaucratic dan
And, obviously, there are enough people rushing around trying to meet this limit
WAM agenda to prove that THE PEOPLE are interested and care.  Such a profoundl
deep and bold step forward need not be rushed.  Many great ideas can be born i
only we give them space and recognition to involve themselves.   
 
 
No doubt, the catastrophe unfolding in


ce.  
ed 
y 
f 


 the Gulf of Mexico, should deeply remind 
 that humans are not perfect and we should move forward  with a precautionary 
proach. This approach would value water as more precious than gold. It would 


ould 
ems, 


 healthy reworking 
 this most important government endeavor. 


us
ap
help ensure the world is growing and moving forward in a healthy way.  It w
avoid a "Drill Baby Drill" mentality and adopt an approach that values ecosyst
water and the Good Earth. 
 
 
THank-you for taking time to read this.  I look forward to a
of
 
 
Respectfully, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Sunday, May 02, 2010 9:35:26 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: water live! 
 
To Whom it may concern, 
 
Please consider my comments on the Water Act Modernization:    
 
Water is recognized as a human right and part of the commons. Water is owned 
collectively by all and held in trust by government to manage in the public 
interest. 
 
A broadened scope of discussion for true water protection needs to include la
use (like resource extraction activities) since you can't protect the water witho
considering the land. 
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Water Act should not devolve some uses and protections to other acts (Section 9 
of the Water Act devolves water protection to various other Ministries Acts 
(Forestry, Mining, Gas & Oil))  
 
Watershed Reserves must be re-established for source protection from forestry and 
other resource extraction activities. Watershed reserves would protect our 
drinking water supplies. 
 
Collaborative science, traditional knowledge and local history should inform all
allocation decisions. The precautionary principle should be functioning at al
times (no harm proof prior to new uses, not mitigation after damage). First Nations
social and cultural practices associated with water must be respected and 
accommodated.  
 
We need a Governance model: a FULLY FUNDED local government model with local 
decision-making power. Since there is no funding and the government may never grant 
local decision making powers, it would be best to go with the STATUS QUO (no chan
model) until broader scope, full funding and full public consultation is pa
the process.   
 
FITFIR (First in time, First in right system) must remain unchanged since it is
a self-regulating system for over-allocation problems. Modifying FITFIR coul
allow government to remove water rights from established farms,water systems, a
other uses.     
 
Domestic Use licensed use should NOT be changed to a "permitted" use in order to 
retain legal rights Public involvement must be enlarged to cover further step
in the process. The government decision making model shows the workshop/
as our only chance for input, and this is not enough.  
 
FITFIR and Domestic Use must remain unchanged! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 9:18:54 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: our  water rights 
 
April 28, 2010             
  
We demand that the principle of "predictable investment climate across the 
province" be dropped from WAM. Our common water rights ARE NOT FOR SALE. Water 
is a human right and owned collectively by all, held in trust by government to 
be managed in the interest of the PUBLIC, NOT CORPORATE INTEREST!!! Having a mere 
permit is not acceptable, how then would our water supplies be protected from 
resource extraction acitivities.WAM must NOT devolve water protection to other 
ministries. 
With this proposed Water Act Modernization there are no standards being set at 
actual water conservancy, uniting all ministries to work together.  
And we demand a broader public input of the process, not just a 10 day review 
process. THIS IS OUR WATER!!! 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 4:32:09 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject:  
 
 
To:  Living Water Smart Team 
Water Stewardship Division  
Ministry of Environment 
livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca 
 
 
Dear Team  
 
I saw a long presentation on run-of-river projects (Bute Inlet) and it's an 
abomination!  Huge profiteering companies like Plutonic (American) are involve
Our prices will go way way up, and streams everywhere will be violated beyon
power of our imagination. Terminate immediately, please. 


d.  
d any 


 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  _____   
 
Live connected. Get Hotmail  <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724459> & 
Messenger for mobile. 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 6:54:42 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
While it is good you are looking at updating the Water Act, I hope you will tak
the time to involve the citizens of B.C. at all stages of its development.   The 
Act should now protect all watersheds and streams and lakes as well as the
individual water licences of citizens.  We do not want to sell our water beyon
our borders and we want to protect the water we have.   
Please le


e 


 
d 


ngthen the time citizens are able to comment and participate in the 
creation of an all encompassing new Water Act. 
Thank you, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
  --
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From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:38:56 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: restructuring/revising the bc water act 
 
 
     We must make decisions that include the public, that look ahead to f
British Columbians and that protect at all levels our pristine and unique 
environment. 
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We do not want to regret any decisions that we make now and play catch-up la
with fixing things, as we have repeatedly done in so many areas.  
    We have an opportunity and responsibility to make sound, thoughtful and wis
choices; all the technology is here.  
     We must have clean abundant water for our children and their children a
their children.  
     Sincerely, 
    ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 7:44:24 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
  
 
This writing is my expressed concern & initial input that I wish our “Water Supply
to remain Public & out of the hands  


” 


 


 
l be 


re 


ion 


 
Of Corporate control agendas. 
 
Water & the “Water Shed” should be vigilantly protected from Logging & Mining 
interests which often & easily disturb Natures ways & the life in its many forms
& expressions. 
 
Please represent those of us who desire our water to remain pure & natural & please
set up a curriculum which will help insure that our natural water rights wil
protected for all the future generations to come. 
 
This resource once lost is extremely difficult to return to its naturally pu
form, therefore lets treat it with all the respect it deserves. Please make 
available to the public any & all proposed changes to our water system & its care 
& 
 
distribution as this is a basic need of all life on this planet.  
 
  
 
Thank-you for all your considerations & all I anticipate in your representat
on mine & others behalf in protecting our rights for water. 
 
  
 
Respectfully, 
 
  
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2009 2:09:23 AM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Subject: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


Dear Living Water Smart, 


 


See, there is a community of environmental activists also from other parts of the 


world, following whats going on in Canada, concerning the logging of the last 


ancient forests, destroying the watersheds, ignoring the first nations rights, 


building pipelines for the dirty tar sands and last but not least extinct the wild 


salmon by fish farming.  


  


And we will not only sit in front of our TV, watching the official preparations 


an then the olympic winter games in Vancouver.  We sometimes get a glimpse "behind 


the scenes" and we are more and more concerned about whats going on... 


  


In Germany almost all the beauty of nature is gone.  


There are only very few regions in our country, where one could just drink water 


from a creek without getting sick. We know, that we already lost the most important: 


wilderness of mother nature.  


  


So our eyes move to places all over the world, where this might still be found. 


And we cannot believe, what we see in Canada! 


We know that more and more environmental activists and even Google Earth tell the 


trouth, although for some areas there are shown pictures with only bad resolution.  


  


So, I have read your response to ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***, too,  


As Mr Major said, it is also in my point of view inappropriate.  


I suggest, that the more damage perpetrated by Your government to Your common 


resources is going on, the more Your government with Your help seems to try to 


hide that. 


  


So indeed it is outrageous that you deem it necessary to protect Gordon Campbell 


and the public from ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***thoughtful comment and 


criticism.   


Clearly in the absence of fair comment, all published comment on your website is 


propaganda and it is only one more piece of Canadas great greenwashing machine.  


  


What is wrong about mentioning names of the responsible members of the government? 


In Germany we say one must tell the name of the horse and the rider, to make a 


message clear. And that is a very important part of democracy! 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***does so, but of course, this might be 


uncomfortable for some.  


  


But why should ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** not tell the trouth? 


In my eyes Your behaviour proves, that there might be no other answer to 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***thoughts than just: "Yes, ***PERSONAL 


IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***, You are right!" 


So while You do not let ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***comment be read in 


Your forum, his messages become even stronger for us.  


  


Sincerely 


  


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  


P.S. Please excuse my english, I hope I translated my thoughts properly. 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2010 7:36:23 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water ACT 
 
Dear Water Act Modernization policy makers. 
 
Our future depends on decisive action taken on the Modernization of 
Water Act.  We need strong policy to help protect our water quality, 
stream health, and to provide viable habitat for our local salmon 
populations. 
 
We ask our politician for these changes: 
 
*Protect Stream Health 
*Legislate improved water governance including: government, NGO’s, 
  Industrial and shared water governance 
* Regulate Ground Water. 20% of BC Residents and 750,000 people use 
   ground water! 
* Requirements for ecosystems and species 
* We need legally binding STANDARDS, not guidelines 
 
As residents on Burnaby Mountain and members of Univercity Neighbours for 
Environmental 
Sustainability (UNES)  we are committed to creating positive action,  esp
if it legally binding standards, not 


ecially 


ow 


guidelines. Burnaby Mountain watershed supports a vibrant salmon and trout 
spawning 
population.  Our area offers a special opportunity and possible example of h
water policy could 
impact and support  life sustaining systems and how we could see results of 
positive action. 
 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 6:38:49 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Re: Living Water Smart Blog 
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
 
Excuse me?  Could you please tell me which specific individual I defamed?   
 
A step in the right direction or just more pap concocted by the PAB? 
 
If the Conversation on Health and the "binding?" referendum on first nations' land 
claims, Bill 30 and the whole IPP fiasco, Schedule 2 of the Fisheries Act th
allows bureaucrats to redefine pristine lakes as tailings impoundmen
toxic mine tailings, the expansion of fish farming, destructive logging practi
in sensitive watersheds and on 'n' on... are any indication, I would suggest t
latter to be more in keeping with the Campbell government's unctuous charact
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he 
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 there’s any defamation, which quite frankly I don’t believe there is, it would 
 defaming the entire Liberal Government — the  Campbell Government — not a 


haracter” to “the 
rrent autocratic regime’s unctuous character” would my comment be published?  


 
cted 


Come on people!  After the lies and deceit we witnessed in the last election, how
can anyone believe anything this government says or trust in anything they do? 
 
 
If
be
specific individual, although if the shoe fits...  Your conclusion that I’ve 
identified and defamed a publicly-elected representative is all piffle ‘n’ 
poppycock.  I think you simply don’t like my sentiments. 
 
Tell me then, if I changed “the Campbell government’s unctuous c
cu
Tell you what, I’ll edit my comment and repost it.  If it remains unpublished,
then you will have confirmed my original suspicions — just  more pap conco
by the PAB? 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:10:12 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Subject: Re: WAM Submission 
 
 
                                                                         
                                 ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
Water Act Modernization Submission 
Ministry of Environment  Water Stewardship Division 
PO Box 9362   Stn Prov Govt  Victoria, BC   V8W 9M2 
 
 
RE: WATER ACT MODERNIZATION DISCUSSION PAPER 
 
I attended the Water Act Modernization meeting in Nelson April 16,   
2010 regarding the Water Act Modernization Discussion Paper. This is a   
serious document with serious implications for rural water users.   
There is a concern that British Columbians have not been adequately   
informed on WAM or given adequate time to respond.  British Columbians   
should see a final report before any changes to the Water Act are   
made. I do not support this discussion paper. 
 
It is disappointing to learn from this paper that with all the wealth   
of British Columbia, those who can afford to, are not willing to spend   
money on water management. It is hard to understand that $6B can be   
spent on the Olympics (has not this brought in any money) and there is   
no money for water technicians and water management. I do not know how   
much more barebones WSD can get to be more "efficient". Perhaps we   
should have an auditor like Sheila Fraser for water management. 
 
The two main points brought up at the April 16th meeting which I support are: 
 
1. having Common law rights to water enshrined in the Water Act 
2. rewriting  Resource Extraction regulations for real water   
protection. We have no real protection for water unless this is done. 
 
I am not as knowledgeable as others, but  recommend everyone become   
very knowledgeable about the issues brought up in WAM. I would   
recommend everyone being very familiar with their water technician and   
how WSD office works. The change to water licences as temporary "use"   
rights and not permanent or property rights, change to perpetuity, and   
change to FITFIR are the primary issues and not whether we have   
incentives for citizen water use efficiency. This document talks about   
making the average citizen more efficient, while at the same time   
talking about water markets and trading which do not seem to have much   
to do with efficiency/water conservation for British Columbians. How   
can the average citizen make meaningful comment on WAM without details   
of economic instruments which industry may receive under WAM.  How can   
water trading even be mentioned in WAM.  This document brings to light   
the differences and poor communications between various regions of the   
province, which is partly to blame for any inefficiency in water   
management. I don?t think very many people in my area have ever heard   
of the POLIS project(associated with Real Estate). I don?t think the   







POLIS project has a clue how anyone in this area lives. Also, many   
area residents are probably not aware of the BC NOGs statement on the   
Reform of the BC Water Act. I do not think the average citizen is to   
blame for any water inefficiencies. The focus on consumerism and a   
?high?economy are to blame for more water inefficiencies than any use   
by low-income British Columbians. The focus should be on providing   
low-cost water efficient appliances to low-income residents. I do not   
know how you are going to straighten out the rest. In Nevada, they are   
experiencing severe water shortages and have stopped building golf   
courses. Twenty years ago, they made golf courses out of the desert,   
they are now reclaiming the desert. 
 
 
The general main concerns regarding WAM are: 
 
1. loss of our common law water rights 
 
(Review rules for the transfer and apportionments of existing water   
rights). Not enough details here. The Environmental NGOs Statement of   
Expectations says "they expect government to explicitly recognize   
water licenses as temporary "use" rights and not permanent or property   
rights."   I do not support removing water rights from land title. How   
can you sell a property if there is no          water attached. I do   
not support water trading like energy trading. Perpetuity is not   
mentioned in the   WAM discussion paper. In the 2008 WS Branch   
Strategic Plan in the section flexible and efficient water allocation    
under 2.2.1 Activities the following statements are made: introduce   
new provisions that limit all new licences to 40-year terms in areas   
where there is high demand. Currently all domestic licences are   
granted in perpetuity. British Columbians will have lost another right   
we currently enjoy. 
 
 
  (Options to encourage administrative efficiency) 
 
ABSOLUTELY NO to permits over water licences.  It is hard to believe   
that this got into this discussion paper. This demonstrates a complete   
lack of understanding and respect of rural domestic water licences.   
Rural domestic water licence holders work hard and spend their own   
money maintaining their water systems. While the Living Water Smart   
website says all British Columbians should have access to sustainable,   
quality water, rural domestic users are treated the worst. They are   
told their licences do not guarantee them water or quality water.    
There are problems with fairness of  water distribution with the   
current system of water licences. Having permits would create a   
free-for-all and chaos. More technicians should be hired to deal with   
administration, you cannot do a good job without good WSD staff. 
 
Switching to permit use of water that we already have common law   
riparian rights to means a complete loss of those rights. It also   
implies we could lose that permission at some time. Common law rights   
to water should be enshrined in the Water Act. 
 
(flexibility to quickly adapt to changing environmental, economic, and   
social conditions). Change to FITFIR. This modification would apply to   
all current surface licences and to wells. The government already has   
the right to allocate water not necessarily to the oldest water   







licences first, but at their discretion in times of need. Why is there   
then a need to modify FITFIR. There is a concern this might favor   
industry. 
 
2. Increased water costs (taxes). No details on funding cost   
comparisons for different governance approaches. (RDCK is already   
massively administered). Many discussion  points depend on   
affordability - will industry pay for efficient infrastructure/water   
usage. I do not support penalties for citizens who are inefficient   
only because they cannot afford "efficient use". Will taxpayers pay   
for industry incentives and get little themselves. 
 
3. focus on citizen water use, little focus on industrial use.    
Citizen use should be considered, but it is a small percentage of the   
water used. "Government determines actual needs in relation to a   
proposed undertaking on the basis of efficient practices and works." -   
how does this apply to business. 
 
4. If the points in the discussion paper were implemented, I would   
support an independent third party for conflict resolutions, appeals.   
I support an independent auditor such as Sheila Fraser for water   
management. 
 
5. Temporary/long-term water scarcity very important.  More detail   
needed. Rural domestic water holders do conserve water when there are   
shortages for priority needs. In general, I would support the   
hierarchy of uses (human and stock watering needs before landscape   
irrigation). Each area should have a plan for long-term water   
scarcity. I would favor that water licensees and other interested   
parties develop a plan that addresses long-term scarcity on a   
watershed basis. "Full or partial cancellation of water licences may   
occur if other options were applied and were unsuccessful." This   
should be avoided. 
 
6. Regulate groundwater extraction very important. The discussion   
paper says regulating large groundwater extractions (including   
monitoring and reporting) will now be regulated  as well as most   
groundwater withdrawals in critical areas. "Individual domestic uses   
will be allowed in most situations." Use of meters for measuring large   
well extractions may lead to privatization of water. I do not support   
the privatization of water or water  made a commodity. The focus   
should be on small efficiency changes everyone can do easily. Water   
efficient appliances should be made affordable to everyone. Do we   
really need all the hot tubs, indoor swimming pools. 
 
  The 2008 report An Overview of the Effects of Forest Management on   
Groundwater Hydrology    published in the BC Journal of Ecosystems and   
Management describes the effects of forest management on groundwater   
landscapes. Harvest increases the water table (perched or regional)   
and potential for pore pressure increase to affect slope stability.   
Roads may cut into sub-surface stream flow and become seepage faces   
causing groundwater discharge to occur. To regulate groundwater   
meaningfully government must attend to 1) all the resource extraction   
and  large development activities that cut roads into slopes and   
disturb groundwater recharge areas, 2) forest cover removal that   
upsets both surface water and groundwater flows, seriously degrade   
water supplies and create landslide hazards, 3) contamination of   







groundwater by such activities, 4) map and measure groundwater   
aquifers so data is available. 
 
7. Lack of protection from resource extraction, lack of water data and   
scientific staff 
 
(Watershed-based water allocation plans include environmental flow   
needs and the water available for consumptive use.) I called my local   
WSD office to see if what is meant by  water allocation plans and   
didn't really receive an answer. There does not appear to be a lot of   
water data available at Nelson WSD or funding for scientific staff.    
It does not seem fair to tax people to make a plan and then not have   
them have any input as to how the plan will work. There is a concern   
that there is no mention of resource extraction activities in WAM. All   
water protection for resource extraction activities and some water   
allocation is devolved to the various acts governing those activities.   
There is no discussion of changing any of these acts and regulations.   
A proper modernization of the Water Act would include such changes or   
a stop to the devolving of protection and allocation of water within   
the Water Act. There is one reference in the Polis report (Setting a   
New Course for BC)  that a Watershed Agency may have the rights to   
make "formal comments" on resource extraction activities. In the WS   
Branch Strategic Plan re IPPs it states that a Watershed Agency would    
"Adjudicate licence applications for Independent Power Producers in a   
manner that is consistent with provincial government corporate policy." 
 
8. Environmental Flows are considered in all water allocation   
decisions to protect stream health 
 
The average person finds this difficult to answer. I have read that to   
protect instream flows correctly requires scientific staff and   
equipment, comprehensive temperature and flow data, and evaluation of   
all water courses in a watershed, that most instream flows will end up   
being estimated. 
 
This is a sobering document,  "changes to water laws or reviews of   
water allocation decisions made in the past may well require some   
difficult adjustments to be made." I do not support WAM. I do not   
support loss of permanent or property rights, change to perpetuity,   
and change to FITFIR, water trading. 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
cc:Michelle Mungall MLA Nelson, Carole James NDP, Alex Atamanenko MP,   
Council of Canadians, Nelson Express, SP Care Society, Ramona Faust   
RDCK, Barry Penner Min. Env. BC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:06:48 AM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; atamaa1@parl.gc.ca; ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS 


REMOVED***; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX 


CC: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Subject: WAM comment submission 


 


Please accept my comment on the Water Act Modernization, 


 


I request that NOTHING BE CHANGED, maintain the Status Quo governance   


model and Water Act as it stands until the following citizen concerns   


are addressed within any new Water Act or amendments to the existing   


one. 


 


I find WAM, its goals, and especially its "principles" as presented at   


the workshops, to be completely missing the points, and therefore I   


see the entire WAM as a red herring. Domestic use water allotment   


accounts for 0.2% of all water allotment in BC. WAMs proposed changes   


to the Water Act are a way for current provincial government to   


continue their legacy of acting in the corporate interest while they   


ignore and disempower through legislation the public interest. This is   


illegal in a Constitutional Monarchy. Government has not the power nor   


the right to devest the public interest in water in BC and/or Canada.   


The Crown has vested in government management of water, the government   


does not OWN one drop of water in this country. I will maintain my   


domestic and irrigation water licenses and the rights attached to them. 


 


I hear-by demand that the Parliamentary Secretary of Water Supply and   


Allocation, John Slater, and the Director of Management and Standards   


of Water Stewardship, Glen Davidson, increase their mandate, there-by   


increasing the WAM mandate, to include protection of watersheds and   


watercourses from resource extraction by business/industry.  The   


government agent is the fiduciary agent who holds in trust for the   


beneficiary (the public) all Crown resources in Canada. Canada is a   


constitutional monarchy. The Water Act as it exists today, with my   


water licenses and attached rights, will supersede all other industry   


acts, including Forests and Range Practices Act (FRPA), in a court of   


law. 


 


I am within my rights as a citizen of Canada to demand that the   


government agents responsible for holding in trust our water, as the   


Crown has vested the trust of water in government, increase their   


mandate, and the mandate of any Water Act, to include protection of   


water from resource extraction and use by industry, and to establish a   


national Water Policy that establishes water as a human right.   


Commodification of water for corporate profit is hear-by denounced by   


the beneficiary (me). I have private rights established under water   


license, and the government of BC is not the Crown. The Crown is the   


institution which represents the power of the people above government   


and above political parties. The Crown, represented by the head state,   


our Governor General, only allows government and political parties to   


EXERCISE POWERS IN TRUST FOR USE ON BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE. 


 


I assert that, until the Ministry of Environment and the appointed   


representatives can address the above and below public concerns, that   


the current Water Act be maintained unchanged. 







 


1) Watershed protection from resource extraction activities. 


By devolving stream protection (stream as defined in the Water Act 


means all water courses including lakes, ponds, wetlands, streams, 


creeks, springs, and rivers) in Section 9 of the Water Act to other 


ministries (including Forestry and Energy and Mines), source 


protection of our water supplies is abrogated by the MoE. 


  If the Water Act is meant to protect our water supplies it 


must override all other Acts in that respect. 


 


Remove the below quoted statement, which is not in line with the role   


government has, which is to exercise powers in trust for use on behalf   


of the people.  “Adjudicate 


licence applications for Independent Power Producers in a manner that 


is consistent with provincial government corporate policy.” 


 


All oil and gas drilling requires the use of water 


for making the drilling mud. Hydrofracking needs even more water and 


threatens the contamination of water aquifers with toxic chemicals as 


has already occurred in northeastern BC to some citizens water 


supplies. One shale gas well requires 8 to 10 million gallons of toxic 


chemical contaminated water for the hydrofracking process. 


Hydrofracking is not a licensed use of water listed on the licenses 


database. Regulate industry not citizens! 


 


The public is demanding watershed/source protection as the first 


commitment from government to protect our water supplies for our 


public use of water. 


 


By far the worst effect on our water supplies is the forestry  


industry, as currently 


practiced in this province. 


 


The WAM workshop attempted to restrict all discussion to water and   


purported that the state of our forests, other resource extraction   


activities or the government corporate policy was relevant. I reject   


this as totally unacceptable. 


 


2) Committed provincial funding to implement any changes. 


All of the policy discussion papers state that funding must be 


committed to make any of the recommended changes come to fruition. Yet 


the monies for the MoE has been cut over the next 3 years in the 


current budget, as have the monies for Forestry, ILMB, Agriculture, 


Energy, Mines & petroleum Resources. 


 


How the government can with a straight face say the WAM will protect 


water supplies when in fact there is no committed funding to make this 


happen is beyond me. It would appear through reading documents that 


the true intent of WAM is to limit public rights to water and charge 


them more for water use through increased licenses fees, water rates 


and so forth. 


 


WAM should be completely scrapped, and the process started over with a 


logical approach to protecting our water supplies which by definition   


requires protection from the greatest threats (industry and   


corporations), not from the smallest (water license holders). 


 







3) Full MEANINGFUL public and First Nation consultation prior to   


introducing 


legislation to change the Water Act, or barring that a referendum on 


proposed changes to the Water Act. 


 


This public consultation process on such a serious subject as our 


water supplies is a complete failure. First of all, your WAM Workshops 


were held through a very limited “invitation only” process. You should 


have notified every licenses holder in the province of these workshops 


and PUBLICALLY advertised the workshops at least a month in advance in 


newspapers all over the province. Relying on computers also 


marginalizes a significant portion of the public and can only be 


justified as cheaper than other kinds of advertising. From the public 


point of view, if you can’t afford to advertise the discussion of 


changes to the water act, then you shouldn’t be doing it. 


 


I also object to the division of the WAM workshop public participants   


into 4 separate groups allowing us to participate in only two out of   


four topic discussions. The "divide and conquer" theme of control is   


easily identified by the public. 


 


Meaningful consultation means not only that the government commit to 


taking into account the comments of the public in their decision 


making process. It also means that the public consultation continue in 


the process so we have an opportunity to COMMENT on EACH STAGE of 


DECISION MAKING BY GOVERNMENT. If the government cannot commit to 


making changes at each stage to it’s policies, based on the 


consultation, then the entire process is meaningless. 


 


In fact, that is why I want the government to hold a public vote, an 


actual referendum, on the final changes to the water act prior to 


those changes being legislated. Full government disclosure is 


required. The government has LOST THE TRUST OF THE PEOPLE on these 


matters for the reasons discussed above. 


 


4) No changes to license status for domestic use (surface water or 


well licenses) 


The government says it wants to make domestic use licenses a 


“permitted” use. The justification for this is that the limited staff 


could then turn their attention to more critical issues. 


If the government can’t afford to administer licenses than it should 


not be granted the powers to manage our water. Period. Management of 


any of our collectively owned natural resources is the prime charge of 


government. It is a charge vested in them by the Crown. The government 


of the day is not the Crown. 


 


Under no circumstances do citizens of rural BC want their water 


license rights compromised now or in the future. It is the holders of 


licenses that have the ONLY STANDING in government hearings on new 


water licenses. I suspect this has much more to do with this change 


than does the “lack  of staff”. In fact, domestic use license holders’ 


account for half of all licensed allocations. We stand at 


the forefront of water protection in all rural areas of BC. 


 


5) Maintain FITFIR as is. 


FITFIR is a time honored, working, self-limiting system that deters 


over-allocation of water supplies. The government in its role as 







manager of our water has over-allocated water in many areas of the 


province according to their maps. What they need to do is attend to 


their mismanagement, disclose the reasons why they have over-allocated 


water supplies and fix that process, NOT modify FITFIR. 


 


Protecting instream flows, or as some prefer to refer to this as 


protecting nature, is of course the basis of any allocation system and 


would thus have first priority. If the water is not there in the first 


place, it can’t be allocated. But where is the data for guaranteeing 


instream flows? This is the problem. First, the hydrometric stations 


in BC are all federal installations over which the MoE has no control. 


In fact, a few years ago there were 470 such stations in BC, now there 


are 450. How can relevant data for all allocations in BC be garnered 


from a shrinking database of information? 


 


Second, there are various ways of determining instream flow 


requirements. The simplest (i.e., cheapest to achieve) is a monthly 


low-flow scheme. Unfortunately this is not a recommended standard by 


scientists who work in the field or by governments like Australia who 


are struggling with real drought conditions due to the El Nino/La Nina 


flip. 


 


Our ability to feed ourselves is moving into the public consciousness 


as a huge issue as we see globalization breaking down. Maintaining 


FITFIR is very important so established farms and livestock operations 


have priority water use. 


 


Furthermore, the danger of modifying FITFIR is a very slippery slope. 


In the ENGO Statement of Expectations IPPs had a higher priority for 


water use than agriculture or domestic use. This is completely 


unacceptable. This is a pure and simple commodification of our water 


supplies to the highest bidder. This must under NO circumstances be 


allowed. Any resource extraction use must have the lowest priority as 


such uses have the concomitant problems of destroying watersheds and 


contaminating water. 


 


6) Include wording in the Water Act that acknowledges water as 


a human right, collectively OWNED by all as a common resource. 


 


To understand this all one must do is look at the current BC Water   


Act. Here is the actual wording at the 


beginning of the act: 


Part 2 — Licencing, Diversion and Use of Water and Related Matters 


Section 2—Vesting water in government 


(1) The property in and the right to the use and flow of all the water 


at any time in a stream in British Columbia are for all purposes 


vested in the government, except only in so far as private rights have 


been established under licences issued or approvals given under this 


or a former Act. 


 


The current Liberal government is not the Crown. Since we live in a 


Constitutional Monarchy, here is the order of authority: 


• The Crown is the institution, which represents the power of the 


people above government and political parties. 


• The Crown, represented by the head state, retains the powers of 


government, while the governing party exercises the powers of 


government. 







• The Crown, however, only allows the government and political parties 


to exercise powers in trust for use on behalf of the people. 


 


Maude Barlow of the Council of Canadians made this point very 


eloquently in the October 2009 edition of the CCPA Monitor when she 


was describing the recent victory in Ontario where citizens defeated a 


government plan to put a garbage dump directly on top of the aquifer 


that contained their drinking water supply. Following are her words: 


“Under common law, a tradition followed in all provinces and 


territories except Quebec, water is recognized as a public trust. It 


belongs collectively to all, and governments must manage water in the 


public interest. Governments do not have the authority to make 


decisions affecting collective resources that violate the public 


interest.” 


 


MOE must take into account the public interest in your resource   


management activities. Allowing our watersheds to be destroyed is NOT   


in the public interest. Setting up an “environment 


for investors” is not in the public interest.  If you do not the 


public will demand in a court of law that our water supplies are 


protected from your mismanagement. 


 


MOE principles as presented at the WAM workshop failed to 


cover the most basic and important fact regarding water, namely that   


it is a human right. 


Instead we see MoE talking about “higher economic value” as a basis 


for prioritizing water allocations. This is repugnant to the public. 


 


The Water Act in Section 9 devolves water protection to the FRPA when 


forestry activities are occurring. The FRPA states that protections of 


environmental or economic values can only be applied “…without unduly 


reducing the supply of timber from British Columbia’s forests…” This 


is one of the main reasons that the Water Act must be modernized in 


the true meaning of the word. The placing of commercial interests   


above the protection of our human right to water is simply illegal. 


 


“Historically, all peoples in all times have protected their 


watersheds. Access to quality water for drinking and washing is not 


only the basis of human health, but of all human settlement. Access to 


quantity of water is the basis for all agriculture and business. 


To place the commercial interests of logging above the protection of 


citizen rights to clean and dependable water supply, as new forest 


regulations do, is not a particularly defensible position. 


The principles of legal pluralism explain that when statute law meets 


traditional wisdom head-on, unrelenting agitation from the public is 


only to be expected and solutions must be sought to end this 


conflict.” 


 


  MOE must write into the Water Act the basic fact that access to   


water is a human right, that water is owned collectively by all and   


that water will be managed in the public interest by government. 


 


7) Local decision making power on all water allocations 


 


Local history, common sense and traditional First Nation values must   


play a role in water use decisions. This will only happen if local decision making 


authority is incorporated in the Water Act. Something that does not 







exist at the present time nor is proposed in the WAM documents. 


 


The WAM seems really to be an attempt by government to escape their 


responsibilities to manage our water effectively. This includes the 


following responsibilities: 


a) developing databases of province-wide water information (including 


that related to groundwater aquifers) that is necessary for proper 


management, 


b) developing water use and water protection plans for all areas of 


the province based on the solid data collected above, 


c)   basing water allocations on the developed plans based on the real   


data 


d) dedicating the funds necessary to carry out all three levels of 


action including staff, equipment and IT systems that are necessary 


for this work. 


 


There is no proposal in WAM for the government to undertake any of 


these activities. 


 


Somehow, standards for maintaining in stream flow will be developed 


without sufficient scientific stream flow data, groundwater will be 


regulated without sufficient aquifer location or volume data, the 


plans that were mandated to government development in both the Water 


Act and the Drinking Water Act will instead be handled by some 


privatized Water Agency or by local interest groups. 


 


And the funds will come from increased license fees (for everyone, not 


just for industry) and from forcing municipal, regional district, 


community and private water systems to increase their rates and perhaps from 


increased property taxes. This is not acceptable to the public. 


 


I can only suggest that the government must look at how they are 


subsidizing resource extraction activities by using tax dollars that 


could go to water protection. This subsidization includes not only 


charging ridiculously low royalty rates for oil, gas and minerals 


extraction, subsidizing road building for all such activities, but 


also either not charging for water use or charging (again) 


ridiculously low rates for water licenses. None of this is acceptable. 


 


Citizens have reached the point where they no longer trust government 


management practices (practices that are little more than thinly veiled 


privatization schemes). 


 


8) We do not need legislation to protect us from ourselves. 


 


There will always be debates about water use, yes. But local 


communities can handle that. They always have and they always will. 


Water allocation is not really the problem that MoE makes it out to be 


in WAM documents. What the problem really is, is lack of protection of 


our entire BC water supply from resource extraction and related 


activities. 


 


What citizens do need from government is legislation with teeth to 


protect our watersheds and pristine water systems from destruction by 


resource extraction activities, including IPPs. 


 


Sincerely, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 6:52:45 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: MODERNIZATION OF THE WATER ACT 2010 
 
 To whom it may concern, 
 
After reviewing many articles I have come to the conclusion that the proposed 
changes to the FITFIR Water Act are being done in haste, and needs a far gre
public consultation. 
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 Much more time needs to be alloted to the study of the implications of these 
changes. 
 I am a licensed surface water user and a lifetime resident of the West Koot
I have witnessed many changes in our water quality,  all for the worse becau
of industry and its' unregulated and deregulated actions. 
Private land logging had expensive, long-term consequences for my family and 
seriously rerouted the surface water due to damaged hydrological systems from the 
installed logging roads, causing slides. 
To name the Nelson area hydrologist as" redundant" speaks of corporate opport
The Slocan Valley of the West Kootenay is known for its' slides due to the blue
clay layer and yet the wisdom of the government is to remove the expertise that
could keep our watersheds intact and our citizens safe. 
 So who is to gain by these changes? Not the licenced water users who need t
environment to keep intact for continual supply for their families and for t
health of the river itself. 
 
I suspect that corporate agenda is what is driving this change.These changes and
the proposed lack of public control of the water commons reminds me of the problem
third world countries are experiencing. Water is no longer a human right in th
countries. Even rain water must be bought. How ridiculous greed can get
to make profit! 
 
Money will be made for the coffers of B.C., but in a long-term healthy way. Forest
can be logged without causeing slides and water loss. There are many wise ways
to conserve and use water that are used all over the world. The wise-use ways a
the laws to be inacted with plenty of consultation by all the licenced water users
first nations and independent water experts. 
 Putting the present day government and corporations in control of The C
is not the answer. 
Government corporate mistakes have been witnessed all over the world, ce
making an enoromous profit for themselves and their shareholders and causing
grevious injury to the environment and the local citizens. 
 
Now these greedy people are knocking at our door, checking to see if we are awak
to the deadend changes of OUR Water. 
 
It is time to go back to the table, consult the citizens of B.C. in a long,
and thorough process. 
 
 I do not support the New Modernization of the Water Act. 
The public consultation and decision-making needs to be much more thorough wi
continuing pubic debate. 
 
 Yours sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 







 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 3:23:47 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
The entire WAM concept is a NON-SOLUTION to a real problem.  
After years and years of mismanagement of our water supplies through removal of
any watershed protection, the MoE is now positing that “we” are the probl
must therefore bicker with each other over remaining supplies while they conti
to refuse to protect watersheds and seek changes that will remove our alrea
degraded water rights.  
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Therefore I respectfully request that MoE do NOTHING.   
That is, you do NOT re-write the Water Act and do maintain the Status Quo governa
model, until MoE can address public concerns as follows:  
 
1) Watershed protection from resource extraction activities.  
By devolving stream protection (stream as defined in the Water Act means all water
courses including lakes, ponds, wetlands, streams, creeks, springs, and rivers) 
in Section 9 of the Water Act to other ministries (including Forestry and Energy 
and Mines), source protection of our water supplies is abrogated by the MoE. Thi
must change! If the Water Act is meant to protect our water supplies it must override
all other Acts in that respect. You talk about the fragmented legislation 
protecting water at great length, but make NO ATTEMPT in the WAM to address this
problem.  
 
Furthermore, the MoE Water Stewardship Branch makes no bones about IPPs in t
form of large run-of-the-river projects when they state on page 32 of their
Strategic Plan that they intend to “Adjudicate licence applications for 
Independent Power Producers in a manner that is consistent with provincial 
government corporate policy.” Furthermore, the public has recently discovered that 
MoE is allowing drilling into the bottom of alpine lakes (for higher head in private
run-of-the-river-projects) resulting in siltation problems as we have recently 
seen in Sechelt. Not to mention more watershed destruction. The destruction of
pristine river systems in both coastal areas and the Kootenays, shows an outright
distain for protection of watersheds anywhere an RoR project is contemplated.  
 
As to other resource extraction activities, the MoE passed the environmental 
assessment on Fish Lake being turned into a tailing pond placing a huge water system
running all the way to the ocean at risk of serious toxic contamination. Many other 
mining activities, including the Raven Coal project on Vancouver Island, evince
the same unconcern with contamination of watersheds and river systems with toxic 
effluent. Shame on you MoE!  
 
Th
further north in BC. All drilling requires the use of water for making the drilli
mud. Hydrofracking needs even more water and threatens the contamination of wat
aquifers with toxic chemicals as has already occurred in northeastern BC to
citizens water supplies. One shale gas well requires 8 to 10 million gallons of
toxic chemical contaminated water for the hydrofracking process. Hydrofrackin
is not a licensed use of water listed on the licenses database. When I inquired 
of the Water Stewardship Branch about this, I was informed that exploratory 
activities do not pay for water use as other licensed users of water do. Alberta
farmers have seen their water supplies seriously impacted by all of the drilling
activities in their province. Is that what we have to look forward to in 
 
Then there are the transmission lines and pipelines that ar







crisscross our province in support of resource extraction activities. Are we to 
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MB, Agriculture, Energy, Mines & petroleum Resources.  


tect water supplies 
 


seriously believe that power lines and pipelines cutting through populated areas 
and wilderness areas will not seriously effect our watersheds and thus our water
supplies? This is preposterous and an undefendable position for the government 
to be taking.  
 
The public is demanding wat
government to protect our water supplies for our public use of water.  
Public use of our commonly owned water supplies should be an established righ
and not something we pay for. Use of water to make money (and here I mean industrial 
use of water) on the other hand should first of all only be allowed if it can
proven (the precautionary principle) that it does not have ANY effect on publ
water supplies and second of all should be charged for at a rate that support
not only the costs of public use (i.e., government bureaucracies necessary to
allocate and protect our water supplies) but also at rate that includes the true
cost of such use. The new sustainable economic models should be appli
industrial use of water and a commiserate license rate applied.  
 
By far the worst effect on our water supplies is forestry as currently practiced
in this province. In the past when BC compa
mi
over the last 4 decades our forests have been privatized to large multi-na
corporations and our watersheds have been trashed in the process. The curr
government is carrying on in this tradition with mining, oil and gas extract
and now IPPs. At this rate we will have no water left at all.  
 
It is time to modernize the “government corporate policy” to protect all
commonly owned resources including water from the great sucking sound of 
multinational corporations. MoE and all other government Ministries must change 
th
sustainability of our resources. Resources that are all only increasing in valu
at the same time the government continues to make it easier and cheaper for 
multinationals to purchase these irreplaceable resources.  
 
One final comment here. Attempting to separate water from land is ludicrous. There
is really no such thing as an aquatic ecosystem. An ecosystem by definition incl
the land, water, air, all life forms and the economies based on that ecos
thin any ecosystem all elements interact. To attempt to talk about proWi


an aquatic ecosystem without talking about the land around it and the forest, shrub
or grass cover that collects and stores the precipitation that feed the a
systems is utterly meaningless. It is similarly meaningless to assume we can ha
continuous growth in either our human population or a resource-based economy within 
that ecosystem.  
 
Yet this is exactly what WAM does. The workshop attempted to restrict al
to water and purported that the state of our forests, other resource extract
activities or the government corporate policy was not on the table.  
Unacceptable.
 
2) Committed provincial funding to implement any changes.  
 All of the policy discussion papers state that funding must be com
to make any of the recommended changes come to fruition. Yet the monies for the
MoE has been cut over the next 3 years in the current budget, as have the monies
for Forestry, IL
 
How the government can with a straight face say the WAM will pro
when in fact there is no committed funding to make this happen is beyond me. It







would appear through reading documents that the true intent of WAM is to lim
public rights to water and charge them more for water use through increased licenses
fees, water rates and so forth.   
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 the Crown. This is the truth that government needs to come to terms 
th. Then perhaps we will see some changes in the policies that are selling off 


 
this 


This is ridiculous when all the costs should be borne by industry which is makin
massive profits from our commonly held resources and returning very, very, ve
little to the province to pay for this pillage of our resources. Where will o
children and grandchildren turn for water, lumber, energy and minerals and so forth
when you have sold it all off at bargain basement rates?  
 
This is why you should through WAM on scrap heap and start over with a logi
approach to protecting our water supplies from the greatest threats, not from t
smallest.  
 
3) Full MEANINGFUL public consultation prior to introducing legislation to change
the Water Act, or barring that a referendum on proposed changes to the Wate
 
Th
is a complete failure. First of all, your WAM Workshops were held through
limited “invitation only” process. You should have notified every licenses holder
in the province of these wo
a 
marginalizes a significant portion of the public and can only be justified as 
cheaper than other kinds of advertising. From the public point of view, if you 
can’t afford 
shouldn’t be doing it.  
 
Meaningful consultation means not only that the government commit to taking in
account the comments of the public in their decision making process. It also mea
that the public consultation continue in the process so we have an opport
to COMMENT on EACH STAGE of DECISION MAKING BY GOVERNMENT, If the government canno
commit to making changes at each stage to it’s policies based on the consultation, 
then the entire process is meaningless.   
 
In fact, that is why I want the government to hold a public vote, an actual 
re
legislated. Full government disclosure is required. The government has LOST TH
TRUST OF THE PEOPLE on these matters for the reasons discussed above.   
 
4) No changes to license status for domestic use (surface water or  
well licenses)  
The government says it wants to make domestic use licenses a “permitted”
ju
to more critical issues. First of all, if the government can’t afford to administe
licenses than it should not be granted the powers to manage our water. Per
Management of any of our collectively owned natural resources is the prime charge
of government. It is a charge vested in them by the Crown. The government of th
day is not
wi
our heritage for a mess of pottage!  
 
MoE representatives had no comments on the legal ramifications of this action at 
the workshop I attended. Nor did they have any comments in their reports and papers
on the ramifications of this action. Domestic wells would also fall under 
change if ground water becomes legislated.  
 
Under no circumstances do citizens of rural BC want their water license rights 







compromised now or in the future. It is the holders of licenses that have the ONLY 
STANDING in government hearings on new water licenses. I suspect this has much 
more to do with this change than does the “lack  of staff”. In fact domestic 
cense holders’ account for half of all licensed allocations. They actually stand


use 
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 destruction, then 


E should either get funds from the government for this hiring or they should 
er no 


e 
s. 


-limiting system that deters 


 


 


ment will state as a fact something that is not true. 
r example at the workshop I attended, a participant (a lawyer actually) asked 


 
 rep 
t, 


f 
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IR is that government behind closed doors will 
velop a priority system for modifications. This is entirely unacceptable. If 


tion and 


ture, 
t priority. 


re 


n BC are all federal installations over which the MoE has 
 few years ago there were 470 such stations in BC, now there 


he 
ely 
by 


vernments like Australia who are struggling with real drought conditions due 


 


li
at the forefront of water protection in all rural areas of BC.  
 
If MoE needs more staff to deal with problem areas of the province that hav
over-developed for the amount of water available after watershed
Mo
implement a tax on resource extraction to cover this cost. Simple. But und
circumstances should they pit urban versus rural populations as they have in th
WAM discussion paper to get urban support for removing rural water right
Disgusting!  
 
5) Maintain FITFIR as is.  
FITFIR is a time honored, working, self
over-allocation of water supplies. The government in its role as manager of our 
water has over-allocated water in many areas of the province according to their
maps. What they need to do is attend to their mismanagement, disclose the reasons 
why they have over-allocated water supplies and fix that process, NOT modify FITFIR
to cover the errors they have made. It is entirely unclear why we are in this 
position.  
 
Furthermore, often the govern
Fo
what information the MoE spokesperson was basing his statement that BC had been
in a drought for a number of years and expected to be in the future. The MoE
immediately backtracked and said that the precipitation data didn’t show a drough
but some areas of BC had experienced less precipitation. This is the kind o
sweeping mis-statement that the public objects to, especially when discussing 
subject as vital as our water supplies.  
 
The problem with modifying FITF
de
the government wants to change the Water Act then an open process with public 
decision making must do it. Of course, domestic use for health and sanita
agriculture must have the highest priority (after instream flows).   
 
Protecting instream flows, or as some prefer to refer to this as protecting na
is of course the basis of any allocation system and would thus have firs
If the water is not there in the first place, it can’t be allocated. But whe
is the data for guaranteeing instream flows? This is the problem. First, the 
hydrometric stations i
 control. In fact, ano


are 450. How can relevant data for all allocations in BC be garnered from a shrinking 
database of information. The answer: it can’t.   
 
Second, there are various ways of determining instream flow requirements. T
simplest (i.e., cheapest to achieve) is a monthly low-flow scheme. Unfortunat
this is not a recommended standard by scientists who work in the field or 
go
to the El Nino/La Nina flip.  
 
Our ability to feed ourselves is moving into the public consciousness as a huge
issue as we see globalization breaking down. Maintaining FITFIR is very important 
so established farms and livestock operations have priority water use.  
 







Furthermore, the danger of modifying FITFIR is a very slippery slope. In 
Statement of Expectations IPPs had a higher priority for water use than agricultur
or domestic use. This
mmodification of our water s


the ENGO 
e 


 is completely unacceptable. This is a pure and simple 
upplies to the highest bidder. This must under NO 


and 


water as  
human right, collectively OWNED by all as a common resource.   


ts. Below is a discussion I wrote recently regarding the issue of who owns 
e water.  


 
 
 


stand this all one must do is look at the 
e act (Part 


  


ime 
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 under this or a former Act.  


 
 


 
narchy, here is the order of authority:  


 


tate, retains the powers of government, while 


o exercise 


 an 
 time.  


 


itizens defeated a government plan to put a garbage dump directly 
owing are 


cept 
 all, 


hat violate the 


co
circumstances be allowed. Any resource extraction use must have the lowest priority 
as such uses have the concomitant problems of destroying watersheds 
contaminating water.  
 
6) Include wording in the Water Act that acknowledges 
a 
 
This point can not be emphasized enough as it goes to the main problem of 
wrong-headed thinking regarding water and its protection evinced in the WAM 
documen
th
 
Our current government is very fond of stating that it OWNS all of the water in
BC. Until recently the MoE water website was littered with the statement. They
have since toned it down somewhat, but the words are still there and in documents
written by others as well.  
 
This is not the truth however. To under
current BC Water Act. Here is the actual wording at the beginning of th
1 is only definitions):  
Part 2 — Licencing, Diversion and Use of Water and Related Matters
Section 2—Vesting water in government  
(1) The property in and the right to the use and flow of all the water at any t
in a stream in British Columbia are for all purposes vested in the government
except only in so far as private rights have been established under licences issued
or approvals given
 
The important word here is vested. Vest is a verb. According to Webster’s it means
to give, bestow or grant a right. And who vested government? That would be the
Crown.   
The current Liberal government is not the Crown. Since we live in a Constitutional
Mo
• The Crown is the institution, which represents the power of the people above
government and political parties.   
• The Crown, represented by the head s
the governing party exercises the powers of government.  


rnment and political parties t• The Crown, however, only allows the gove
powers in trust for use on behalf of the people.  
 
So really the government of the day only exercises powers like a trustee of
estate would. They do not “own” the estate, they simply manage it for a
 
Maud Barlow of the Council of Canadians made this point very eloquently in the
October 2009 edition of the CCPA Monitor when she was describing the recent victory 
in Ontario where c
on top of the aquifer that contained their drinking water supply. Foll
her words:  
“Under common law, a tradition followed in all provinces and territories ex
Quebec, water is recognized as a public trust. It belongs collectively to
and governments must manage water in the public interest. Governments do not have 
the authority to make decisions affecting collective resources t
public interest.”  
 







 
So you see, dear MoE, you must take into account the public interest in your resourc
management activities. Allowing our watersheds to be destroyed is NOT in the publ
interest. Setting up an “environment for investors” is not in the public interest.
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 namely that it is a human right.  


 


ry 
ates that protections of environmental or 


onomic values can only be applied “…without unduly reducing the supply of timber 
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ly 
 


sheds. Access 
 quality water for drinking and washing is not only the basis of human health, 


e commercial interests of logging above the protection of citizen rights 
t a 


e principles of legal pluralism explain that when statute law meets traditional 
ted and 


t 


 Local decision making power on all water allocations   


all 


dards and expect local compliance.  


sion making authority is incorporated 
roposed 


 
 


t 


 developing water use and water protection plans for all areas of the province 
sed on the solid data collected above,  


ed on the real data  
 dedicating the funds necessary to carry out all three levels of action 


You must somehow find the wit or the will to protect our water supplies. If you 
do not the public will demand in a court of law that our water supplies are protect
from your mismanagement.  
 
Furthermore, your principles as presented at the workshop failed to cover the m
basic and important fact regarding water,
Instead we see MoE talking about “higher economic value” as a basis for prioritizing
water allocations. This is repugnant to the public.  
 
The Water Act in Section 9 devolves water protection to the FRPA when forest
activities are occurring. The FRPA st
ec
from British Columbia’s forests…” This is one of the main reasons that the Wate
Act must be modernized in the true meaning of the word. As I state below, the placing
of commercial interests above the protection of our human right to water is simp
wrong. I wrote briefly about where such activity will lead the government in the
following quote:  
 
Historically, all peoples in all times have protected their water
to
but of all human settlement. Access to quantity of water is the basis for all 
agriculture and business.  
To place th
to clean and dependable water supply, as new forest regulations do, is no
particularly defensible position.   
Th
wisdom head-on, unrelenting agitation from the public is only to be expec
solutions must be sought to end this conflict.   
 
One such solution would be for MoE to write into the Water Act the basic fact tha
access to water is a human right, that water is owned collectively by all and that 
water will be managed in the public interest by government.  
 
 
7)
 
It was very apparent at the workshop I attended that the public understands 
water use decisions must be affected at the local level. This means the government 
cannot simply impose across the board stan
 
Local history, common sense and traditional values must play a role in water use 
decisions. This will only happen if local deci
in the Water Act. Something that does not exist at the present time nor is p
in the WAM documents.   
 
e WAM seems really to be an attempt by government to escape their responsibilitiesTh


to manage our water effectively. This includes the following responsibilities: 
a) developing databases of province-wide water information (including tha
related to groundwater aquifers) that is necessary for proper management,  
b)
ba
c)   basing water allocations on the developed plans bas
d)







including staff, equipment and IT systems that are necessary for this work.  
 
 
There is no proposal in WAM for the government to undertake any of these activities. 
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low will be developed without 
fficient scientific stream flow data, groundwater will be regulated without 


rivatized Water Agency or by local interest groups.   


or 
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xes. 


otection. This subsidization includes not only charging ridiculously low royalty 
ch 


 


ok 
 forestry industry to see what government management hidden 
, jobs, jobs” mantra has done for that industry.   


e 
he 


lack 
 extraction and related 


ur 
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It seems rather that government will only address critical or problem areas o
the province. The rest of us will continue along without proper planning or data
on which to base that planning until we too become critical areas.   
 
Somehow, standards for maintaining in stream f
su
sufficient aquifer location or volume data, the plans that were mandated to 
government development in both the Water Act and the Drinking Water Act will instead 
be handled by some p
 
And the funds will come from increased license fees (for everyone, not just f
indu ry) and from forcing municipal, regional district, community and priva
water systems to increase their rates and perhaps from increased property ta
This is not acceptable to the public.  
 
I can only suggest that the government must look at how they are subsidizing 
resource extraction activities by using tax dollars that could go to water 
pr
rates for oil, gas and minerals extraction, subsidizing road building for all su
activities, but also either not charging for water use or charging (again)
ridiculously low rates for water licenses. None of this is acceptable.  
 
As to the government always claiming it creates jobs, all anyone has to do is lo
at the state of our
hind their “jobsbe


 
Citizens have reached the point where they no longer trust government management 
practices (practices that are little more than thinly veiled privatization 
schemes).   
 
8) We do not need legislation to protect us from ourselves.   
 
There will always be debates about water use, yes. But local communities can handl
that. They always have and they always will. Water allocation is not really t
problem that MoE makes it out to be in WAM documents. What the problem is 
of protection of our entire BC water supply from resource
tivities.  ac


 
What citizens do need from government is legislation with teeth to protect o
watersheds and pristine water systems from destruction by resource extractio
activities including IPPs.  
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 10:46:22 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Subject: Concerns about Proposed Changes to Water Act 
 
The Government of British Columbia 
27 April 2010 
 
Water is the common property of all people in BC and in all of Canada. Its manageme
and care are entrusted to the government for the protection and preservation a
wise use of all of the people of BC and Canada. 


nt 
nd 


r 
e 


 


 
No Act or Regulation should in any way change the common property aspect of wate
nor limit its use to any single class or devolve priority usage away from th
commons. 
 
Please ensure that this principle is respected in all legislative changes 
throughout BC for all time to ensure equal and fair access and usage for all and
to protect its conservation and quality. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 7:41:31 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; atamanenko.a@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
  
I have had very little time to study this issue, and this is just one of the problems
I have with the way WAM is being handled.  If the concern really is to best preserve
water for the common good, then ministries involved with mines and forestry m
be fully and in a responsible fashion.  It is ridiculous to blame domestic w
users for inefficiency when watersheds are being destroyed by logging and IPPs 
are allowed to do as they wish.  It is clear to me that WAM is simply a start 
privatizing water and handing our streams over for corporate profits.  I am 
absolutely against this. 


 
 


ust 
ater 


to 


st 


out 


British Columbians must not loose their common law water rights, and there mu
be no handover of our water rights to the private sector. 
Please stop all movement on WAM now, and fully consult British Columbians ab
what they want for their common good. 
  
Thank you 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 6:45:40 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
I have just heard about WAM. I would like to know what this is.  Could you plea
send me information about it?   Thankyou. 


se 
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ments 
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of BC 


  
Below are some of my priorities concerning our water, please take them into 
consideration. 
  
1.Water is a human right and is to be considered partof the commons.  I do n
believe in private, corporate ownership of our water.  I do believe that the 
government holds our resources in trust for all of us and it is the govern
duty and job to protect these resources from exploitation for us. 
  
2.  Water protection does not just involve the water in the water bed but invol
protecting the whole watershed so that it can continue into the future suppl
water for us the people of BC. 
  
3.  Community and private watersheds should have 100% protection.  The 
precautionary principle should be used.  If there is any possibility of d
from an activity that activity should not happen. 
  
4.  All decisions about water should be made locally where the people know mo
about what is happening than any so called experts. 
  
5.  There should be no monkeying around with water licenses that have already been 
granted. 
  
Whatever this government is up to I am sure it is not in the best interests o
the people.  If you are a bureaucrat reading this I hope you will do what you can
to keep corporate control of our water from not happening.  The resources 
belong to the people. 
  
Yours truly, 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Saturday, March 20, 2010 7:06:21 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: watersheds versus groundwater 
 
In my opinion, there still seems to too much a separation between the term watersh
and ground water. To me, it leaves the thought that some people may think if you 
pollute the watershed, you will only pollute the rivers and streams.  
Some people


ed 


 may be left with the thought that ground water just happens to recharge 
ed 
ty 


 for sure.  


ean surface water. I believe any reference 
a watershed should also include groundwater. They should be cross referenced. 


itself and do not see the connection to the watershed. Logging in the watersh
for instance (where I live) can have an impact on the groundwater. The difficul
where I live is having proof of where the ground water recharge area is,
  
The term watershed should not just m
to 
  
thank you  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 9:56:36 AM 
To: www.livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca; Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Regarding the proposed Water Act Modernization 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
As a voter, resident and steakholder in British Columbia, I DEMAND that the wate
license rights to provide a "predictable investment climate across the province"
be DROPPED from WAM.  OUR COMMON WATER RIGHTS ARE NOT FOR SALE!!! 


r 
 


ctivities 


 
I also DEMAND the following: 
 
 
* watersheds be legislated as reserves 
* source water protection 
* surface and ground water protection from mining 
* surface and ground water protection from gas and oil industry 
* surface and ground water protection from all other industrial a
 
 
 
From a deeply concerned citizen, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 6:53:18 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Rights 
 
 
 >5. Rules and standards for water management are clearly defined,  
providing a predictable investment climate across the province. 
 
Please clearly define the meaning and proposed implementation of  
"predictable investment climate". 
 
I am completely against the privatization of water rights, including  
public-private partnerships. 
 
The 10 day review process is completely unacceptable given that the  
issue has received little public awareness, and that the information  
provided on  point 5 (above) is incredibly vague. 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 11:55:53 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Say NO to the "Modernizing the BC Water Act section" 
 
To those politicians who are involved in the creation of the "Modernization o
the BC WATER ACT section" 


f 


e 


ng 
en.  


 
  


 SAY NO TO WATER MARKETS AND WATER TRADE.   


cerely 


  
In your working paper on 'modernization' you have included 'water allocation 
efficiency' and suggested water trade and water markets in your comments.  Th
United Nations has declared WATER AS A HUMAN RIGHT.   
Water is a part of the "COMMONS" and not a commodity.   
  
Canadian's do not want to trade our water or sell our water.  Consider the lo
term devastating effects this will have on your grandchildren and my grandchildr
We must protect our Natural Resources and value them as free yet irreplaceable
elements of nature and most of WATER is the birthright of  all future generations.'
  


s letter is my urgent request to you toThi
 
 
  
 
Sin
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


ted. Get Hotmail  <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724459> & 
for mobile. 


 
  _____   
 
Live connec
ssenger Me


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2009 8:55:26 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Subject: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


Dear Living Water Smart, I have read your response to ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS 


REMOVED***and find your response inappropriate.  Considering the damage 


perpetrated by your government to our common resources it is outrageous that you 


deem it necessary to protect Gordon Campbell and the public from ***PERSONAL 


IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** thoughtful comment and criticism.  Clearly in the 


absence of fair comment, all published comment on your website is propaganda. 


  


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:12:14 AM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Subject: Living water smart 


 


 


-          Replaced shower head with low pressure models 


 


-          Re-using water, placed a bucket near the exit of the gutter to water 


plants 


 


-          Ensured housie has no leaky pipes 


 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 8:24:53 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
To whom it my concern, 
 
 
 
 
My jaw has dropped! First thing I would like to say is that I do not support any
change to our current Water Act. At the Nelson 16th public meeting I attende
was very clear that the public was very much against WAM. It was quite clear that
the governments interests were not about protecting our domestic water. When onl
0.2% of the water in our province is used for domestic water then how will m
the people responsible make any difference, there is a hidden agenda h
am writing this letter I fight the Ministry of Forest from clear-cutting (
no protection on the creeks/streams) in my watershed. How can one Ministry protect
our water while another destroys it? This point was brought up over and over again 
during the meeting,I think if there is to be any change to our Water Act then it 
must take precedence over any other ministry ext. Water allocation is not real
the problem, the problem is lack of protection of our entire B.C. Water suppl
from resource extraction and related activities. This is were we need to chan
the act ,maybe industry who make money off the water should pay a fee. Water is
a human right and owned by all collectively. The government does NOT own the 
water,but is to manage it. When 12% of water is lost to old infrastructure t
is bad management. Why are we spending money on changing the Water Act when we
should be upgrading our infrastructure ? The people no longer trust government
management practices, we do not need legislation to protect us from ourselves.
 
My final request is if there a


 
d it 
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aking 
ere! As I 


with 
 


ly 
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ge 
 


his 
 
 
 


re to be any changes to the Water Act ,the government 
st have more public involvement and must have public vote in the form of a mu


referendum. 
 
 
 
 
Yours truly ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 8:41:09 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Proposed Water Act ammendments  
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
                        RE: WAM SBMISSIONS 
I'm deeply troubled by the proposed Water Act Modrnization in intiative. 
Please: 
-Let FITFIR remain unchanged. 
- WAM not devolve water protection to various other Ministries Acts (
Mining, Gas & Oil)!  


Forestry, 


OUNCED, 


, 
t 


-create legalised reserves for watersheds 
-create source water protection 
-create SURFACE AND GROUND WATER PROTECTION FROM MINING, GAS AND OIL AND ALL 
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES. 
-Please create A BROADER PUBLIC IMPUT OF THIS PROCESS INSTEAD OF THIS UNANN
10DAY REVIEW PROCESS!!!  
 
I have been getting my water from a creek above my property for the last 20 years
I have witnessed much degredation of potable water due to industrial developmen
in this valley.  We have no alternate water supplies, please help protect and 
rreseve our water for futur generations. 
Thankyou 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 3:09:14 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM Comment Submission 
 
I have read of your ideas about a way to heal the waters in B.C. and also of other
plans to privatize or whatever and find them to be stupid and reprehensible crime
to truly living water which is the life blood of the planet. 
Politicia


 
s 


ns should not be speaking for the peoples in terms of their inalienable 


e living realms for the sake of more money in your 
at 


human rights... 
Stop selling and co-opting th
pockets. And stop killing the lives of us and our children and while you are 
it get another job maybe as a garbage collector or something so that you can see 
what happens where we all live downstream. 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2009 5:49:35 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Re: Living Water Smart blog 
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
 
Dear Nameless Campbell government Blog censor, 
  
Thanks so much for immediately censoring my first comments to your blog! I'm 
surprised that right from the get-go, you have exposed yourself to the san
PR discussion scam that your blog intends to perpetuate.  I will immediately
forward all this to the media far and wide, so that the people of BC can know what 
to expect of your utterly useless blog.  


itized 
 


ut 
ents, 


ty drinking watersheds by the same logging corporations 
 
t 
ly 
  


  
From what I can see posted, your blog only accepts congratulatory messages abo
how wonderful it is that you've set up a blog! You've censored my truthful comm
but you welcome comments that congratulate the government. This is why the Campbell 
government has utterly zero credibility on environmental issues.  
  


 trashing of communiThe
that finance the Campbell government's election campaigns is a crime against
nature, and a crime against the people who have to drink the water that comes ou
of those areas. You will not get anywhere useful in protecting the water supp
is you suppress all criticism of the industrial logging of those watersheds.
  
Cheers,  ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 2:46:41 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Commentary on Water Modernization Act 
 
To Whom it may concern, 
  
I read through the government website and at first thought that what you are doing
looks pretty good.  Yes we do need to modernize how we protect, allocate
water as it is obviously a valuable and increasingly limited resource. 
 


 
 and use 


wever, knowing the Liberal Government's penchant for selling off our public 


t we 
ally owned 


 
e 
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vate 


roader public imput in this process as well. 


cerely, 


Ho
common resources to private interests, often for a song (for example the infamous 
sell off of our rivers for private power generation with a requirement tha
the BC public must by this new power at rates much higher than our public
BC hydro can generate it at), I get very worried when I read things like "predictable 
investment climate across the province".   
 
 
It seems like we the people of BC are being primed for our water being sold off
to the highest bidder. I can see a scenario where the people of BC will soon b
required to pay for our water at rates that are "competitive" to what some bi
transnational corporation would pay. By the sounds of it this would include even 
modest use by country folks with a well. That is simply not acceptable.  Water 
is a right of all living beings. Human beings need to take priority not pri
interests. 
  


trongly feel that we need a bI s
 
  
Sin
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:32:47 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: WAM comments submission 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the modernization of the Water Bil
I think it is critically important to arrange for public comment on the draft 
the bill when it comes out.  This should not be the only opportunity fo
residents to comment on an issue as fundamental to our survival as water. 
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 modernizing the Water Act, these elements need to be incorporated in the bill.  


 The main focus of the bill should be protecting stream, ecosystem and 
tershed health.  If we don't protect the source of the water, we will be fighting 
 a  


 
 


ing more for using more is an important 
t o  


y 
o 
.  


t- . 


ht conditions--for example, fish, crops and drinking water should be 


permitted 
ld pay for 


n 
d chain, in cleansing polluted water and flood protection.   


In
 
 
1.
wa
over  dwindling, polluted supply. We need Watershed Preserves to protect our
drinking water supply. 
2. The bill needs to emphasize water conservation, not just management of
allocation and supply.  In a warming world, what appears like an abundance of water
now could be severely reduced.   
 
3. Keep water as a public good.  Charg
par f water conservation, but privatization of water would be a serious mistake.
4. The Water Act should be the overriding legislation so that forestr
practices, mining, and gas and oil extraction and processing are subordinated t
it.  We can't live without clean, unpolluted water.  It is fundamental to all life
Shor term gain at the expense of our long-term water supply would be folly
5. Bill 30 rulings need to be reversed.  Local government must be an essential 
player in protecting and conserving local water supplies. 
6. There needs to be a mechanism for prioritizing water permits, especially 
under droug
prioritized over watering golf courses and lawns or washing cars. 
7. Groundwater extraction above a certain defined volume should be 
and tracked.  Companies that leave the water in polluted condition shou
the costs of remediation. 
8. Wetlands need to be included in the Water Act.  They play a vital role o
the foo
 
9. Adequate funding must be provided for enforcement. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 7:03:54 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.bc.ca; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; 
Bill.BennettMLA@leg.bc.ca 
Subject: Water Act comment 
 
To whom it may concern, 
  
I have had the good fortune, for the past 35 years, to have a water license o
Wolverton Creek in the Slocan Valley AND be able to drink this treasure.  I don't
want that to change. 


n 
 


 
 


 
 
 


 


e 


  
For the past 9 years I have worked with the other Wolverton Ck Water Users to 
monitore this Creek...along with the help of Passmore Lab & Kalesnikoff Lumber
Co.  We care what happens to our water & are doing all we can to keep it safe &
pure. 
  
I feel like the people of the Kootenays are care takers of the waters in our back
yard...the head waters of the Columbia.  So I feel the Water Act should be based
on local decision making.  I also hope that all Citizens of BC will be kept informed
of all the progress & changes. 
  
I think the WaterActs top priority should be on conversation first & formost.  
Watersheds  & wetlands should be protected.  I also feel that the Water Act needs
to included the activities threatening our water like logging, mining & IPPs. 
  
Only 1% of the worlds water is drinkable...Lets do this right & protect this lif
giving resource. 
  
Thank you for your time, 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 3:28:25 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; Mungall.MLA, 
Michelle LASS:EX; Conroy.MLA, Katrine LASS:EX; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; 
Slater.MLA, John LASS:EX; Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: Water Act 
 
April 28th, 2010 
 
  
 
Re. BC Water Act 
 
  
 
I am deeply concerned that the current effort to update the Water Act has suffe
from a distinct lack of public consultation.  Water repeatedly shows up as the 
number one environmental priority of citizens of our province and country and yet
to the best of my knowledge the current updating process has not included any public
consultation in my community.  In order for the updated legislation to best re
the concerns and wishes of the citizens of BC a comprehensive public consultatio
process is essential. 
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The updated Water Act must recognize the critical importance of healthy, 
functioning wetlands and riparian areas in the provision of quality water for 
environmental, social and economic purposes.  Given the priority citizens pl
on water the Water Act should trump all other acts with respect to maintai
water quality and protecting the watersheds and ecosystems that provide for hig
quality water. 
 
  
 
Water conservation measures need to be a priority in the new Water Act.  The water
supply is finite, and due to climate change, anticipated to diminish in the future. 
For example, at a recent Columbia Basin Trust presentation we were told that t
loss of glacial cover is anticipated to reduce total Columbia River annual vo
by 30%, a truly massive reduction in available supply.   Thankfully such 
reductions are decades away, but the only feasible way to ensure adequate future
water supply for essential needs such as maintaining ecosystem function,
agriculture, and domestic and industrial use is through management of human demands
on this limited supply. 
 
  
 
I regret that I am not able to more comprehensively provide input on this iss
I urge government to open the process up and to invite the public to be fully 
involved in crafting this new piece of legislation.   
 
  
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:50:11 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Our water is not for sale! 
 
I am firmly opposed to any changes to our existing water protection FITFIR.  Our
Common Law Riparian Water Rights is held in trust by government to be managed i
the public interest, not corporate interest!  To downgrade my current wate
licence, based on FITFIR, to 'permits' is NOT ACCEPTABLE!! 


 
n 


r 


 
  
It is only decent to allow a broader public input of this process instead of this
unannounced, 10-day review process. 
  
Sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***  
  
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 1:35:55 PM 


To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 


Subject: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


 


I believe BC water should remain in public hands, and under a democratic decision 


making process. I urge you to continue public input on this critical legistlation. 


Thank you for listening to me. ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 12:00:20 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: water 
 
To whom it may concern, 
As a Canadian citizen I do not want BC's water to be privatized.  How can some
think of such an act of greed.  I feel that these attempts on privatizatio
a greater divide and distrust between the people, the government and the 
corporations.  How can the government consider such an act? Are you not suppo
to be protecting our waters rather than trying to support ownership over them
This natural resource should not ever become a commodity for making profit.  Don't
you think that we need to start making positive change in the our world rathe
than putting up more walls and barriers?....  This only crates more dist
guilt, disrespect, and so forth.  Today i am not proud of being a Canadian
citizen.... how could I be when it is so sad to see.   
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***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:19:55 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Comments On WAM 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I am somewhat concerned by the governments proposals for the Water   
Modernization Act.  It seems that the Government is planning on taking   
away peoples water rights and and are instead planning to "permit" us   
to use water.  As a water license holder this seems like a rescinding   
of rights I have had and replacing them with the governments ability   
to say whether I can use water I previously had rights to.  I also   
have heard that the government may force people taking water from   
streams to chlorinate their water supplies and I don't see why if the   
water tests clean we should have to add toxic chemicals to our water   
system just to satisfy some bureaucratic idea of what "clean water"   
means.  I am also worried that the Water Modernization Act seems to be   
targeted more at regulating domestic use and does not seem to address   
issues around resource extraction and use by large corporate entities   
even though domestic use accounts for a very small portion of water   
allocations.  My last concern is that the act is setting up British   
Columbians to sell off their water rights to US interests rather than   
keeping our water here. 
 
Sincerely 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Sunday, April 18, 2010 9:44:37 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Shared Well 
 
I have a shared well with my neighbour. There are two houses on the one well. After 
many years of having a productive well we are begining to see decline in our refresh
rate. I am wondering how this all these changes to the water act will impact u
and what is available to us for help us with our potentially climate chang
water reduction... 


 
s 


e affected 


  
Sincerely, 
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 11:45:02 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
 
Dear Government of BC, MoEnv 
 
I'm concerned by this new Water Act Modernization.  I personally think this i
an extremely sensitive topic, seeing as BC has such a vast resource of water 
it's boundaries and how it affects all of our lives now, likely more in the future. 
Some points of discontentment i'd like to voice, though there are many other 
questions and concerns that i do have.  Firstly i'd like to say that water is a
fundamental human right, and is part of the commons, meaning it is owned 
collectively by all and held in trust by the government to manage in the publi
interest.  Too often of late it seems to be otherwise.  You are correct in 
suggesting a modernization to this act, but i can't help but feel that you are
missing the public point on this one.  Firstly, i am not opposed, but hes
to see the First in Time, First in Right to be tampered with.  There is litt
wrong with this, don't fix what is not broken...  And personally as a farmer i'
hesitant to see the government have more say over what i do with water on
Now, what about the land.  To treat water as if it's separate from land is absurd
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the two are symbiotic, and if your scientist havent figured this out then go spen
a season in a logged watershed and observe the quality of water that comes down.
Water and land are practically one.  So what i'm asking is that watershed Reserves 
be re-established for source protection from forestry and other resource 
extraction activities.  Where i live resource extraction is becoming more and more 
of an issue, both permanent and temporary, as in the small scale hydro propositions
being proposed everywhere.  This too requires a broader discussion with the 
public.  Lastly, water liscensing in primarily and issue for a us country 
This concept of permitting seems fishy.  Basically you are asking us to give u
our common law riparian rights.  I hear your reasoning, but i'm not interested.
Theres other ways to deal with issues that might arrise due to the public 
rights, than to take them away.  Find another solution for that one please.   
Overall it looks like a broader discussion is at hand.  This is an extremely 
sensitive topic and i ask you don't waste out tax payer money on s
doesn't represent the public interest, as well as the environment.  Please, lets
look further into this and leave a legacy for future generations.   
 
Sincerely 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


ease forward to all your contacts so we can create a massive wave of involved 
tizens 


me and 


right and part of the commons — owned collectively 
 trust by government to manage in the public interest  
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All emails sent to: livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca , Please include your na
address and write on the subject line, "WAM comment submission" 
 
 
IMPORTANT POINTS 
 
• water recognized as a human 
by all and held in







• a broadened scope of discussion for true water protection — include land use 
ut 


er 
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Public involvement enlarged to cover further steps in the process —the government 
n. 


(like resource extraction activities) since you can't protect the water witho
considering the land 
 
• Watershed Reserves re-established for source protection from forestry and oth
resource extraction activities — watershed reserves would protect our drinkin
water supplies  
 • FITFIR(First in time, First in right) remain unchanged since it is a 
self-regulating system for over-allocation problems — "if it's not broke, don'
fix it" . Modifying FITFIR could allow government to remove water rights from
established farms,water systems, and other uses 
 
 
 • Domestic Use licensed use should NOT be changed to a "permitted" use in order 
to retain legal rights  
• 
decision making model shows the workshop/comments as our one kick at the ca
 
 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:58:37 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water is life 
 
Water is life. do not disrespect the water. Please  
DO   NOT  devolve water protection to various other Ministries Acts (
Mining, Gas & Oil)!!!  


Forestry, 


act 


 
and PLEASE Do not contaminate any more of our water with chlorine.  
 
Why does the ministry not use OZONE?  
if there is any expansion it should include OZONE. 
 
OZONE is cheaper, more effective, biodegrades easily, and has no negative imp
on health or environment. 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:34:05 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
To the Honourable Minister Penner and to leaders in the MOE, 
 
We are concerned with several aspects of the outline of the Water Act  
Modernization as presented on your web site. 
Perhaps we are particularly concerned at this time because we  
disagree with the government approach to selling long term  rights to  
rivers for the private production of power. 
 
When we read that a principle of the WAM will be to provide "a  
predictable investment climate" we are worried that business  
interests will be ensconced thereby replacing community needs. 
 
And again, we read "higher economic interest"  and suspect it  
means  "business interest" and we wonder just what is meant.  Does it  
mean selling water rights to the highest bidder?  Will communities  
have to bid against private enterprise to maintain water systems? 
 
We are concerned about the continuation of public ownership of our  
water.  (Unfortunately we were unable to download the whole of the  
discussion paper perhaps due to the broken underwater cable.  We will  
try again but raise concerns now as the discussion ends April 30.) 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
    
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 6:18:20 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM 
 
Water is Life. Seven generations are counting on us to do the right thing. 
 
--  
may the circle represent what we cannot do alone...We Can do together 
 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:29:51 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water 
 
Our watershed needs to be protected as it is the aquafir which provides us wi
our water. With the way the weather patterns are going and climate change a
changes to our watershed could be very detrimental. Allowing IPP's in could be 
the end to our water supply and the fish and other ecosystem animals which 
on the flow of the creeks. 


th 
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rely 


***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 4:36:45 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act changes 
 
Dear Minister Penner and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
  
 
Re: Water Act Modernization- Discussion Paper Feedback 
 
  
 
It is imperative that we take proper measures to  protect British Columbia’s water
resources. I strongly beleive that the following changes must be incorporat
the Water Act enabling it to be stronger, more efficient and effective at securi
BC’s water needs for the future. 
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Goal 1: Protecting Stream Health and Aquatic Environments 
 
* The precautionary principle must be applied to the Water Act to protect 
ecosystem and watershed health.  
* The Water Act must be the overriding piece of legislation that de
what is able to occur in watersheds.  Currently the Act does not protect stream
ecosystem or watershed health. 
* Government needs systems in place for accountability and for education 
around water conservation. 
* Riparian Area Regulation (RAR) assessments must be conducted under regi
or municipal legislation.  There should be a penalty in place for regional 
districts/municipalities that don’t comply with RAR legislation. 
* The Water Act needs to recognize wetlands and their critical processes. 
 
  
 
Goal 2: Water Governance 
 
* The Water Act must inform, interact and be inclusive of all functions an
levels of government, including other pieces of legislation such as the Drinkin
Water Protection Act, the Land Act, the Fisheries Act, among others. There must 
be a holistic approach to ecosystem management. 
 
·         The Act needs to be built around logical watershed boundaries, not 
political boundaries. Management and planning needs to happen closer to where the 
water is actually being used, with meaningful community involvement in the decisi
making process. I would like to see Regional Water Boards with multi-stakeholder
involvement and adequate funding in place for board members with no government 
downloading. 
 
·         Community relationships that have already been established around wate
issues need to be leveraged for water allocation decisions. 
 
·         Bill 30 rulings need to be reversed, allowing local governmental bodi
to have meaningful input. 
 
  







 
Goal 3: Flexibility and Efficiency in Allocation 
 
* Water license applications need to have an expiry date, so that private 
industry can’t hold onto water rights. 
* We must have a licensing/permitting system that prioritizes water uses, such 
as ecosystem and domestic uses above irrigation uses for golf courses and lawn
* First 


s. 


n into consideration, including 
ic 


al 4: Groundwater Extraction 


Groundwater extraction and use must be regulated for all large withdrawals 


to 
r 
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hat 


r's truly, 


in Time, First in Rights system needs to have restrictions under low 
flow conditions and this must be enforced. 
* The impacts of climate change must be take
an assessment of how it will impact the ability to meet ecosystem and domest
needs. 
 
  
 
Go
 
* 
and the word ‘large’ must be clearly defined. 
* Of particular importance, Oil and Gas exploration companies must have 
pay for all water uses and must be responsible for tracking how much groundwate
they extract and use. 
 
  
 
Moreover, it is primordial to collect public input from all levels for this 
modernization process as it moves forward.  Currently, there is a lack of publi
input opportunities beyond this initial comment period.  Please make sure t
the province commits to funding the implementation of Water Act changes. 
 
  
 
  
 
You
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 11:00:20 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Feedback on Water Act Modernization 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Water Act Mode
  


rnization. 


is crucial that the new legislation specify that water can never be sold or 


 


cerely, 


It 
privatized.  Water is a universal public good.  I support the regulation of 
groundwater use, also the requirement for knowledge of the size, rate of 
sustainable withdrawals from, and water quality in aquifers.  There should be
legislated monitoring of aquifers.  Also, I support the complete elimination of 
the first-in-line, first in Rights practice.  
  
Sin
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 8:58:33 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water rights.  
 
Sooo!  I solemnly swear allegiance to my country and I find out some   
want to grab our water resources as a financial commodity !!!???? 
Am gonna say this only once:" Don't!". 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 4:53:35 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Fwd: Modernization of the water act 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 
 
From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
Date: April 29, 2010 9:06:25 AM PDT 
 
To: livingwatersmart@gov.bc.ca 
 
Subject: Modernization of the water act 
 
 
To whom it May Concern, 
  
Regarding Modernization of the Water Act –  
  
The eight principles as they are written are fine. It is in their imp
that more discussion and input is needed: 


lementation 
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alt 
 but 


lf 
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support that the - Government will regulate groundwater. It is vitally important.  
with 
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upport: Dealing with existing ground water use that began before legislation: 
ulation must done on all water use and extraction.  It is not possible to limit 


upport a review of the principles we have regarding allocation, and in particular 
eview of “First in time, First in rights”.  This is archaic and needs to be 


ne, 


ater 
 paper 


  
I am unclear on what is meant by "higher economic good" - the access to basic human 
needs should be right, allocation should not be based simply on who pays more get
more - otherwise you may end up with a situation where things are grown for th
export market that compromise local consumption needs - allocation has to be de
with in a more holistic valued setting where economic value is one element -
others might include, environment, aesthetics, human needs, issues of se
reliance, social needs, etc.  Being such a cross cutting issue water cannot b
dealt with in a single analysis such as dollar value.     
 
 
I 
However, it should NOT be limited to priority areas – clearly it can start 
priority areas, but it should be through out the Province because some interests
may argue that it is not yet a priority!  We need to be proactive.  
Remove priority areas only from the dialogue -  it goes against a precautionar
approach.  
  
  
I s
reg
only those coming after.  We are all in this together.  
  
  
I s
a r
re-organised to address issues of priority use. It is very difficult to determi
but essential for our continued “best use” of a public resource.   This priniciple 
is well established under international law when states are discussing w
resources, why should we not apply it at local levels also.  The discussion
is vague on what is being proposed.  
  







I support protecting stream health and aquatic environments.  
Specifically, - recognizing the legitimate use of water by the
in general priority of use with other values – except use for ba


 ecosystems, and 
sic human needs 


  


ic 


r – depending on size of extraction-yes.  Ideally, 


 towards 
ples of the EU Directive for inspiration. However, there are generally 


h better information systems in place within the EU for monitoring and 
ormation gathering, which are lacking in BC. We must develop arrangements which 


ion 


omewhat misleading 
 need clarification. Most people assume ‘water use’ to be consumptive – my bath, 
 garden, agriculture, etc.  Most water use for power generation is 
n-consumptive (although it alters hydraulic timing, and some have inter-basin 


 use in 


– (basic human needs includes sanitation and consumption for sustenance and 
cooking; not watering the watering the lawn, or filling the swimming pool -  these 
are ‘additional domestic needs’). Balance must be sought with the production of 
food etc, if food production is deemed ‘efficient use of water’ – growing alfalfa 
in the desert should NOT be viewed as ‘efficient’ use of water resources.  Etc.
-Adaptive management – Good 
-Claw-back on licenses – in times of water restriction -  yes. (apart from bas
domestic use)  
-Licensees required to monito
all would be monitored but it will take time -  phase in the process. 
  
  
I support a review of water governance arrangements, particularly looking
the princi
muc
inf
suit our ability to manage and be flexible to adapt as we gain more informat
regarding our resource.  
  
 
 
Point to Note the diagrams which discuss water use in BC are s
and
my
no
transfers etc., but basically non-consumptive). To say the 95% of water
BC is for power generation is therefore misleading.   
  
 ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:12:49 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Protection of Affordable water 
 
Given the quiet way in which this new law has been introduced, I would like t
be able to voice my opinion on Protection of Affordable water! 


o 


How do I do it? Where? When? 
 
 
 
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
   
 
 








From***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:44:32 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
I am of the opinion that all groundwater usage should be licensed and reg
I that doesn't happen, then the criteria for licensing and regulation should be 


ulated. 


eive first priority. 


my rural area a new development has come in and ignored the legal requirements 
n area 


h these violations of Acts and Regulations because 
es to 


 without enforcement are just window dressing, so the 


reduced from 75L/s to about 10 or 20 L/s. 
I believe that environmental usages should rec
  
In 
for: surface water licensing; septic system installations; and ripario
regulation.   
The development gets away wit
the authorities that are charged with enforcement do not have the resourc
do so.    
New Acts and Regulations
politicians can appear to be doing something, without really making significant 
improvements.  So the revised Water Act is a waste of time without effective 
resources for enforcement. 
  


ards  Reg
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:19:56 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: WAM comment submission 
 
To Whom it may concern, 
 
Please consider my comments on the Water Act Modernization:    
 
Water is recognized as a human right and collectively held in trust by gove
to manage in the public interest. 


rnment 
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 need a Governance model: a FULLY FUNDED local government model with local 
 


of 


TFIR (First in time, First in right system) must remain unchanged since it is 


nd 
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TFIR and Domestic Use must remain unchanged! 


ncerely, 


 
A broadened scope of discussion for true water protection needs to include la
use (like resource extraction activities) since you can't protect the water witho
considering the land. 
 
Water Act should not devolve some uses and protections to other acts (Section 9 
of the Water Act devolves water protection to various other Ministries Acts 
(Forestry, Mining, Gas & Oil))  
 
Watershed Reserves must be re-established for source protection from forestry and 
other resource extraction activities. Watershed reserves would protect our 
drinking water supplies. 
 
Collaborative science, traditional knowledge and local history should inform all
allocation decisions. The precautionary principle should be functioning at al
times (no harm proof prior to new uses, not mitigation after damage). First Nations
social and cultural practices should be  respected and accommodated.  
 
We
decision-making power. Since there is no funding and the government may never grant
local decision making powers, it would be best to go with the STATUS QUO (no change 
model) until broader scope, full funding and full public consultation is part 
the process.   
 
FI
a self-regulating system for over-allocation problems. Modifying FITFIR could 
allow government to remove water rights from established farms,water systems, a
other uses.     
 
Domestic Use licensed use should NOT be changed to a "permitted" use in order to 
retain legal rights Public involvement must be enlarged to cover further steps 
in the process. For example, there was no public consultation in the Cariboo Regio
of the province and this is not acceptable.   
 
FI
 
Si
 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 


 








From:***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 8:06:15 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
CC: Minister, ENV ENV:EX; atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca; Conroy.MLA, Katrine L
Subject: 


ASS:EX 
water act change 


 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
 
To whom it may concern, 


 the way the water act is being updated. First off, I   
   


As I just found out about the water act changes as well as the comment   
deadline being April 30, I realize there isn't enough time to comment   
via mail and so hope you will take this comment via email just as   
seriously. 
I am against
believe every citizen should continue to have rights to all water and
the idea of changing water "licenses" to water "permits" for us rural   
people is wrong. I believe the focus instead should be on industrial   
use of water as they use way more water than private citizens do. 
I disagree with turning water into a commodity. I do however support   
legislation which protects our watersheds and water systems from   
industry. I believe in continued water rights for all citizens. 
I also feel that not enough time was given for public input for such a   
potentially sweeping change that the new water act could create. WAM   
should be shelved until all citizens can have their say and more   
information is given to everyone. Water belongs to all citizens. 
sincerely, 
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:25:43 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act 
 
To whom it may concern: 
  
 
 
I have some comments which, though not making explicit reference to the cu
Water Act, warrant consideration in upcoming changes to the Act. 


rrent 


e 
 


lity 
e 
to 


ute 
tical 


 of 
 are 


e Water Act, as legislated, should be a supreme standard.  All water-related 
ote two 


r 
 
est 


condly, 


the Water Act is to be altered, any changes must keep our water under public 


 
  
 
The water of B.C. is our most valuable resource.  Water plays a significant rol
in most of the wars currently being fought on this planet.  To say that water is
a strategic resource is an understatement.  It is the right and responsibi
of the electorate to defend B.C.’s water from those who will pollute it, and thos
who will steal it from us via ridiculously low usage rates.  Any alterations 
the Water Act must always keep the above in mind. 
 
  
 
Accountability to the voters on amendments is critical, because those who poll
or steal our water will try to influence provincial politicians through poli
donations and future reciprocity.  If that statement makes legislators 
uncomfortable, so be it.  The existence of lobbyists vexes us voters.  Most
us are too busy at work to troll the offices of the legislature.  Referenda
never too inconvenient or expensive if they avoid “the tragedy of the commons”. 
 
  
 
Th
issues in other acts must be referenced to the Water Act.  This would prom
important consequences.  Firstly, it gives those ‘policing’ the Act a higher 
authority when working amidst or resolving issues related to other Acts and/o
Ministries.  This lessens the likelihood of a situation where a worker of a
‘lesser’ Ministry (eg. Environment) finds himself charitably housed in a For
District Office, and having to be careful about when to make a stand.  Se
the Water Act will be positioned much higher up the political food chain.  This 
increases the visibility of management and enforcement to the public, making the 
Act much more accountable to the public. 
 
  
 
If 
control. 
 
  
thank you, ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 


_____   


ch. Get Hotmail  <http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9724458> & 
ssenger on your phone. 


  
 
 
  
 
Stay in tou
Me







 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:50:05 AM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
 I strongly object to the proposed  "Water Act Modernization" . Water does n
have a higher economic purpose.  It is a human right, owned by all and held 
trust by government to be managed in the public interest. 


ot 
in 


e 
 


e 


bout 
n. 


   It is becoming extremely frustrating to have to be so vigilant regarding th
actions of a government titled LIBERAL whose policies are to all appearances
CONSERVATIVE.  
   Water requires protection from resource extraction activities.  Domestic us
requires a permit and resource activities not!  That defies all reason and 
stewardship.     
   I demand a broader public input of this process and am very concerned a
the short notice given to such and important process regarding water conservatio
    
  ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED***
 


 








From: ***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 3:23:13 PM 
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX 
Subject: Water Act Modernization 
 
With great interest I attended the Water Act Modernization workshop in La
It was organized very well. 


ngley. 


nce 
 
g 


put) 
making 


r 
f 


nity to provide feedback. 


  
I would like to take the opportunity to express my viewpoint on the water governa
approach. I oppose a centralized approach and agree with a shared approach.  A
centralized approach stems from a very old school of thought.  Decision-makin
should involve the stakeholders: "water is a subject in which everyone is a 
stakeholder" (Global Water Partnership 2000 document on Integrated Water 
Management)". The government coordinates laws and rules (with stakeholders in
but day-to-day implementation of the act and related planning & decision-
should be shared with partner institutions at regional or watershed scale.  Marbek 
Resource Consultants Ltd. performed an analysis of economic instruments for wate
conservation for the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment.  One o
their conclusions was indeed that decentralized decision-making (pertaining to 
water resources management) should be implemented.   
  


nk you for the opportuTha
  
  
***PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS REMOVED*** 





